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Graham. County
Extension Work in Home Economics
Narrative Report
Aims of County Extension Work
1- To improve home and family life through adult education and youth work
in order that each home and community and our nation may be a better
place in which to live.
2- To make better understanding between persons in our communities and
peoples of other nations and races.
3- To make 4-H Club work available to all boys and girls in the county.
4- To make home economics information available to all homemakers in the
county.
5- To develop leadership.
Situation in the County
Graham County lies in southeast Arizona, in a 1and- of high mountains,
stretching deserts and small fertile valleys. The Apache Indian reserva­
tion covers much of its northern country. Settled by the Mormons, it is
still predominantly populated by members of the Latter Day Saints Church.
Four races,--white, red, brown, and black work together. 1Vhites, Indian,
Mexicans and Negroes are found in any town. A few of the yellow race
own and operate restaurants and grocery stores in safford, the county
seat. Agriculture, cattle raising and mining are the important industries.
Cotton is the main crop. Irrigation systems for the watering of crops
thread through all farming lands. Water from the Gila River and wells
turns desert land into green fields �,d pastures.
Nine of the twelve communities in the county are fairly close together,
being within a radius of thirty miles--all in the naturally fertile valley
through which the Gila River Runs. The other three ecemum.t Lea are from
60 to 80 miles distant from the county seat in the Gila Valley. One com­
munity lies close to the Cochise County line. The ranch people who live
there tend to use a Cochise County town as their outlet.
Entirely rural in its atmosphere, Graham County has one main trading center-­
the town of Safford. This town is the county seat and houses the office
of Extension Service, U. S. Highway 70, a main east-west route, passes
through the county.
The county agriculture agent serves Graham County only. The home demonstra­
tion agent bas her headquarters office in Safford, but serves both Graham
and Greenlee Counties.
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EX!rENSION ORGANIZATION .AND PLANNING
The homemakers in four communities were organized into clubs for the purpose
of carrying on home economics extension work. One club was made up of
homemakers in the ranching area, 50 to 65 miles from the county seat of Safford.
These clubs met regularly each month. The home demonstration agent met with
each 01' these clubs three times during the past year-once to help organize
their program activities, and twice to give the subject-matter lesson.
other clubs, particularly the Relief Societies of the Latter Day Saints
church have made use of ex.tension information through the services of the home
demonstration agent, bulletins, and memeographed materials. The Lesson
Leaders'frOm-five of these societies regularly obt�ined informational mat­
erials from the home demonstration agent. The Relief Society in Solomon
had one joint all-day workshop under the supervision of the home demonstration
agent.
The extension hom.emakers clubs meetings are open to every homemaker. The
services of the home demonstration agent and tLe extension publications are
available-to each homemaker who desires this information and help.
Each club was organized with their own officers - president, vice president,
secretary, treasurer, reporter, and one or two subject matter leaders for
each lesson. The officers had the responsibility of directing the activities
and business of the club and in cooperating in the coUnty council and its
activities. The subject matter leaders had the responsibilities of attending
the leader training meeting, preparation of the lesson and giving it for
members of their club.
The secretary of each club sent a report with information about each club
meeting to the extension office.
County Council
The Homemaker's county Council was organized for the purpose of planning and
carrying on joint activities and programs.
Each homemaker belonged and was privileged to attend the County Council meet­
ing as well as the club in her local community. The Council had four officers
elected annually from the membership. It met twice during this past year--
in May for business and their annual picnic, and in October for the election
of officers and program planning.
The officers of the County Council met two times during the year to plan for
council meetings, and participation in activities.
Officers who served during the past year were:
President •••••••••••••••Mrs jerry scott-----Thatcher
Vice President ••••••••••Mrs Jane Weathersby-Aravaipa Club
Secretary-Treasurer•••••Mrs. Vinnie Marshall-Eden Club
Reporter••••••••••••••••Mrs Vera Sanders----Thatcher Club
The county homemaker's council held their spring meeting and annual picnic
up Aravaipa Canyon May 11. After lunch and a short business meeting, Miss
lean stewart, state leader, discussed home demonstration work in other counties
and plans for Country Life Conference. The County Agricultural Agent dis­
cussed plans tor county fair and recomraended that a committee be selected to
receive items and be responsible for them.
13 homemakers, and S children from three of the homemaker clubs, the County
Agent and his family, the state leader of home economics extension work, and
the home agent attended this spring meeting.
The following is one of the pictures taken during the picnic Council Meeting:
A nominating committee composed of one member from each of the three home­
makers clubs met with the home demonstration agent and selected the ladies
to be nominated as officers of the County Council for the coming year.
The following were elected and installed as Council Officers for 1956:
President•••••••••••• Mrs Francelle Ledford---Safford Club
Vice-president ••••••• Mrs Maybelle Carpenter--Eden Club
Secretary-treasurer •• Mrs Vera Sanders--------Thatcher Club
Reporter••••••••••••• Mrs Annie Osborn--------Ft. Thomas Club
Fifteen ladies trom three of the tour homemakers clubs, and the Home Demon­
stration Agent attended the October Council Meeting and Program Planning Meet­
ing in the Thatcher L.D.S. Relief Society Room. Five different communities
were represented - Thatcher, Sarrord, Eden, Pima, _and K!ondyke. Ward Leaders
trom the different L.D.S. Relief Societies were invited, but none came.
Those present were members of the homemakers clUbs. Registration and refresh­
ments were handlei by a co�mittee of Thatcher Homemakers.
Program Planning
Representatives from the four Homemakers Clubs met with the home agent in
August. Interest and needs were discussed. A check sheet set up by these
representatives was used by them during the discussion in September Club
Meetings. Each homemaker had an opportunity to check her interests. This
information was tabulated and used as a guide in setting up the suggestions
voted on during the County Homemakers Council Meeting.
Representatives from the Homemakers Council met with representatives fram
the Greenlee County Clubs. Final selection of the program for 1957 was made.
Information given during all three planning meetings will be used by the
home agent in setting up the content for each lesson activity.
The 1957 program suggestions were made during the pre-program planning
meeting of club representatives during the afternoon. Council meeting
final suggestions were made. The following day representatives of the Council
met with representatives of the Greenlee County and Home Agent, to co-ordinate
the suggestions into one program for the two counties.
The Home Agent organized the program of work, giving objectives, needs, what
and how the objectives were to be accomplished and when the work was to be
done. Copies were sent to the state office.
The Home Agent assisted in organizing and preparing the homemakers program
booklets.
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EXTENSION LEADERS
National
Secretary of Agriculture••••• " ••. :. '.* .•..••••••
Director of FederaI Agricultural. Extension Service ••• • • • •
Ezra. T. Ben.on
C. M. Ferguson
• • • •
f;i!$te "
Director of Arizona Extension Service • • • • • • • • • •• Charles U� Pickrell
Assistant Director of Extension Service •••••••• l�� .'. Howard Ro Baker
State Leader of Home ]Demonstra.tion Work. • • • • • • • • • •• Jean MQ Stewart
Spec ialists ---
Cl(Jthing • , • , ••••••• ',' • • • • • •••• " • • • Helen Lo Chur oh
Foods and Nutrit ion *.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Home Managment and Furnishings • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Grace Ryan
Home Demonstrat ion Agent"'at-large _....... Madeline Barley HeConnic �
state 4�H Club Leader. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Graham P. Wright
Assistant State 4-H Leader ••• ". J.' • • • • • • • • • • • •• Rex Milhollan
Q£�"tt
Home Demonstration Agent • � .••• '.' • , • • • • •••••
(Grah�m a�d Greenlee Counties)
Graham County Extension Office - Courthouse�Basement, Safford.
Greenlee County Extension Office - Duncan, Arizona • • • 1 ••
Mildred O. Eaton
• • •
Fhone )_50
Phone 2()'.n
• • •
Graham County Agricultural Agent • • • • •
Greenlee County Agricultual Agent •••• • • • • • • • • • • •
John L. Sears
Roy B. Jeter
• • • • • • • • • • •
Graham County Office Secretary • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Greenlee County Office Secretary .••••••••••• • ••
Mrs Lorris Galusha
Mrs Flossie Santee
COUNTY., .COHN.CItt· OFFICERS·
Greenlee County
Presidont .... ..... , ....
Vice President - Mrs. D. W. Rapier (Doan), R
Socretary - Mrs. C. F. Larremoro (Edna)
.
':'..... ','
2, Duncan ••• (York)
Box 575, Morenci ••••
(Clifton Club)
- .Mrs. W.-.M. Cox ·(Vivi), ·Box·'·E-?l·,"'Morenci •• (Morenci)
;:_ 'Mrs. S. A. Sinclair (Virginia), Box 827, Morenci.'.
(-F-lants it€) Club)
Treasurer
Reportor
,parli8,mentarian-
Graham County...... .. .
• 1'
. ,Pr:esidont - Mrs. Jorrie Scott, Thatcher •••••••••• (Thatcher)
Vic e
. r.�e$J.d.Qnt .. � .. ,Mr.s-.--Junior Wea.thersby (Jane) j' -·Kl·ondykEr ••- .•. � • ' ••.
(Araynipa Club)
Sccre t�.:rY�,�,�Q.a."s� �11r.8 .._Jl1nnie .:Marshall, Pima •.•.• i"'i .'. '...... ··•· .... ·�Bdon}
Reporter .. Mrs. Bryco Sandors (Vera), Thatchor ••• (Tho.tchor)
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CLUB OFFICERS, LEADERS, & COM1HTTEES
President
Vice President
secretary . .
�;r'easurer
Leaders:
.. -Po'cds
•• 1'
Clothing
----------------------------------------�-----------.------------------�,�------------�---
'Home Management
,'Home Furnishings
C o1J1m1 t,t.e e s :
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,Date of Meeting
Hostess
Roll call
Progra.m Plans
Gra:q��.'·· Gre enle e
26 25
JANUARY MEETINGS
Time Date of Meeting Time
Hostess
Roll Call
program Plans -- Organization of
Program Bookletsl and selection
of hostesses and leaders
SPECIAL MEETINGS
Meeting of the Officers of the County Council: ,-;.
.
.
...
Officer and Leader Training Moeting
LeRder Training Meeting ..for "casserole Meals" -
10 AM - 3 PM conducted h'y the home demonstration ag er
Re-upholstc�i�g of Furniture Workshops - conducted
by Miss Grac0 Ryan, Homo FurnishinB Specialist,
Univorsity of Arizona
13 - - Leader Training Mooting .f'·or Uarch les son on Care. and
Upkeep of Furniture given by Miss Ryan.
Date of Meeting
Hostess
Roll Call
Program Plans
2
.
3
9 & 10' -- 7 & 8
13 �-
FEBRUARY MEETING
Time Date of Moeting Time
Hos toss
Roll Call
L�sson: "casserole Meals" given bl
SPECIAL MEETINGS
Date of Meeting
Hostess
Roll call
Program Plans
MARCH MEETINGS
. f
''r�me Dato of Moeting .Time
Hostoss
, "
Roll Call
,Lesson: "Repair and Upkeep of
.
Furniture"
------..--�-------------------.----�--------------------
SPECIAL MEETINGS
; ,.t
. .,.
c....
APRIL MEETINGS
Date ot Meeting Time Date ot Meeting 'rimo
Hostess Hostess
Roll Call
Program Plans
Roll call
Lesson: "Altering and FittIng or
Clothes" by the
Home Domonstratlon Agent
SPECIAL MEETINGS
2S -- 25 -- Leader Training tor "Care and Treatment of Fabrics"
by Miss Helen Church, Clothing Specialist, Un1versity
of Arizona - 10,00 A. M. - 3:00 P. 11.
MAY MEETING
Date of Meeting TirnQ Date of Meeting Time
Hos tess Hostess
Roll Call Roll Call
Program Plans Lesson: "Care and Treatment of
Fabrics" by
SPECIAL MEETINGS
JUNE M E E ,T I N G S
Date of Meeting
Hostess
Time Date of Meeting
Hostess
Time
Roll Call
Program Plans
Roll Call
Lesson: Clubs Choice --
given by
_
t! •
SPECIAL MEETINGS
. I �
, .
.
� .
\
JULY MEETING
Date of Meeting Time Date of Meeting Time
Hostesses Hostesses
program Plans Program Plans
SPECIAL MEETINGS
�.,
•
1
.
,
. '.
Date of Meeting
Hos tess
Program Plans
AUGUST MEETINGS
, Time--. . Date of Meeting
Hos tess
,.1::. Plans for Meeting
SPECIAL MEETINGS
.
,
..
'
.
Time
.
,­
'
.. :
Leader Training Meeting for -.. "Making Better Use of
Equipment" given by the .?O�� .._�emons tra tlon agent.
Date of Meeting
Hostess
Roll call
Program Plans
':- 1 �..
. \'" ,�.
'J' �
SEPTEMBER H E E TIN G
Time Date of Meeting Time
Hos tess
Roll Call
Lesson --"Making Better Use of .
Equipment" given by
------
.
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SPECIAL MEETINGS
Greenlee'Co��ty' Counbil Meeting - Program Planning
Graham County Counc�l Me�ting.-.Program Planning
• � "J • • .4 • : r
Two-County Council Program Plamming Committee Meetin
Leader Training Meeting for "Preparation of Cooked
and 'Baked F'oods For Pre ez Ing" by
Foods Sp�clalist� University of Arizona
OCT 0 B E R M E E TIN G S
Date of Meeting
Hostess
Time Date of Meeting Time
Hostess
Roll call Roll Call
Program Pla.ns Lesson: "Preparation of Cooked an4
Ba.ked Foods for Freezing1!
given by
.
SPECIAL �mETINGS
Greenlee County Fair
Graham County Fair
Leader Training Meeting - "Sowing centers llnd cabinets"
by Miss Helen Church, Clothing Specialist, University
of Arizona
NOVEMBER MEETINGS
Date of Meeting Time Date of Meeting
Hostess Hostess
Roll Call Roll Call
Program Plans Lesson: "Sewing Centers and
Cabinets" given by
Time
SPECIAL MEETINGS
Date of Meeting
Hostesses
Holl Call
Plans
DECEMBER
Timo
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MEETINGS
Date of Meeting
Hostesses
'.'
Roll Call
Plans
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ARIZONA HOMEHAKER'S CREED
live as humbly as I can
bake what comes of good or evil and grow by my
experience into a better and more understanding
perso�. ,
cling to the Faith which I possess and live each
day a little better than the day before.
see others thpough their eyes and not through my ovm.
be blind to the tiiult,s, and see only the fine in
every life. :�.' , '. :
:. .
so live that I havo ho neod'of secret places to
hido that which I would not have my friends know.
live the same when I am alone as I do before the
world.
.
'
be exactly what my very be�t frle�d thinks I am,
honor the teachings of my par-entis and when I am
called to leave the sphere .9f.a�tion, to live in
the memory of someone as a 'true" friend.
',-- Mrs. Lila Newell
eRE E D
Keep us, Oh God, from pettiness; let us be large
.; . in thought, in wordJ in doed.
,',;: L.e'� us be k done with faultfinding and leave off
. .', ',', self.!..�ee�lng.' . ..
,'.: Maj'. we. put ,'avv,ay all pretense and meet each other
,.:>
"
rac e
.. ·tp'·Tace, without pity and without prejudice.
:;.,.,.11/1ay we never- be hasty in judgment and a.lways
"
r .. l� :� ..
"
geno�.qu��,�. .,' .
", "r.' T,each. us .. t o' ,put' into action our bo.tter impulses
.,: .. :'
'
.: �·tra.igh"tforward and unaf'ra Ld ,
,
.,." I·
.r�. r . Le'.t us take .tLme for all things'j ':ma:ke" us grqw
.�:: '. "q:alm, .ser'ene and gentle 0
, �
." '. ,q.·ran:t, tha:�;',_'we may realize 1 t is· tlle" "J:l1t"tl,e .....
. ,thing:s·l• �ha..:t... cr-ea te difforences" that in the
.' .bi� tnJ�g;s . of' lifo we are �:a.s � one-z • · I� ::.' ;.' �
And may we s·trive to touch and to know the gr-ca t
common Woman's heart of us' !-a:l1;
:
and ';.0 .. God
,�et .u� not forgot to be kind.
� It t, I .f ", �. -
.' I". -; �';,', "
---- Mary Stowart
HOMEMAKER'S AIM SCHEDULE for HOAmMAI\ER'S �mETINGS
TO HAVE EVERY HOME ---
Economically sound . ::... ,', .,
Mechanically convenient. '.
Morally wholesome ,:., ;\,
Mentally stimulating
"
.... ':;.:'
Art1stically satisfying ,.:' .. :'::�
Physically healthy
··c
Soca111y responsible .
S�l:rl tually inspiring ".:., �
Founded upon mutual aff(H�t'iqP.
and respect. ', .. \. '.' ..Thatcher •• 2nd Friday, :3 PM
By Juliet Lita Bane,,'
' I • . .....• "
•
Retired Head of .�ome Econ,.. . i · ... Yo;:k ••.••. � ��nd & 4th Thursday, 2 PM
omlcs Dep' t, Uni vers,1ty 'ot: ..', '. ::,
Illinois
.
·>�··"r'": !'1'"
• r .
.
Aravaipa •• 3rd Wednesday, 2 PU
Cllfton ••• 4th Tuosday, 7,30 P.M.
Eden •••••• 3rd Friday,
Moronci ••• 3rd Thursday, 1 PM
Plantslto.lst & 3rd Tuesday, lPM
�
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8 '10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
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29 20 31
May
1956 Calender
.. September �
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30
OotobQT"" .. :,:
1 2 3 456
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
1 2 345
6 7 '8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 �9 30 31
Febru�ry
J. 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29
.Tune
1 2
3 4 5 678 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
March ' � J'u1y
1 2 345 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31
November 1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24'
2� 26 27 28 29 30
123
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20'21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
April
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30
August December 1
234 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31
A CLUB r:IEMBER'S PRAYER l
Help us, 0 Lord, that we, as women may realize our
service to our homes and communities in a throe­
fold way,
As true and loyal wives in every path of married lives;
As kind and loving mothers wno will guard, carefully,
the morals� health, and efficiency pf the little
lives Thou has entrusted in our caro.
And as faithful and thoughtful sist�rs both at home
and elsewhero; ever ready to extend a helping hand
in the interests of humanity's needs in every walk
of life and in any and every community.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOr£ ECONO�«CS
State of Arizona
Duncan
university of Arizona
Oollege of Agriculture
U. S. Department of Agriculture
and Greenlee County Cooperating
Agricultural Extension
Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
June 5, 1956
Dear Homemaker:
Your County Program Planning Committee discussed needs and interests of their
club members during their May meeting. They made the suggestions given below
in the check sheet.
Will you read these suggestions carefully before Checking the ones that you wish
assistance with during the coming year.
W1ll you keep in mind as you read through these suggestions:
1- that there is a limit to the number of things we can do in one year
2- that there is a limit in number of things you will have time to participate in
� that you share your home demonstration agent's time and energy with another
county and with the 4..H Clubs in both counties.
Askyourselt --- What do I want most this coming year? What services and help
do I want most from � home demonstration agent and the extension service?
The chairman of your club1s program planning committee and her committee will
answer your questions about the different suggestions and give you guidance as
10ll check,
You are being given two opportunities to check these program suggestions, with
the hope each one of you will have at least one chance to check· her desires.
It may be you will want to change your mind about what you want most by fall.
That is o. K. Thats another reason for the two checking periods -- to let you
think now and again in September.
The information on these check sheets will be tabulated and the information
gained will be used b,y your club's program planning committee while voting for
the program for 1957.
Sincerely yours,
MOE:ts
CCI 195
HILDRED o. EJ'J.TON
Home Demonstration Agent
Greenlee-Graham Counties
?
PROGRAM PLANNING SUGGESTIONS
CLOTHING
�ing'ReaQy-�o-wear Clothes •••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Removal of Stains from Fabr1cs ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Uses of Fabric Scraps ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Workshops:
Cleaning and Adjusting your Sewing Machine ••••••
Altering Patterns •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Altering of Clothes •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Making MUslin Patterns ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Modern Methods of Construction for Beginners ••••
Make-over of Clothes for Children •••••••••••••••
Make-over of Clothes for Adults •••••••••••••••••
FOODS JlN!) NUTRITION
Methods of Cooking Different Cuts of Meat ••••••••••••
Identifying Meat Cuts at the market and their Use ••••
Party Sandwiches and Beverages •••••••••••••••••••••••
Use of Left-over Foods •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Yeast Bread and Rolls ...•..••.............•.........•
HOME FURNISHINGS
r.faking Our Homes More Attractive ••••••••••••••••••••
Window Treatments: Curtains •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Drapes •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Blinds and Shades ••••••••••••••••
Rods •••••••••••••••••••••••••• � ••
June . �Fall •
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HOME lfANAGEMENT
Guides for Buying Large Equipment - (check which you
are interested in):
Stoves Others ----
Refrigerators .
Washers
----
Dryers
_
Guides in Buying Small Equipment •••••••••••••••••••••
Management of Time and Energy ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Guides for �ing Bed Linens •••••••••••••••••••••••••.
MISCELLANEOUS
. Understanding Color and Its Use •••••••••••••••••••••••
Behavior Problems of Children •••••• � •••••••••••••••••
Red Cross First Aid Course (includes first aid during
a bcmbing) •••••••••••••••
Recreation: for adults ........•.•.. � ..........•...
for children ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
for leisure ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••
OTHER SUGGESTIONS
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ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS FOR PROGRA1�
Accessories for the Home••••• • e: • •
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• •.. • ...•
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• • • • •. • • 1--...-.--..-.........;
HOME FURNISHING
Pictures selection and hanging. • • • •
Workshop - Lanp Shade
..
s. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .--..!
• ""'1 �-"I
.Q_LO� /
Buying Ready-to-wear Clothing - Sweaters. • • • • • • • � ......_.........·_·i1 •Coats••••••••• � __ ..Foundation Garments. •• �_................�,
Workshop ... Draperies. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Workshop - Pressing Equipment - use and making. • • • • • . . ., .__.
Workshop - Chi1drenl s Coat.s and Jackets. • • • • • • • • . . , .-,
Workshop - Dress Forms. • • • • • • • • • • •••••••
i
.......... ..........._.I
FOODS
-
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CLUB'S PROGRAM PIANNING DISCUSSION
1- Allow a few minutes i'or general discussion (5 minutes). No more due tQ lack
or time. This is a nwarmer-up".
-
2- Pass out check she,ets. (If' you need more let me know how m�) If this was
done at a previous meeting and the ladies took them home -- then you had better
remind them betore club day to bring them to the meeting or have the club's
secretary include this with her notice of the meeting�
3-'Read aloud � letter - dated June 'th. Discuss the different parts as you go
along" For example: the three suggestions given in that letter, and the,
"Ask yourself' -- What do I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " paragraph.
4- Give the ladies an opportunity to ask questions cn how to use check sheet.
S.... Instruct them: ---
1- to write in aqy specific part of any lessQn they may want -- as, --­
;i'l3uying Ready-to-l�ear Clothesu• They should write in garment or garments
of special interest -- as -- dress, slips, coats, foundation garments,
etc. (This is necessary only on the program suggestions checked.)
2.. Add any lesson suggestion, not included, that they especially want.
6. Allow a reasonable time for ladies to check their sheets.
7- If time permits -- have the ladies discuss the added suggestions. others may
want to add it to their list. ----- since -- 'one suggestion from one lady
bears no weightl but if that suggestion is also a desire of several in your
club, then you will give it attention at the county meeting.
8- Remind ladies to add their name and name of the club to their sheet.
9- Take up all sheets. (Their checking of sheet is of no value unless your
committeeJhas its information to use.
-
10- Bring all check sheets from your club with you to the County Program Planning
Committee meeting on Thursday morning, September 21th.
The Home Demonstration Agent met with each homemaker club during their Jan­
uary meeting and assisted them in organizing and planning their leaders
and activities for 1956. She gave intormation, as needed, about lesson
content.
The Home Agent gave assistance to club officers and leaders in organizing
their meetings and lessons throughout the year when they called at her ot­
tice or requested this help in their homes.
Registration sheets were sent out to homemakers so they could register for
special lessons and activities.
Infor.mation sheets were sent out to homemakers for use they had made of the
program lessons and activities.
Training Meetings
A training me,eting for Officers and Subject :Matter Leaders from each club was
held January 26 by Miss Jean stewart, State Leader,.assisted by the Home ARent.
The meeting was opened by the County President after which the vice-president
led the group in singing, and the Home Agent stated the purpose of the meeting.
TLe state Leader then discussed extension organization, Biving information
that was of value to the ladies. The ladies were divided into "chatter groups"
to discuss various problems --what could be done to gain members, to have a
better attendance, and to improve their club meetings. Under the leadership
of the Home Agent each group reported their suggestions, and added other things
that could be done.
The State Leader lead the group in discussing business meetings and how they
should be conducted.
National Home Demonstration Week
The Graham County homemakers observed National Home Demonstration Week with
two window displays featuring some phases of the past year's program. The
display in the Sears Roebuck window showed footstools made_.by the ladies
during the "Repair of Furniture" workshop. The display in the Firestone
window showed labor and energy-saving equipment for use while ironing. The
shirt ironing bulletin was displayed showing steps for ironing a shirt.
Oountry Life Oonference
Two ladies representing Graham County Homemakers accompanied the home agent
to Morenci for a meeting with the GreenleeeCounty Committee. Plans were
discussed and made for the portraying of the period 1940-1949 during the
pagent - "Fifty Years of Family Living in Arizona".
Mrs. Jerry Scott, Graham County Council President, wrote the script for this
portion of the pageant.
Four homemakers - Mrs. Raymond Pointer, Thatcher; Mrs. Lamar Kempton, Eden;
Mrs. John Sears and Mrs. Dorothy Woolsey, Safford, and the home agent attended
Country Life Conference at the University of Arizona June 19-22.
The home agent distributed Country Life Conference leaflets to other homemakers
Several copies were left at country stores in the county to be picked up by
their customers.
Conferences
The Home Agent attended the December state Extension Conference in December
at the University of Arizona.
The Home Agent attended the three-day state 4-H Conference in March and the
Country Life Conference in June.
The Home Agent confered with the State Leader and specialists about program
plans whenever she was at the University for extension meetings.
The Home Agent confered with the County Agent about all phases of extension
work as the need appeared.
The Home Agent confered with the club officers and county officers about
their duties and responsibilities and gave assistance as needed.
Conference with the Indian Service
The county home agent and agricultural agent met with the home agent, agri­
cultural agent and other representatives of the San Carlos Indian Agency.
A program for the Indian Service was discussed.
/(;
Other Work
Graham County is one of a two-county unit in home demonstration work, therefore,
the Home Agent divides her time and assistance between the two counties.
Headquarters and records are kept in the Graham County Office where the agent
spends the major part of her office time. Separate annual reports and plans
for work are written by the agent for each county.
One annual report was written by the County Agriculture and Home Agents. over
all 4-H Club work in the county.
The Home Agent planned and made arrangements for leader and special training
meetings, council meetings, and committee meetings which were held in the county.
The Home Agent prepared and sent out three news letters to homemakers giving
information about meetings and activities.
The Home Agent ordered bulletins, reference materials, and 4-H supplies needed
for distribution, and to keep the bulletin racks up-to-date.
The Home Agent ordered reference material which was used by the L.D.S. Relief
Society stake Leader and Ward Program Leaders in preparing and giving their
monthly lessons on "Sele cting � buying, and caring for equipmen t. "
The Home Agent judged homemakers clothing and household arts and assisted in
judging 4-H exhibits during the Apache County Fair.
Assistance to L.D.S. Relief Society Groups
The Home Agent collected the names of the two L.D.S. stake Presidents and Work
Directors, the president and work leader of each Ward Relief Society. Their
addresses and telephone numbers were also collected. A chart was made for
use throughout this year.
The Home Agent obtained a list of the L.D.S. Relief SOciety monthly programs
for this year. She then checked over bulletins and other reference materials
available that would be of help to the Ward Leaders in preparing and giving
their lessons. The Home Agent ordered additional material for use by these
ladies.
The Hame Agent conferred with the stake Work Directors as to the materials
they needed and ways she could be of assistance to her and to her ward leaders.
Others who Assisted with the Program
Miss Jean stewart, state Leader of Home Demonstration Work assisted by:
1- Confering and planning with the Home Demonstration Agent about program,
organization, and training meetings.
2- Conducting the Officer and Leader Training meeting.
3- Attending the spring Council Meeting where she discussed National Home
Demonstration Week and presented certificates of achievement to the clubs
at their county council meetigg.
II
4- Assisting the Home Agent in getting the pressure guage tester repaired and
understanding how to operate it and make pressure changes for altitude.
;- Confering with the county president and secretary in regard to changes
in by-laws and certificate of achievement.
6- Lending reference material on freezing of foods.
Miss Grace Ryan, home managment - home furnishings specialist, University ot
Arizona, assisted vnth the progra� by:
l� Conducting the two-and-one half day workshop and leader training meetings
'":'." on repair of furniture.
2- Planning with the home agent for her use of equipment lesson.
3- Planning with the home agent for her lesson and lending her equipment for
her demonstrated talk on Light in the Home which the agent gave at the
state 4-H Leaders Conference.
Miss Helen Church, clothing specialist, University of Arizona, assisted with
the program by:
1- Conducting the leader training meeting for the lesson, Know your Fabrics
and their care.
2- Planning with the Home Agent for leader training and 4-H project work.
3- Conducting the leader training workshop on "Sewing Centers and Cabinets.
4- Arranging far and conducting the 4-day 4-H Clothing Workshop.
yavapi - Coconino and Navajo - Apache County Home Agents assited by judging
the homemaker and 4-H exhibits at the County Fair.
Mrs. Martha Chapman, home economist, assisted by conducting the leader training
meeting on "Preparation of Cooked and Baked Foods for Freezing". The training
meeting caTIe in October while there wasn't any extension food specialist and
the Home Agent couldn't fit it into her schedule.
Results:
Membership in homemakers clubs and interest in extension information and the
Home Agent's services has increased during t�e year. This is shown by the
increase in phone calls for information and requests for bulletins and the
agents services. Work leaders in five of the nine L.D.S. Relief Societies
depended on the Home Agent and extension office to supply bulletins, mimeo­
graphed, and reference materials for their monthly relief society lessons.
A group of young homemakers in the Safford area organized an extension club
in February. The membership was unstable until this fall, due to the moving
of families out of the county.
A group oi homemakers in the Ft. Thomas area held their first pre-o»ganization
meeting in October. More work will have to be dane with this group to develop
greater interest and desire in the program before they continue their organ­
ization.
Fifteen Graham County Officers and Leaders attended the Officer-Leader Training
Meeting from:
Thatcher Club - All five officers and two leaders
Aravaipa Club - Club president
Eden Club - none
County Offi cer-« none
It is difficult to measure results in terms of figures. In a few cases this
can be done.
CLOTHmG andTEXTILES
The lesson on "Altering and Fitting of Clothes", was given to each of the
four homemaker- clubs. Information was given on fit, taking measurements,
sizes and types of patterns, checking of patterns, alterations and adjustments
to make for a good fit on patterns and on the garment. The Agent demonstrated
how to make several different alterations and adjustments for special prob­
lems on the pattern, and for special problems on ready made clothes. She·
used one of the homemakers as a model.
The lesson "Know your Fabrics and their Care", was given during the meeting
of the three clubs by four leaders. Examination on finishes and fibers, what
to expect, and how to care for the different fibers, fabrics, and finishes.
The lesson on "Sewing Centers and Cabinets", was given by five leaders to
members of the three clubs during November. Workshops will be held during the
next few months, at which time Sewing Cabinets will be made.
The leader training meetings for the lessons - "Know your Fabrics and their
Care", and "Sewing Centers and Cabinet,S", were conducted by Miss Helen Church.
Clothing specialist, University of Arizona.
A demonstration lesson on "Care of the Skin and Bair", was given for the
Thatcher Club by two beauticians, members of the club. Mrs. Jerry Scott and
Mrs. Etta Smith.
lesson:
The following pictures were taken during the lesson:
A lesson on Modern Methods of Contruction was given for members of the new
Safford Club by the Home Agent. During this March lesson she showed the ladies
how to do some of the important contruction methods.
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Prepared by:
Mildr-ed O. Eaton
Home Demonstration Agent
Graham-Greenlee Counties
April 1956
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONONICS
State of Arizona
Duncan
University of Arizona
College of Agriculture
U. S. Department of Agriculture
and Greenlee County Cooperating
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
FITTING AND ALTERING OF CLOTHES
A�one who goes to the trouble of making a garment wants it to look like
the best reaqy-made garment. To do-this takes time and skill and an understanding
of what gives a garment a professional or smart look and what detracts from that
look.
Well-made professional cloth�s must not only be up-to-date in style, good in
quality, and good in design, but they must also be accurate in construction and
well fitted.
Achieving a well-fitted garment depends to a great degree on: -- knowing
your figure, selecting the right pattern, altering it ot fit your figure, cutting
it grain perfect, marking and following marking on the pattern, and accurate in
'construction.
Determine at the beginning what your figure type is. Is �t girls, teen,
junior, misses, or half-size?
Girl's figure is usually flat and undeveloped -- shorter from shoulder to
waist line than the Teen figure. Bodice is fuller at waistline than Teens.
Teen Figure is still immature, although it is beginning to dev�lop. Fitting
in bodice is aChieved through bustline darts. Front 'and back of bodice are
lengthened, due to growth in height.
Junior Figure is more mature than the Teen age. The high youthful bustline
requires deeper darts for fitting bustline and greater length from shoulder to
waistline.
Missss Figure is more deval.oped in bust, waistline, hip and height. Greatest
difference occurs in the bustline necessitating greater length from shoulder to
waistline.
Half-Size Figure is shorter, narr�ler in the shoulder and larger in the waist
than Misses.
Buy the right siz,e pattern -- the one most nearly like' your figure, the one
that will take the least amount of adjustment to fit well. For some it may be
best to buy two patterns, one size far the blouse and another for the skirt. It
is comforting to know that there are few who do not need some adjustment, since
few figures are exactly standard forms on which patterns are built.
To get your right size pattern take your measurements and compare them with
the measurements in the table on measurements and sizes in your pattern book.
MEASUREMENTS NEEDED TO CHECK THE PATTERN
1 - Chest �{idth I -- Ai a podrrt 6 inChes
down from the shoulder seam at the
neck line, measure from armho1e
seam to armhole seam.
2 - High Bust - Measure high-under ann
pits across the chest.
3 ... Bust ... Measure fullest part of bust
keeping the tape parallel to the
floor. Measure both front and back
between side seams.
4 ... Blouse Length, over bust - Measure
from middle of the shoulder seam,
over the bust, straight down to
the waistline. Keep tape parallel
to center front.
-
5 - Waistline ... Measure snugly where
you want the belt' to be. Take both
front and back measurements between
side seams.
6 ... Hips ... Measure at widest part of
hips, keeping tape parallel to the
floor. Check as to whether your
hips are larger over hip or thigh
level. Record distance of this
measurement from the waistline.
7 - Skirt I.eneth - Measure from the
wais tline to bottom of the skirt
or desired distance from the
floor.
8 - Inside Arm ... Measure from armhole
,
to wrist with the arm straight.
9 ... OUtside Arm - Measure from highest part of armhole, down over the elbow with
arm Dent, flo the wristbone. Also measure from elbo� to wrist bone.
10 - Upper Arm (or sleeve width) - Measure around fullest part of upper arm. This
is usually at bottom of armhole. Also record distance of this measurement
from the top of the armhole seam.
11 ... Shoulders ... r�asure from armhole seam to armhole seam across the fullest
p�rt of the shoulders. Record distance of this measurement from vertebra bone
in center neck.
12 - Back Neck Seam ... Measure along the back neck line, from shoulder seam to
shoUlder seam, Stand tape on edge to measure a good curve.
.
13 - Upper Back Width - Measure straight across the back from top of one armhole
seam to the other.
Bust measurement alone is unreliable. The pattern is apt to be too large
when it is selected by measurement alone. The standard measurements uere set
when foundation garments were worn to make the figure look flat and boyish. The
fashion figure has changed, but standard body measurements have not. Take both
the bust and high chest measurements. If there is less than 4 inches difference
between these two measurements, use the hi[fl chest as the size for your pattern.
If there is 4 inches or more difference, then select a pattern size that is
between these measurements,
It is important to work with a pattern that fits the 'Shoulders and upper
body. Major alterations are more difficult there than at the waist line and hips.
If your shoulders, and chest, are narrow in proportion than your bust, buy a pattern
'one size or two smaller than the bust, if you cannot find a pattern for narrow
should�r�. !t is easier to enlarge the bust and hips than to narrow the chest
and shoulders enough to fit properly. A style with tucks or soft fullness below
the shoulders is easy to alter in the' shoulders and chest. Plain tailored fronts
with a single shoulder dart are harder to alter, and if fitted well, call attention
to these figure irregularitieso
Before you use a pattern, it is best to tr,r it out in muslin or some old cloth
and make any neoeesary alterations(l A great deal of time would be saved, part­
icularly if you make many of your own clothes. This muslin pattern and the same
alterations can be used each time you make a garment.
Before buying a pattern, be sure to check and determine where changes needed
for a good fit can be made without distorting the styleo Don't trY to improve
on good designo Rather select a pattern style �r.ith as much care' as you do your
fabric and then let the pattern really provide the smartness for your garment.
PATTERN ALTERfl.TIONS OR ADJUSTr1ENT
When you are ready to check your pattern measurements, press each piece of
the pattern.
'StUQY the pattern guide sheet with the pattern pieces. Then ��th a yardstick
pencil straight seam lines, darts, and other guide lines, such as center front
and back, edge of lap on a closing, and pleat 11oeso Draw curved lines such as
armscyes and neckline carefully, parallel to the edge of the pattern. Rule grain
lines the full length of the pattern. Write on pattern the meaning of symbols
that might later be over looked -- such as, 'cut on foldl•
Pin darts, tucks, and pleats on each piece of the pattern, and measure over
them. Measure between seam perforations. Most measurements are taken parallel
or at right angles to the straight-ot-grain marks on the pattern. A few are
taken on the curve. Of chief importance is the placement of the tape measure on
your pattern at the identical point us ed in taking fib�re. measurements.
Keep in mind that for the most part you are measuring just half of the pattern.
For example, twice the front blouse measurement should correspond to your bust
measurement across the front, plus allowance for ease.
All patterns carr,y allowance for ease, comfort, and style. The amount of
fullness needed for ease depends on the kind of material and style of the dress.
A l.oosely woven material will give more and need less ease than a firmly woven
or resin-finished fabric. Soft, dressy styles need more ease than straight slim
types. Patterns allow a certain amount for ease in some of the measurements, but
it may not be as much as you need for comfort. Check your measurements �dth a
garment which fits you well. When you have determined the amount of ease needed,
add it to your own measurements and adjust the pattern if necessary.
Fitting a paper pattern directly on the figure and mnking adjustments is
sometimes easier if you have some one who understands fitting to help you.
It is futile to attempt fitting a paper pattern unless it is accurately held
in place along the cent-er front and back at the base of the neck, bust, waistline,
and low hipline. Strips of muslin can be pinned around the body at these levels.
Fit, the paper pattern over a slip and the type of foundation garment you will
wear under the dress. Slip into the pattern carefully in order not to tear it or
loosen pins. Leave unpinned the top 2 inches of the underarm seam'to avoid damag­
ing it. Do not bring the arm down close to the side during the fitting. Anchor
the pattern by pinning it to the neckline band at center front, shoulder seam, and
center back, and to the other bands at center front and back.
Note: If the pattern does not reach the center front or back, do not assume that
letting it out al,ong the underarm. s,e,e,Jrl will make the proper adj"ustment. The
armhole line would be pulled out ot position by this change, and there may be
-other distortions. The alteration may have to come between the center line and
the underarm. Consdier all factors before letting out the under' arm seam.
First observe the placement of th$ basic lines of the pa.ttern in relation to
the figure and the Ove'r-all effect of' the dress, including ease, spacing, and the
bang of front, back" and sides. There should be enough ease in the pattern so
that it sets slightly away from the boqy except at the neckline, shoulder seam line,
and waistline 1 where it should fit snugly.
When you have decided where the pat.tern needs to be adjusted, draw a straight
line as a guide for cutting the pattern. For most alterations, make the line
,arallel or at ri£ht angles to the straight-of -the-gredn line., Cut along this
line far enough into the pat.tern so it will spread out flat or so one piece can
be lapped over the' other without forming a pouch at the end of the slash. If you
are enlarging or making an entire piece of the pattern, you will need to cut the
pattern all the way across.
Be careful to make adjustmcnta in the pattern only where needed. For instance,
if your pattern is too small iIi the bust but fits in the chest and shoulders, take
care to widen or.Uy the bust. Try not to change the shape of the armholes, neckline"
or shoulders anY more than is necessary.
If the alteration is a difficult one, you may wish to tr,y it out on a duplicate
of your pattern made from newspaper or wrapping paper. Mark perforations and
notches-on the duplicate and make the necessary corrections. It is a good idea
to tr,y out the altered pattern in muslin to be sure of the fit.
The following are suggestions for making some of the more frequent pattern
adjustments:
To Shorten the pattern --
Crease horizontally ,across the bodice
sleeve, or skirt on alteration line.
Fold and pin a tuck in each piece to
shorten the required amount. Check to
be sure the tuck is the same width
throughout. Straighten outer edges of
the pattern.
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The same principal would be followed for making the bodice, sleeve, and skirt
narr'oweJe throughout. __ . j,
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To Lengthen the Pattern -- Cut the
pieces along the alteration lines.
Place a lightweight piece of paper
under the separated pieces. Pin
pieces to this, spreading them to give
the needed length. Check to be sure
the space is the same width throughout.
The same principal would be followed for making the bodice, sleeve, and skirt
wider.
Shoulders of Pattefll too High
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--·-1f your shoulders slope or your patterns. call
for shoulder pads and you don't wish to use them,
the shoulders of the pattern will be too square,
and there will be extra material at the top of
your shoulder.
When you alter the pattern, cut as in A, and
lap section b over section a (as in C)
If' your shoulders are more square or the
pattern doesntt call for pads, and you want to use
them, separate b from a, as in diagram B.
Check cap of sleeveo It may be too wide (if
C alteration is used) or too narrow (if B alter­
ation is used).
Shoulder and Chest of Pattern Too Wide --
Draw a line from a point on the shoulder
seam to about I! inches below the level
of the bottom of the armhole (as in A).
Line should be parallel to center front.
Cut along line, almost to underarm seam.
Lap section b over section a until shoulders
are as near your measurements as you can
make them. Be careful not to change the
bust measurement. Draw a new shoulder line.
If the back shoulder seam of the pattern
is now more than ! inch longer than the front shqulder seam, you may need to narrow
it just as you did the front. But if you are round shoUldered, you can probably
work the extra fullness into the back shoulder darts, or ease it onto the front
shoulder when you make your dress.
Buet ct Pattern Too Small
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To enlarge the pattern at the bust, draw a
line from the waistline, paraJ�el to center
front, to about an inch above the level of
the bottom of the armhole. From this point
draw a line at right angles to the first line,
over to the armhole edge. (as in A). Cut
along these lines almost to the armhole edee.
Spread b section away from a until the bust
measures the width you want , Draw in a new
waistline, butting off the job. Take up
extra waistline fullness in gathers, tucks,
or darts.
If additional length is needed because of size of bust, follow procedure for
lengthening blouse, the take-up excess length at side seam in the dart or make a
second dart.
Bust of Pattern too Small; Chest and SHoulders teo' Wide:
b I
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Draw a line on the pattern from shoulder
seam to waistline.
Draw another cutting line at right angkes
from the first line to the armhole edge, about
! inch above the bottom of the armhole. (A)
Cut from waistline to shoulder and along the
crosswise line almost to the armhole edgeo
Lap b over a until the chest and shoulder
measurements are narrow enough. Then spread
c away from a to widen the bust.
Pattern too Small Across Back of Neck and Upper Back
If'you have a pad of fat at the back of your
neck, or you are round shouldered, your pattern
will need to be lengthened and widened tilere.
Praw a line from center back to armhole,
about I inch below the top of the armhole. Cut
along this ·line, almost to the armhole edge.
Raise a,at center back until pattern is long
enough. Extend center back line to neck line.
HOW TO KNOW A GOOD FIT
Before doing any actual fitting, study the general effect of all sides of the dress
on the figure. Decide what is good and what needs changing. Check on important
fitting points and areas. Fit the blouse first. Before fitting the skirt, adjust
the waistline fullness to the proper location. Pin the skirt to the waistline,
catching center front, center back, and side seams with corresponding points of
the waist.
A dress that fits well adapts itself to the wearer's body. It brings out good
points and skillfully hides poor ones. You will know a good fit by ----
Direction of grain of the fabric -- The crosswise threads are parallel to the floor,
unless the dress has unusual style details. Lengthwise threads on the sleeve cap
lie in the direction of the arm when itihobgs straight at the side. Crosswise
threads are parallel to the floor unless the sleeves have unusual style detail.
Direction of seam lines -- Seam lines that lie and hang straight keep the dress in
proper l�ne on the f1gure •. They set becomingly and smoothly to the shoulders.
Underarm blouse and skirt seams hang straight down -- no swinging to the back or
front. The waistline seam appears to be straight around the figure, but it dips
slightly in front, following the natural waist curve. The armhole seams make a
good curve underneath the arm and over the top of the shoulder. They are straight
in front and back of the arm except when special style features require otherwise.
Smooth lines -- You can expect some folds to form in a dress as the wearer moves.
But when she sits or stands still, there should be no unbecoming folds.
Weari!! CO!fort, .... The properly fitted dress is comfortable when the wearer stands,
s1£8, or moves around. It is snug where fashion demands, but never feels tight or
strained.
There are likely to be fitting difficulties and the dress may never fit it -------
1- The style is not suited to the wearer's figure
2- The pattern is not the right size, or not altered to fit
3- The dress is carelessly cut and made.
SUGGESTIONS.FOR ACHIEVING A GOOD FIT
Cut with care -- Be sure the pattern is laid on the cloth so that the pattern
perforations for s.traight of the grain are parallel' with the lengthwise threads.
Never sacrifice the straightness of the fabric to save material - ... better piece
the fabric, if. necessary.
Sew Carefully -- For a good fit, do accurate pinning, marking, basting, and st.itch­
ing. Also, take care that:
-Seams are straight - Darts when stitched have no ugly pouches at the ends
-Tucks are straieht - Fullness is distributed evenly without puckers or
-Facings and hems pleat.
.
fi� smoothly
Press as you' sew -- Seam lines and darts all lie flatter when pressed. Seams should
ariays be pressed before they are crossed by another seam. One final prossing will
not give the same results.
KnOtl the figure you are i'itting -- Individual differences in weight distribution
a� bones often cause fitting problems and must be given special attention. Often
the two sides of the boQy aren't alike.
.
.
Fit over correct undergarments -- Fitting should be done over the same clothes that
will be worn with the dress.
Watch posture -� Do not tr,y to fit a person who is wiggling, twisting, slumped -­
o·:-·standing poker stiff , either. Keep the body in a position �s natural as possible.
Uee all possible helps -- It may help to compare measurements with those ot a dress
that fits well. A dress form does not solve all fitting difficulties, but is
useful in checking some points.
Darts can be used to take up fullness' and to shape end direct fullness where needed.
Tucks and gathers do the same thing with softer effect. When darts are used, try
different places until a smooth, becoming line is gotten. Rarely take up as much
as It inches of fullness in one dart. Two or more smal.L darts are' usually better
than ane large one. The smaller tho amount of material to be taken up, the shorter
the dart can be.
Guard the neck and armhole lines .- Do not trim the. neck line or armhole without
first marking a iine and being sure it is right. Then leave a generous seam allow­
ance beyond the marked seam line.
Use a dress hanger -. Keep dress on a hanger when you are not working on it. This
preventS wrinkles. It also gives bias sections a chance to sag into tl��ir natura�
shapes.
FITTING LINES ....- WHERE SHOULD THEY FALL?
Shoulder Seam -� location and length varies �dth the type of garment, with the
individual l'igure, and with the shoulder effect desired. Generally, the seam
lies alo:pg the top of the shoulder and shoul.d not be noticable form the front
or the back when the dress is worn. On a round-shouldered woman, it may be well
to place this seam slightly back of the normal line and cut the neckline high in
the back.
When fitting shoulder, first see that the crosswise grain of the goods is kept
straight at and above the bust. Also keep the lengthwise threads of the blouse
parallel to the center front and back.
Neckline - The normal line should be made on a nicely curving line, lying close to
theneCk at the sides and back and comfortably snug but not tight!) A cord around.
the neck helps to show the normal curve, This curve has as landmarks the pro­
minent neck bone at the back and the point just above the collarbone at center
��.
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The com£ort of the blouse of a dress depencs much on the fit over the bust and
acroSS-tn�backe Avoid extremes of fit -� too tight is neither comfortable nor
attractive; too loose looks untidy. If the wearer has a Large bust but small·
abdomen and hips, fit the dress a little locsely below the bust. so the blouse
does not outline. the bust too closely� Be sure there is enouch fullness under
the bust in front and enough room for the shoulder blades in the back. The center
front and back should be smooth and free from gathers unless the style calls for
a different· effect. Taking in or releasing darts at the wais tline may improve the
fit.
Well-shaped armhole _M The seam of'a g?od armhole should form a smooth curve up
onto and over the top of the shoulder bone and make a straight line, back and
front, down to the muscles joining the arm to the body. From there it curves again
under the arm, fit:ting as closely as is comf'or-bab'Le , If the' armhole is not shaped
correctl¥, the sleeve may pull or bind at the s earns, and the neck line may be
drawn away from the sides of the necke In addition, the front and back of the
blouse may draw or wrinkle at the front or back.
Waist-line· -- Where it should be placed - at above or below the. normal waistline -­
depends on the style of the dress and the position most becoming to the figur,e.
'To find the normal waistline, place the hands with the curves between forefingers
and thumbs in line with the lowest rib or the slight body indentation, with the
forefinger to the front and thumb to the back. A snugly fitting waistline helps
keep the skirt as well as the blouse in proper positien. vJhen £itting, keep the
seam lines and darts entering the waistline at right angles to the floor,
Hip-line -- When a skirt fits correctly, the center front and center back hang
straight down without swi�ging out in front or back. The side seams also hang
straight down, giving the appearance of continuing the underarm seams ot the
blouse. The cross-wise grain of the fabric is parallel to the floor. The space
between the waist and the hips is fitted smoothly but not tightly. The only
exception to these rul68 is skirts with special style features.
Check to see that the crosswise grain of the fabric is in a straight line 'around
the hip line. It it is 'not, raise or lower the waistline .at the points where the
grain is out of line or rip the skirt seams and raise or lower the sides as necess­
ary. A well-fitting skirt does not draW' or pull when the wearer is sitting or
standing.
FITTING PROBIEMS ..... WHAT SHALL WE DO?
Shoulder line too long -- If the shoulder line is much too' 10ngJ rip the shoulder
seams. Put the extra length into sma11 tucks or darts. If the bod,y shoulders are
narrow in relation to the chest and bust, correct by adding shoulder pads. This
will give the figure better appearing proportions and make the bust appear smaller,
Diagonal wrinkles from s�o�lder tiE to center front or back
The shoulders are-too square for shoulder line of garment.
The best method is to rip the shoulder seam
and lift it at the neck until wrinkles are
removed. Gradually slope the seam to the
shoulder tip, keeping its direction correct,
as in B. If it is a high ..necked dress and
this adjustment makes the neck a trifle too
small, clip the neckline -" avoid clipping
into its seam line. If neck is ver,y ti£ht,
recut it by the pattern.
Diagonal wrinkles from neck toward armholes --
These slanting folds form when the base
of the neck is large or shoulders slope
more than the pattern allows. (A)� First
try shoulder pads, if they are in style,
to square off the shoulders of the garment.
Follow above suggested procedure, only
lift the shoulder seam at the armsc.ye
or if shoulder seam permits let it
out at the base of the neck.
Sleeve puffs up at top -- The sleeve-cap fullness may not be evenly distributed.
Or, the sleeve cap may be too wide or too high, especially if the shoulder or
underarm seams of the blouse have been taken in. Alter sleeve pattern. Or if it
is the .s'Leeve of your dress -- Put on the dress, and get someone to fit sleeves
to the dress properly. Direct her to clip the basting threads a few at a time at
points of puffiness. Turn under the sleeve at these points to take out extra
material in the sleeve cap. Put pins at right angles to the seam line. Always
keep crosswise and lengthwise grains of the goods in the sleeve cap straight.
Remove the dress. Mark the new stitching line smoothing out irregular places.
Dia onal wrinkles from top of sleeve to underarm --
he ower edge of sleeve st1c s out. e cross
grain of the fabric is pulled up in the top of
the sleeve cap. This D'lppenS with very square
shoulders or large muscles on the top of her
arm or if' the sleeve cap is too short.
If seam is generous, rip out upper half of
armhole seam and ·drop sleeve until the· cross­
grain of the fabric is straight at armhole level.
If this cannot be done, rip the armhole seam
except an inch or two at tho top. Put on the
dress. Have someone lift the under part of the
sleeve up in the armhole until the crosswise
grain lies straight across the upper arm.
Pin in place before removing ·the dress.
_,/
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Lower ed�e of skirt pokes out in front -- The side se�ms swing forward and..............-�-------�-_,;;.------=d:":'i.;...a�g-on.;.;.a-l' wrinkles extend from the center front· of
'rn �II'
-
,\1 the waist line toward the hem (as in A). This may
/il
I be because the blouse is so short in front that it
r \ pulls up
the grain of the fabric in the skirt. If
I' so, let. out the waist line seam at center front'\ and let out the seam so that the skirt drops lower.. I I
/'[1"1,,, \\\\\
Another way to correct this difficulty is to rip
the side seams and front waistline. Lift the
front skirt at side seams until the grain of the
\' l
fabric is straight across. Pin side seams. Fit
o the 101aistline, tapering the seam allowance on the'-"� f
'
skirt to normal width at center front, as in B.
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Skirt cups in the back and side seams swing forwa.rd
The back of skirt may be too lone between the waist
and hips -- thus allowing the grain of the fabric
to drop at the.hip line.
Raise the skirt at the back waistline until the
grain of the fabric is straight across at the hips,
as in B. If this makes extra fullness at the waist
line, take it out in two darts. Trim off the top of
the skirt in the back, at the waistline.
If the dress is one-piece, without a waistline seam,
rip the underarm seams, raise the back at the shoulders,
then recut the back neck and armhole lines.
�(r(
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Pleats at hem line spread and sag -- On a skirt �dth one or more pleats, the hem
line and the lower pleat edge may not be
turned on the straight of the goods. In
other cases, the tops of the pleat insets
may not be properly tacked in place. Or the
waistline may be fitted so loosely tha.t the
weight of the pleats _pulls the skirt down
from the waistline unev0nly. -Or the dress
may be so tight that the pleats spread.
Often rehemming the pleat insets corrects
the sagging. When the pleated section extends
part way up from the bottom, tack the top of
the section to the skirt or reinforce it by
stitching on the rieht side.
On a straight plsated skirt or one with
inverted or side ple�ts, lift the sagging
section of the pleats at the waistline or
yoke line until the pleats fall straight and
do not spread, (B). Or, if the seam allowance
permits, lower the other sections of the skirt from the top. When necessar.y,
tighten the waistline by taking up.extra fullness at the seams or in hip darts.
This holds the skirt up in the proper position. If the skirt was fitted too
tightly, let out the side seams to Eive additional width.
�-::::J
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FITTING THE READY-NADE DRESS
Never b� a read,y-made dress without tr,ying it on and carefully studying it before
the mirror. rake time to fit it over the type of underclothing with which it will
be worn.
SHOULD I BUY? -_- DOES IT FIT? --- ASK YOURSEIF:
Does it have a label about shrinkage1
Is it cut accurately with the grain line?
It the amount of fullness ample?
Are the seams ,straight?
Are the darts directed to [,ive fullness where needed?
Is the waistline at normal place?
Does it have ample seam allowance?
Is the garment free from wrinkles caused by
strain or pull?
If you answer "yes" to the above questions you can safely buy the garment ,
It is often not easy, practical, or possible to alter a ready-made dress� SQ,
unless your choice is very limited, avoid buying one that requt.ree many or
complicated changes. If you cannot find a dress that fits throughout" it is
usually best to buy one that fits the upper part of the body, The skirt is less
difficult to alte,r (unless it is too tir,ht) than the blouse. B"lA.t if part of your
body is'particul�rly hard to fit, buy clothes that fit there -- whether it is
your hips, bust, or shoulders.
If alterations must be made, choose a style that can readily be changed� Fussy
designs, complicated details, many insets -- all these make fitting more difficult.
Examine the hem, seams, and waistline to see if there is enough cloth to allow for
changes.
Remember that if seams are let out, the previous stitching line will show on some
kinds of materialo Many misfits cannot be remedied. A narrow sleeve cap or back
cannot be satisfactorily enlarged by letting out seams unless there are wide
.
allowances. Narrow seams in these places soon tear out.
Unless the needed alterations are simple or few in number, think carefully before
purchasing a poorly fitting dress. Often one apparently simple alteration calls
for another until the dress is practically remade before the. job is done.
fs
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KNOW· YOUR FAERIes � KNOW THEIR CARE
Since 1938, with the development"of nylon, a mah-made fiber, there has eome a
revolution in the textile Lnduet.ry, The consumer is confused and bevd.Lder-ed
by new terms in the field'Ji If vie, are to understand how to buy and. care fo:r'
fabrics, 'we must- know something about the fiber and how"the fabric is made')
The ,following are the essentials to making a good fabric�
1. There is the fiber (the raw product). 'It may be- cotton, silk, rayon;
acetate, or one of the many man�made' materials. :
2. Then there is the .yarn, It is composed of fibers that may be short"
long, crimped, or any 'one of a combination of the above fibers. These
f�bers have'been spuri'" twisted into a'yarn.
3. The next step. is application of a finish to the yar1J. This may be color,
mer-eerizatio�, crease resi�tance, mildew resistanc�" et.c, These fibers
have been "spUn, -,'!tiwis-teCi into a yarn.
-
4. The last important factor is ,the weaving of the yarn into fabric. This
has, a decf.ded effect upon :the performance ,of fabric.
Each fiber, man-..made or natural, has its strong points and its weak points 0· The
time has, come when fabrics. can be 'made for spe'cific purposes. A step in this
direction has been made by the American Standards Association. They have set
up standards for some 50 rayon' and acetate fabrics. These standards, called'
L-22, apply to fabrics for definite end use. Another set of standards i6 being
set up under L�25 that giyes performance' standards for other fibers.
This is the only way that the consumer can be sure of quality when he buys.
These standards have been:requested by the National Retailers and·Dry Goods
Assocd.atdon, but as yet are not prevalent on labels. Look on your label for
1-22 standards on rayon and acetates.
Our best assurance of quality at present is the reliability of a brand name.
Much experdmerrtd.ng is being done with 'finishes and blends of fibers. Reliable
,brands, are interested in satisfying the public.
Since man-made fibers have gi.ven us new characteristics in fabrics, we need to
know some of their specific qualities. All have similar charaoteristics in
varying degre�s.
With the exception of'rayon and vicara, all are:
1. Thermoplastic. This means that· they can be molded by heat. You" get
permanent pleats because of this char-act.ea-Latdc, This requires care in
handling, ironing on wrong side to prevent glazing of fabric, thereby
making it shiny.
- 2 ...
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They all hatre low moisture content.
as they do not absorb ��isture.
This means that they d� quickly
3. Resistanoe to wrinkling
4·. Resistance to mildew, moths
5. High degree of eleotricity
6. Same strength when wet as when dry
7. All have been difficult to dye
8. All are strong fibers and resist abrasion
ACETATE AND RAYON
---- ----.. --�-
First man-made fibers and probably most widely used. Less expensive than o ther
fibers. Acetate is soft and can be crisp. It drapes well. Dries faster tha�
rayon, but gas-fades. It holds the crease and doesn't wrinkle as badly as
rayon. Weak when wet and it fuses under a hot iron. The sun and bleaches
weaken it. Rayon is also weak when wet. It wrinkles badly. Takes color well
and retains it. A new labeling' act speoifies that fabrics of acetate or rayon
must be so labeled� An acetate can no longer be called rayon.
(a) Fiber E. This is a special type of viscose rayon which loo�s like wool.
It is used in rugs ,: upholstery, coating and napped f'abrd.cs , for boot­
lining, and jackets� The crimped and curled effects give it a luxurious
appearance at a moderate price.
(b) Fortisan. Exceptionally strong fiber, resistant to stretching and-- ......
shrinkage, moths, heat, and sun damage. FoUnd mostly in warp threads
of drapery and curtain materials.
(o) Tuftont A viscose rayon made for floor covering. Produces good
appearance at moderate price.
NYLON
One of the early man-made fibers and has had the test of consumers in clothing,
It is one of the strongest of man-,made fibers. It has the above characteristics a
and has a few weak points. It deteriorates in sunlight and for this reason is
not a good fiber for window curtains or outdoor furniture'. It has remarkable
elasticity and recovery. This elasticity has made sewing it difficult. It is
sensitive to acid and has a high degree of static electricity. It will melt
under a hot iron, . Easily dyed and bl.ends well with other fibers.
Recent developments have brought about new effects. A new type of yarn, called
Helanca, has the ability to stretch and to conform to any shape. It is being
used in yarn for hosiery and gloves. A method. has been discovered to make it
opaque. It is less transparent.
ORLON
This,fiber has many of the same characteristics that nylon has. It is more
nearly like silk than nylon, since it has the warm, dry feeling of silk. It
has the power to keep its shape at high humidity. It is resistant to sunlight.
This has given us a glass curtain fabric that has proved most satisfactory.
It does not have the strength of nylon, but is stronger than rayon and is a
durable fiber. It retains 90 vercent of its strength when wet. It has been
difficult to dye and it melts under fa hot iron.
Prlon can be pleated& It creases with a moderately hot iron. Pilling occurs
in some fabrics, especially sweaters. Blending with �ther fibers minimizes
thiso It blends nicely with wool and wool becomes washable when blended with
50 percent orIon.
DACRON
It is a strong man-made fiber, as strong as nylon with characteristics similo�
to nylon. Its strongest point is its ability to retain shape , Nylon stretc'�C:6
but goes back to its original shape. Dacron does not stretch as does nylontr
This should make it a good fiber for sewing thread which will eliminate
puckering that we get when sewing with most nylon threads.
Dacron shows great promise from experimentation& It should 'solve the prob1em
of summer suitings, as it will produce a fabric that will not wrinkle :from;.,
perspiration or high humidity, and will not shrink in cleaning operations.
Displays recently shown at textile meetings showed slacks laundered in home
washing machines that had held the press and crease. Blouses and men's shirts
laundered did not need ironing. Static electricity is one of the problems in
all dacron merchandise.
Dacron has that dry hand that gives it a luxurious feel. Sweaters, socks,
and knitting yarn are reported to give the long wear and easy care of n11on.
The dry "hand" will be an additional quality that will be welcomed in hosiery.
Some of our nationally advertised socks for men have been made of dacron.
\'leARA
...
This is a protein fiber made from corn-zein. It has a soft hand and gives
warmth without weight. It is weak when wet and scorches easily. It is not
a strong fiber. It absorbs moisture almost like wool. Will and should be
found only in blends. It is advertised as "the fiber that improves the blend�c
SARAN AND VELON
These are plastic yarns that can be woven like cloth. These yarns are tough,
flexible, resistant to wear, fire, and chemicals. They too have their weak-
nesses, They shrink excessively at high temperatures. Also, when they
wrinkle, the result is permanent wrinkles or folds.
Saran's new fabric is marquisette. It is also used for upholstery, drapery
fabrics, handbags and shoes.
ACR�AN
A rather new fiber that has many of the characteristics of nylon but is lighter
in weight. It is also soft and blends nicely in ��itting yarns • It does not
have the static problem and resists pilling. For this reaSon it is blended
with other fibers and gives a soft hand to these blends. It resists sunlight
but molts under a hot iron.
DYNEL
This fiber differs from the others, In the hand it is soft and resembles
cashmere in wool. It gives warmth with light weight and it has characteristics
similar to othor synthetics, except that it has a lower melting point. In
blafikcts and in fabrics it has had a tendency to "pill". This means that it
rolls up in little balls and finally leaves the fabric. Never use a steam iron
on dynel. The press cloth should be dry and the iron .should be set for the
lowest possible heat. Dynel should be laundored in lukewarm water, It has
much static electricity and will hold lint. It is probably advisable to purchas8
this fiber in a blend �ith other fibers if it roquires pressing. In wool
blends where 35 percent dynel is present, the fabric gains crease retention and
wearing qualities. In 50 percent blends with cotton, it adds softness and
reduces cotton shrinkage.
Dynel is fire resistant, which makes it a good fabric for children's clothing
and ctapcries.
FIBERGLASS
This fibor is made from glass� The fabric is strong, fireproof and resistant to
chemicals and mild8w� Fiberglass fabrics are not at present suitable for
clothing. They have an irritating effect on the skin. In coated fabrics they
are desirable for draperies, screens, tablecloths, awnings, lampshades and
curtains.
Fiberglass seems to be rrDst popular in curtains, Since the fabric will not
absorb ��isture, they require no ironing and will not absorb dirt� Their
abrasive resistance is only fair. Therefore, pull-curtains that rub a surface
constantly might through friction break at the fold of the hems� These curtains
should be protected from rough edges of curtain rodso
PELLON
This is a non-woven material used for stiff petticoats and interfacing. It is
made of nylon; rayon and other synth8tics bonded together. PelIon does not
change shape or stretch. It is always stiff and is difficult to shape to a
eurved area in interfac·ing_. It
BLENDS
No fiber can be said to be botter than another; each has its own "place in the
su..f1". The manufacturer is responsible for blending fibers and using finishes
that will give satisfaction to a fabric. Because certain fibers havo certain
characteristics, fabrics can bo constructed for definite purposes.
Advertising has caused many a consumer disappointment. The new fibers were
advortised to be "miracle fibers". Therefor, purchases have been made, many
with a small amount of the fiber. The fabric did not respond as was expected,
and the new fiber received a bad name
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Some fabrics carry labels giving the amount of new fi'Jors, others do nato
Unless there is 50 percent or mor-e of the fiber pr-cscrrc, you cannot expect
the fabric to have the characteristic desired in tho or.i ginal f'Lbcr ,
At tho prosont time, the consumer has to depend upon the intog�"i ty of the
manufncturero Possibly as consumers demand it, labeling will becomo a
necossity.
"'Th8n fibors are blended to make a fabric, it is necessary to take into
consideration the weakness of the fibors. Most ��n-mado fibers are stable;
th3t is, they do not shrink. Natural fibers may not "be stable if they have not
received thu co rz-cct troatment. Many persons have been d:isappointed in ccmbina-·
tions of man- made fibers with oot ton. They were purchased with the idea that"
they would not wrinkle or need any ironingo Many of them appeared wrinklod and
"urn.roned'' at all times; in fact, they never could be pr-essed, This was due to
shrinkage of the cotton yarn and no shrinkage of the nylon or orIon.
The amount of man-made fiber used in the combination has something to do with
tho woarability. When nylon is combined with rayon and cotton, 60% is needed
to add tensile strength.., while 15% is all that is nQedcd when combining it
with acetate or woole To give dimensional stability, whieh means to avoid
sagging or strotching, bO% is the minimum.
Blending with orIon requires 50% orlan as a minimum with wool or acetate and
80% if combined with rayon. This should give the fabric a wrinkle resistance.
Dacr-on blends require for vr-Lnkl.c resistance a 50% mixture lllJith wool or acetate
and 757b with rayon. For retention of press, 25% dacron is recommended for blends
with all fibers.
FINISHES
Special finishes are applied to both man-made and natural fibors to give them
charactoristics that you do not find in their natural state. TherE) are hundreds
of difforcnt finishes, and some are usod to confuse the cumstomor , When a
finish is used, a label should give dofinitG serviceability of the applied
finish.,
SIZING AND DRESSING
�r�".�::.�(. " _
The common ones are starches, gclatincs, n.nd resins. Starches are soluble
finishes used on fabrics to give firrrmcss$ They are not permanent. Gelatine
is used on rayons to give a soft, lustrous stiffness and to give body to the
fabric. HOffiQ-made method� Uso 2 tablespoons of gelatinG dissolved in a gallon
of water. Dip the fabric into this solution 0 Roll in a towel to take off
excess material bef'oro drying. This avoids hoavy drainage to the Lower' edge
of the garmont ,
Resin first was discovored in 1929 and i� total finish given linens to make
them crease resistant. There are two types, thermoplastic and thermosetting.
The thermoplastics arc hca't sonsitive and will melt and reshape. The r-es in
does not PGnet�ate the fiber but forms a film over tho fibers, yarns, or fabrics.
Thermosetting resins arc the most commonly used. The resin is infusible.
Tewpcraturos higher than 350 degrees F. - which is the fusing temperature -
will destroy it. It may be washed at the ter�erature below 350 degrease Ironing
could dostroy it.
.;.6-
Glazed effects on fabrics arc often thc:;rmopl,�stic. Polished cotton has a thin
layer of resin on.tho surface. It wrinklos when launde:rGd� Iron in a damp
state. A sculptured effect is achieved by glazing and ombossing. The fabric
. has glazed and unglazed ar-cas , It is truly a "non-iron" fabric, bDCClUSC t.ho
iron is apt to change thu design.
Different methods cont�ol shrinkage from 1% to 2%. The following trade names
may be found:
For cottonl Sanforizcdj Wrinkle-Shed, Rigmcl, Disciplined, Everglaze
For Rayon: Fibersct, Penn-Allied, Unifast, Sanfrosot, Zeset, Avcosot
For Wool: Lanaseto Pacifixcd, Rosloom, Sanforlan
For stretch as well as shrinkage, there is for knits the 1IRodmanized" finish
found on T-shirts and boys! knit underclothing, nSag-No-Morc" and Sanforlan"
for woo�, "Fiberset" for rayon, and t1Trianized" for nylon.
CREASE RESISTANCE
Cotton, linen and rayon and blends of theso fibers wrinklo badly. One way of
reducing 1trr-inkling is by adding some of tho man-made fibers that do not wrinkle.
Another is by applying finishes� Resin finishes have become quite satisfactory
for cotton and ravon croase resistance. Some of the trado nam8S for sucht.i
finishes aro: Tebilizod, Vitalized, 1rJ'rinklc-Shod, Stazcnu , Evcr-gl.azo , and
Sup8rSet. On nylon it is Trianized. These finishes i��rovo the fabrics
recovery from wrinkling.
COLOR FASTNESS
"Vat.-Dycd" lull be found on cottons and rayons and also linens. They nrs
probably the most satisfactory in Arizona sunlight. Fabric color should be fast
to laundry, perspiration and atrro spher'Lc condi tions.
Dyes for acetate are mo s t important. An effort has been made to keep .fabrics
from gas fading by introducing the color into the solution b8foro the fibor is
made. The torms npplied are: Cclapcrm, or Chromspun, Color ...Soaled, Colorspun,
Coloray, Jotspun.
---- _.
OTIIER FINISHES
Flameproof fabrics are now on the market. The most common troatmcnt is
Ban-Flame.
Nilium and Te�-Resisto are trado nnmcs for backing of coat linings. They
Lncr-case warmth without increasing �ight.
Moth and insect control arc important to wool or part-wool fabrics. Fabrics
must be treated in dyeing stngc and the garment will be pormnnently moth­
proofed. Or a garment may be troatod when dry-cleaned. Mitin is one of the
trade names. 1,�TashClb18 wools can be treated with a solution called EQ-53. It
may be sold undor various trade names.
There nrc many other finishes, some 500, but the above arc the nn8S that
arc the most important.
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CARE
--
Every good piece of fabric carrying a label will giv� you instructions for care.
Kuep thuse labels. Tell your dry-cleaner about it when you send the garment
to be clcnnedw All of the man��nde fibers need to be ironed with caution. The
spin cycles in tho washing machine may set hard wrinkles� Dynel r8quires cool
�atcr and a cool iron., Drip-drying is the best method for all.
Nylon picks up color. Therefore, white nylon must always be washed alone.
1�ash wat.cr hottor than the hand. can stand may set wrinkles. Place curtains or
fabrics into a bag whon laundering in a mchina to avoid wrinkles. Us€: a
sodium pcrborate blench or a specific nylon blench for nylons 0 This will
keep the nylon from tp:illoHingo Rcpcatcd wasrung and ironing at high
tomporaturos may C2US8 ye.Ll.owi.ng , So can liquid chlorine bleach. Dye color
remover will r-emove the yellowing. Special nylon bleaches are now on the
market.
Some rosin finishes on fabrics have become yellow or change color from usc of
a chlorine bloacho Your label for crease resistant finishes may tell you
not to uso a chlorine bleach.
If you have used a chlorino bleach and the originally white material turned
yollow, you can restore the articlo by using onc of tho color removcrs� Follow
directions on tho packagc� A colored article that has changed color should
bo soaked for 1/2 hour or longer in a solution containing 1/2 tablespoon of
sodium thiosulpho.tc to a quart of wat.cr , To avod.d damage to tho fabric, these
troatments should be used before the fabric is ironcd<)
If you have stubborn spots usc sodium-perbornte b.Lcach , Allow to stand several
hours or over night if the fabric is whito. If it is not a washable garment, .
usc powdered blanch. Sprinkle it ovor tho dampened spot. Let stand and repeat
if nocessary.
Rosin finishes will keep a garment from spotting, providing thnt the dirt or
spotting matorial is froe from oil or greas� To remove this, it will be
necessary to use a dry cleaning solvent before laundering.
T-shirts and knits if ovor-dried seom to shrink more than when takon from the
drier slightly darrp.
Air-dry dynel garments, blankets or blonds of dynel with othor fibers.
Since most man-made fibors dry quickly, why not usc this asset and air-dry
them instead of using a drier?
Pilling of orIon and other synthetics and blends is caused by the making of
the yarn and it is believed that static electricity may be responsible.
Wear is responsible for some of the pilling as well as process of laundering.
If orlan sweaters are turned insido out and placed in a bag while being
laundored, the pilling may be lessened.
-8 ...
SPECIAL GARMENTS AND THEm CARE
Orlan Fleece Coat Lukewarm water, mild soap or low sudsing dotorgont.
Remove from drier when quite damp to prevent wrinkles.
Brush nap with soft brush.
Nylon and OrIon
Sweaters
Launder with mild detergent or soap. Handle like wool.
Smooth shape and dry flat. If blended with wool
handle tho same way_
Dacron or Nylon
Pleated Garments
Launder in warm water, not more than 100 degrees.
Drip d�. Avoid wringing to remove excess water.
Gently ro�l in towol before hanging. Replace
sharpness of pleats by pressing on wrong side.
Wrinkle Resistant
Cotton or Rayon
Laundor in warm, not hot water. Do not wring as you
will set wrinkles. If handled carofully it will
retain plaits and will need Iittle ironing. If
"thrown" in a washing machine with very hot water
and dried wrinkled, you will have difficulty �emoving
wrinkles
TIPS ON SEWING THE NEt-! FAERIes
1. Always experiment on fabric before you begin sewing.
2. Use sharp scissors for cutting; ample seam allowances are necessary.
3. If seams tend to pucker, loosen the tension both top and bottom. Use longer
stitch, smaller needle, Noo 9 or 11. Then t� sewing over paper, hnnd-wind
thread onto tho bobbin.
4. Nylon tricot rolls; to avoid this, stitch 1/8 inch from edge of seam, then
trim down close to stitching line.
5. Use interfacing for making buttonholes. Suitable materials would be
lawn or organdy which is sanforized.
6. Do not press until you are sure of the fit, as a crease, seam or hemline
ovor-pressed is hard to remove.
7. Dacron thread seems the most suitable of the man-made fibers for sewing
thread, but it is not available in all colors.
8. Paper tape pasted "'over the hole on the throat plate of the sewing machine
will help to keep the seams from puckering.
9. To test seam puckering, stitch at least 10 to 12 inch seam and let stand
several hours. The "pulling-up" and puckering often occur several hours
after stitching.
10. Finish edges of scams with zigzagger or finish by turning under seam edges.
11. A double hem is often more attractive than a ragged edge turned down as
first turn.
Prepared by Helen L. Church, Extension Clothing Specialist
April, 1956
cc: 350 (Cl ...285)
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The lesson, "Guides to Well Designed Clothestf, was given for the new Safford
,Club during their' J"une meetigg. The sillouette, pro,Portion, balance, emphasis,
texture, and illusion, and how these qualities could help give the figure the
professional, well grommed look were discussed.
A workshop on cleaning and adjusting the sewing machine was conducted by the
Hane Agent for 18 members of the Solomon Relief Society. Fifteen machines
were cleaned and adjusted.
Assistance was given individual homemakers on their construction, altering and
fitting problems, removal of stains.
The Home Agent discussed clothing selection, construction care, and fashion
forcasts during her weekly radio program and in her weekly newspaper columns.
Sources of materials of value to homemakers was also included.
Results
Thirty one homemakefis in four clubs attended the lesson on altering and f1tting
of clothes.
Twenty five homemakers in three clubs attended the lesson on "Know your Fabrics
and their Care".
Seven leaders attended the training meeting on "Sewing Centers and Cabinets'.
Five and one-half cabinets were made during the., training meeting. Leaders
attending were from four communities representing two homemaker clubs, two
relief societies, and one 4-H Club.
Two thirds of the ladies attending"the meeting on "Fabric Care and Use",
reported: Reading labels - three fourths of them on ready-to-wear, and one
fourth of them on yardage. One half of the ladies reported having less
trouble stitching synethetic fabrics. Two thirds of the'ladies had less
trouble in laundrying synethetics and fabrick finishes than they did before
the lesson. Five sixths of the ladies had purchased nylon fabrics satisfactor­
ily, one fifth unsatisfactorily. Three fifths of the ladies reported purchas­
ing dacron and orIon satisfactorily. One twelvth of the ladies reported
purchasing acrilon satisfactorily and one twelvth reported purchasing it un­
satisfactorily.
The interest in the altering and fitting of clothes and modern methods of
construction is indicated by the requests for workshops on altering of patterns
and modern methods of construction as the first choice for the 1957 program
by the majority of homemakers above all other choices.
The lesson on "Care and use of Fabrics", gave the ladies a better understanding
of what to expect from fabrics purchased, how to care for them, what to loo�
for and the meaning of terms on labels while shopping.
1$
The reading and use of information in the Home Agents weekly newspaper column
seems to be rather extensive and reaching more homemakers than her weekly
radio program. This is noted by requests tor bulletins, further information
and the scr�p books being kept, and requests for assistance from new exten­
sion homemakers.
The Hame Agents picture as a part of the column heading has helped the agent
meet homemakers and they, the agent. This is noted by strangers stopping
her on the street and discussing their problems.
FOODS and NUTRITImi
The lesson on "Casserole Meals", and "Ba,ttet Type Table Service", was given
by leaders to members of three_clubs.
The leader training meeting for the Casserole Meals and Buffet Type Service
was conducted by the Home Agent. This lesson included information on kinds
of casseroles, advantages of cooking in casseroles, types ot foods that
might be served in casseroles, use of buffet service, planning menues around
casserole foods, and for use by casserole service. The making of two kinds
of casserole foods was demonstrated, and served by buffet service. The
outline on casserole meals included favorite recipes of the leaders for this
lesson from both Graham and Greenlee counties.
A reprint of the outline material on casserole meals was made to satisfy the
demand.
The lesson "Preparation of Cooked and Baked Foods for Freezing", was given
to three clubs by their leaders.
The leader training meeting for this freezing lesson was conducted by Miss
Martha Chapman, home economist. Information on effects of freezing, on
flavor, color, texture and consistency of foods was given. Sampling of
toods frozen for one and two weeks gave the leaders an opportunity to com­
pare the qualities of foods cooked or baked before freezing, with those
frozen, then baked.,
A weight reducing club was organized. The club was open to all home�akers
in the county. The group met every two weeks to weigh, and learn more about
nutrition and balanced low calarie meals. This discussion was lead by the
Home Agent. A record of weight at each meeting was kept by each lady.
Two movies - "The Food We Didn't Eat", and ".obesity", were shown during one
meeting by the Agent. Durigg another meeting the state leader of home
economics extension service, a nutrition major, lead the discussion. She
gave each lady information on what thin weight should be and the number of
calories they would need per day to maintain that weight.
Assistance was given homemakers by the Home Agent through her weekly news­
paper column and radio talks.
Individual homemakers were helped by the agent through telephone calls,
office calls, and home visits. Bulletins and mimeographed materials were
sent out.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK'
IN
AGRICULTURE ANn Hor£ ECONOI'lICS
State of Arizona
Duncan
Un1�ersity of Arizona
College of Agriculture
U. S. Department ot Agriculture
and Greenlee County Cooperating
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
CASSEROlE and ONE DISH MEAIS
By
Mildred o. �aton
.
Home Agent
Greenlee - Graham Counties
February, 1956
The expressdon lien casserolell is sometimes misunderstood because. the word'
"casserole" is used in. two different wa.ys. Properly speaking" a casserole is the
coarse cl.ay saucepan, so common in France" in which meats and vegetables are not
only cooked, but served on the table.
In its other usage the word is applied to a case or mold of potato, rice, or
tried bread" inside of which is placed some preparation of meat or vegetables. The
word in this case really signifies a border or croustade.
Varieties of Casseroles:
Casseroles of' different sizes, shapes, and materials· are convenient additions
to the cooking equipment and should be chosen with consideration for the needs of
the family. They come in many sizes from the individual ramekin. up to one that will
hold two chickens. They may be had in various shapes - oval and round, shallow and
deep. They are made in a variety of materials .. glass, vitrified china" earthenware,
iron, and aluminium - and in a color range that allows one to choose according to
personal preference - brown, yellow, green, blue, and mixtures.
Care of Casseroles:
Casseroles will last indefinitely if properly treated. It is wise to avoid a
sudden and great change of temperature, such as occurs when a c�sserole is taken
from a hot oven and placed in a l-Tet sink.
It ::'s advisable not to set a glass or earthenware casserole over a high flame
without an asbes'tios mat.under it-:. A new casserole may be tempered and made more
t�ugh by pouring cold water into and about it and bringing it gradually to the
b?i1ing point.
!.��es ofCooking in a �����:
L. Saves dishwashing
2<, Makes it.possible to use left-overs, to cook tough meats tender, and to prepare
vegetables in .an almost unlimited variety of ways
3. Food cooked in this way needs little watching. It may be kept warm and still
be attractive if the meal is delayed, and there is no loss of juices.
4. A whole meal may be cooking in the oven
'
5. Food can be served in the dish in which it was cooked
6. A particularly beautiful pot.tcry casserole can serve as a magnificent centerpiece.
Most Of US spend more of our income. on food than for any other item of family
living. But cost alone is not the measure of a good diet. B.y careful planning, we
can·whittle down costs and at the same time increase the nutritive value of our
meals.
The main dish usually costs more than any other dish served at a meal because
it contains meat or some other protein food. Very often we can cut food costs to
good advantage here. Less expensiv� cuts of meat are just as nutritious as those
which cost more. Other protein foods such as fish, cheese, and eggs may be sub­
stituted for all or part of the meat and still give us a dish of excellent protein
quality. Dried peas and beans can be served at least once a week.
Main dishes should be filling as well as nourishing and tasty. The main dish
should be nmain1t in that all the other dishes are planned around it. The other
dishes provide the "rounding out" of the meal. 'When the main dish incl1ides both
the protein and the vegetable, it is not necessar,y to serve vegetables separately.
Casserole foods need not always be the main dish but can be the side dish that
makes the dinner. the following menus include a casserole main dish. These menus
are merely suggestive. You will no doubt think of other foods which you would like
to serve with these main dishes. The menus are followed by recipes for the main
dishes. Most ot the recipes are suited· to the use of leftovers. You can adapt
them to make use of that half cup of. meat, bit of cheese or other left-overs on hand.
In dishes of this type, it is necessar,r to know the basic recipes such as for white
sauce and biscuits and to apply the basic principle of cooker; for protein foods
and vegetables. After that you can use your ingenuity.
Delicious Liver Casserole
Feathered Rice
Green Beans
Crisp Radishes
Broiled Grapefruit
Mock Enchiladas
Coleslaw
Fresh Fruit Cup·with
Date Filled Cookies
Tuna Puff
Hushroom sauce
Buttered Broccoli
Orange-avacado salad
Tapioca Cream
Hamburger Pie
Tossed Green Salad
Chilled Pears
Crisp Cookies
Onion Cheese Pie
Buttered Spinach
Fresh Fruit Salad
Chocolate Cup Cakes·
Vegetable. Cheese Casserole
Brown Potato Cakes
Grapefruit and End!Ve t)alad
Hot Gingerbread Squares
with whipped cream
1�at Turnovers with Creamed Peas
Sweet Potato Slices
v:aldorf Salad
Lemon Junket
Frosted Graham Crackers
TUNA PUFF
3i cups hot mashed potatoes
4 tablespoons margarine
1/2 cup hot milk
2 teaspoons salt
114 teaspoon paprika
1/8 teaspoon pepper
3 eggs, sepcirated
1 cup flaked tuna
Whip hot mashed potatoes with margarine, milk, and seasor.ings. Beat egg yolks until
light 0 Stir the beaten yolks and flaked tuna into ,the po cat.oes , Fold in the stif.f:L:r
beaten egg whites. Spoon"lightly into greased muffin tins and bake at 325 degrees Fo
for 45 minutes. Serve lv.ith a mushroom sauce (canned mushroom soup can be used).
SUbstitutions: Any cooked ground meat or grated cheese may be substitued for the
tuna.
DELICIOUS LIVER CASSEROIE
1 lb. sliced liver
Water
2 tablespoons margarine
2 tablespoons flour '
I! cup Ij.q'J.id in w�ich liver was cooked
2 tablespoons chopped celer.y
1/2 cup sliced olives (stuffed)
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon paprika ,
1 tablespoon Worcestershire SaUce
2 hard cooked, eggs, dic�d
1/2 cup buttered bread crumbs
Drop liver into water and simmer 5 minutes, drain, save liqu:i.d; cut into l/4-inch
cubes. Melt margar-me , add flour and gradually pour in llq'l.:.d, stirring until
tr..ickenedo Add Iiver, celery, olives, seasonings" and masher; hard" C00!.:t;J. sgg yolks 0
'
Pour into casserole, spzdnkl,e with bread crumbs" Bake uncovered in a moderate oven
(350F) 20 minutes or until thoroughly heated.
,
MOCK ENCHILADAS
1 pound ground beef
2 tablespoons fat
1/3 cup chopped onion
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 No� 1 can (2 cups) chili con carne
l-Tith beans
1 smdll r;a.n tomato paste or ! C liquid
1 3! ounce ps.ckago of corn chfpa
II cups d5_eed .imerican Cheese (! pound)
Brown meat in hot fat. Add onion; ccok until golden. Season with salt and pepper.
Add the chili con carne and tomato paste (or liquid). Place layer of corn chips
in greased It..-quart baking dish" Alternate layers of chili con carne mixture,
corn chips, and cheeseo . Bake in moderate oven (350 degrees F. ) for about 10
minutes; serves 6. Suggestion: Cut down costs in this recipe by making your own
chili con carne.
2 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon chopped onion
3 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon salt, dash pepper
1 tablespoon'Worcestershire
Buttered cracker crumbs
VEGETABLE CHEESE CASSEROLE
1/2 cup milk
I cup liquid in which vegetables were cooked
2 eggs, beaten
1 cup grated yellow cream cheese
2 cups cooked green beans
2 cups sliced cooked carrots
Melt butter, cook onion in it slightly and add flour and seasoning, blending well�
Gradually add the milk and vegetable liquid, stirring while cooktng , When slightly
thickened, add beaten eggs 0 Cook} minute 'tmile stirring constantly. Do not let
the sauce boil after adding the eggf3;) Last of all, add the grated cheese and stir
in the vegetables. Pour into a greased baking dish, cover 'tnJith buttered cracker
crumbs and bake at 350 degrees F. for 30 minutes. Serves 6.
HM1BURGER PIE
1 can tomato soup
J'! cups hot mashed potatoes
1/2 cup hot milk
1 9gg� beaten
1 te8.spo�m oalt
1/8 Lca�po0n pepper
Brown the meat in the hot fat. Add the orrl.on and conk until it is gnLden, Season
wlth salt and pepper. Add green beans and t.omat.o soup ; pour mixture into a greased
�-qtc. casserof,e, Whip the hot mashed potatoes 'with milk} beaten egg and seasorriugs ,
cpread the potatoes over the meat mixture. Bake at 350 degrees F. for 35 minutes;
Serves 6.
1 pound ground beef
2 tablespoons fat
1 medium onions chopped
1 teaspoon pepper
2t cups cooked green beans
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ONION CHEESE PIE
1i cups fine soda cracker crumbs
1{2 cups margarine, �lted22 cups onions, sliced thin
2. tablespoons margarine
Ii cups milk
3 eggs, slightly beaten
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/2 pound cheddar processed cheese
finely shredded
C.ornbine cracker crumbs and melted butter. Blend thoroughly and press evenly in·
buttered deep 9-inch pie plate� Saute onions in margarine until lightly browned.
?lace in bottom of cracker c:�b crusta' Put the cheese on top of the onions.
;Scald the milk and slowly adc to the eggs, stirring constantly. Acid the salt and
repper and pour over the onions and Cheese. Bake in an oven at 325 degrees F,
for about 45 minuteso Serves 6.
MEAT TURNOVERS
1-1/4 cups�cooked ham or chopped·beef
.2 tablespoons bacon fat
It tablespoons flour
1/2 cup milk or meat broth
1 tablespoon grated onion
2 tablespoons finely chopped celery
1/2 teaspoon salt.
pepper
Brown meat lightly in fat. Add flour and stir until well blended. Add milk and
stir until mixture is thickened and smooth. Remove from heat and mix in remaining
ingredients� Mustard or horseradish sauce may be usedo
Roll biscuit dough out to 1!8 ..drich thickness and cut into h-j.nch circles.
PU.t 11/6 of meat filling on. each circle. Fold dough over and press edges together
wi'th fork:t Bake 15-20 minutes at 425 F. Serve with meat gravy or a creamed
vegetable sauce. Serves 6.
SUbstitutes: Raw ground beef; cubed, cOC!fked chicken; or ground cooked ham mixed
with I tablespoon prepared mustard may be substituted for the cooked
chopped beef.
Variations: Roll biscuit dough to l/4�inch thickness� Spread meat filling over
dough, Roll like a. jelly roll, cut into I-inch slices; place in
greased pan; brush top 't\rith butter or margarine. Bake and serve
as suggested for the turnovers.
cc� 300
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FAVORITE CASSEROLE I�IPES
(Graham and Greenlee 1956 Food Leaders)
HAMBURGER NOODLE CASSEROLE
1 lb. ground beet 2 cans tomato sauce
2 medium onions - chopped salt to taste
1 bell pepper - chopped 1/2 lb. longhorn' cheese
1 pkg egg noodles
Cook noodles in salted boiling �ate:r until tender. Fry beet, chopped onions, and
chopped pepper until meat is done and onions and peppers are tender. Add tomato
sauce. Pour noodles into casserole and add meat and sauce miJ'cture. ,Sprinkle with
grated cheese. Bake about 30 minutes at 300 degrees F. About 12 generous servfngs,
-- Mrs. James Sanders (Ruby)
York Homemakers
SHEPHERD'S PIE
Brown one medium onion in butter or margarine. Add:
1/2 lb. cooked pork, lamb, or beef
1 cup carrots
Pour into a cassero'le , Pile seasoned mashed potatoes
degrees F. for 25 minutes.' Serves 6.
.
-- 11rs. G. B. Estes (Irene)
Morenci Homemakers
1 cup meat gravy or broth
1 cup peas or green beans
around top. Bake at 450
TOULARlNE
1 pkgo egg noodles
1 to It Lbs , hamburger
]. oni�n
1 cJ 0-11'8 garlic
1 snal.L green pepper
2 cans tomato sauce
1 small can mushrooms
1 small can corn (cream style)
1/2 t. sage
1 small can olives (chopped)
Oook noodles and draan, Fry hamburger. Add chopped onion, green pepper, salt,.
sage and garlic. Add remaining ingredients and cook slightlyOol Combine with
noodles in casseroleo Sprinkle with cheese if desired and bake one-half hour
at 350 degrees.
-- 11rs. Irene .AJ:id.res
.
Plantsite Homemakers
CORN AND BEEF CASSEROIE
1 medium onion 1 can (lb. 1 oz.) peas
2 tablespoons shortening 1 can roast beef (12 oz.)
1 can (1 lb. 1 oz. corn crumble kernel) I can tomato soup (lOt oz.)
Start oven at 375 degrees Fe Chop onion fine and cook in melted shortening until
gcl(k�1i> Drain corn and peas , Add both vegetables to onions along with meat and
tc,aat.::; soup. Transfer to casserole or baking d.i sh and bake 30 minutes; serves 14.
-- 1'1rs, Bryce Sanders (Vera)
Tha�cner Homemakers
TAMALE PIE
2 lbs. ground pork, lean, or beef
2 large onions - diced
salt and pepper
1! cups cornmeal
It cup milk
1 No.2! can tomatoes
1 can yellow cream style corn
1 can sliced ripe olives
2 tablespoon chili powder
I! teaspoon salt
Brown meat and onions. Add more fat, if needed. Season to taste. Cook slowly
49 minutes, stirring often. In a large kettle mix cornmeal, milk, and salt. Add
tomatoes. Cook ver,y slowly about 30 minutes, stirring frequently_ Add corn,
olives, and chili powder� Mix well. Combine the two mixtures. Transfer to a
casserole. Bake at 300 deg�ees F. for li"hourse Serves 12. --- This may be
made the day. before and stored in the refrigerator.
.
Make it firey or mild.
-- Mrs. Lamar Kempton (Lois)
Eden Homemakers
NOODIE AND MUSHRCOM CASSEROLE
Brown 2 eggs in 3 or 4 tablespoons shortening. Stir until browned and in small
pieces. Add one can MUshroom soup, 1 cup top milk or cream, 1 can of water.
Stir in one tablespoon brewers yeast, 2 tablespoon soy sauce. Add 1/2 or more
cup mushrooms. Pour over about 4 cups cooked noodles� Bake at 350 degrees about
.30 minutes. A little garlic seasoning can be added if desired.
-- Mrs. J. D. Williams (Rachael)
Aravaipa Homemakers
9E1CK CASSEROJE
1 ::>kgo froz9n kernel corn
J_ small onion .. chopped fine
1 green pepper or 1 green chili
1 or 2 stalks celer,y (leaves too if desired)
3 tablespoons fat or oil
1 can condensed tomato soup
Cook corn until tender� Chop and dice pepper and celer,y fine. Fr,y onion, pepper
and celer.y in the fat or oil until tender. Add corn to this mixture. Add tomato
soup. This can be served or :it can be set in a warm oven until ready for servinge
VARIATIONs Add small meat balls or patties (cooked) using your own desired
seasoning in the meat. This makes a complete one dish meal.
-- Mrs. Eldon Smith (Vera)
Thatcher Homemakers
CHEESE SWIRIS
_,--_. --
Use your best biscuit recipe� Roll dough 1/4 inch thick. Arrange alternately in
:cowa _LJ thin strips of bell peppar-, cheese; and pi.ment. Roll dough up into a
J.O':lg roll, Cut into 1/2 inch sliceso Place on top of Heat Pie; then bake as
rt:i.re�ted�
- .... Ml'Si) '\A1,) HI) Cox (Vivi)
Morenci Homemakers
_)-
MEAT VEGETABIE PIE
3 tablespoons meat drippings
3 tablespoons flour
I large onion - chopped
2 cups canned tomatoes
1 cup chopped celer,y
2 Ibs. hamburger
I· cup cooked string beans
1 cup liquid from beans
Sau.te onion and celery in drippings. Crumble hamburger into flour and brown
.u:i-Lghtly. Add tomatoes, beans, celery, onions, and juice. Pour into casserole
�nd bake 20 minutes at 375 degrees.F. Top with cheese, if desired.
-- Mrs. W. M. Cox (Vivi)
Morenci Homemakers
TAl'1AIE PIE
1 cup corn meal
2 eggs (slightly beaten)
pinch of soda
salt to taste
2 cups tomato sauce
1 can creamed corn
1 tablespoon chili powder
1 lb. hamburger
2 cloves garlic
1 large onion
1 can olives
grated cheese
1 cup milk
Blend cornmeal, chili powder, Brown hamburger, onions, garlic, add t9 meal mixture.
Add rest of ingredients. Sprinkle generously with grated cheese , Bake in moderate
oven 40 minutes.
-.;. }frs. Edna Larremore
Clifton Homemakers
BAKED LAMB RICE CURHY
1 cup rice (brown or white)
1 cup as�orted dry fruit or one kind
can be used)
5 cups water (hot)
\
I teaspoon salt
4 lamb chops (shoulder can be Used)
1/2. teaspoon curr.y or more according to
, taste
,
Erown chops in olive oil. Put rice, salt, curry, and fruit and the 5 cups of
water in the casserole. Place chops on top. Cover. Bake one hour at 350 degree F.
Serves 4.
-- :Vass Jean H. Stewart
State Home Demonstration Leader
MOCK CHICKEN PIE (A wonderful substitute for the real thing)
Ccmbine gentl�: 2 cups hot medium white sauce
1 cup tuna (7 OZo can) in large pieces
2 cups cooked cub-up carrots
1 cup cooked peas, drained
Season with snIt and pepper. Pour into greased 2-quart casserole, Heat in oven
until mixture bubblesl then cover immediately with Rich Biscuit Dough. Bake at
450 degrees F. for 2, minutes, 6 servings.
-� Francelle Ledford
Safford Homemakers
Here are 'the recipes for the two casseroles that we prepared during the training
meetings
HAl1 NOODIE CASSEROIE
1/2 lb. raw smoked ham
1/2 lbo American cheese
l' green pepper (I like it better with
only 1/2 pepper)
2 cups noodles (6 oz.)
1 cup mushroom soup
bread crumbs
Put ham and cheese through a food chopper. Cook noodles in salted water (l! cups).
Chop pepper. Mix all ingredients except the bread crumbs and pour into a baking
dish. Cover and place in the oven for about 35 minutes (moderate oven). Remove
lid" add bread crumbs, and brown.
Chicken, cold roast beef, turkey, or tuna may be used instead of ham. 'White sauce
or a cup of vegetable juice or puree may be used in place of mushroom soup.
-p Mildred O. Eaton
Horne AE�ent
�ET POTATOES, APPLE, AND SAUSAGE CASSEROLE
1 lb. sausage
4 tablespoons molasses
1 teaspoon salt
2 or 4 cooked sweet potatoes - sliced
4 tart apples - sliced
Form sausage into patties and brown lightly on both sides. Remove from pan, pour
off fat so that not more than 4 tablespoons remain. Add molasses (I used brown
sugar), and salt to sausage fat. Put sweet potatoes and apples in alternate
layers in the baking dish. Lay aausage patties on top and pour sausage 'fat
mixture over all. Bake in a moderately hot oven for 30 minutes. If the meat
is short, add black walnuts.
�- Mildred O. Eaton
Home agent
Reprint
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BUFFET MEALS FOR EASY ENTERTAIIHNG
Buffet meals are popular for entertaining a larger number of guests, than would
otherwise be possible in many Arizona homes. They are usually very inf'ormal meals
based upon a "help yourself" plan. The table decorations are expecially fun. This
18 the easiest type of service. when a hostess has to prepare and serve the dinner
without help. Any meal from breakfast to midnight supper may be served buffet style.
Buffet service is especially convenient' (a.) if all persons cannot, eat at the
same time, (b) when the number to be served is uncertain, and (c) if' there are too
many to be seated at the table.
Buffet style of service may be used for:
1- Family meals, as Sunday evening supper
2. Meals when a few guests may be present, as breakfast
3- Meals when many guests are present (more than can be,seated at a table)
4- Meals' for very large groups, as family reunion or community supper
,.. Picnics, small or large
6- Teas or reception
7.. "Spur-of-tn.e-IVioment" parties
The menu should be simple and adapted to this kind of serviceo Each dish on the
menu. should be oa.sy to serve and easy to ea.t. 'The serving of more than two courses
should not be attomptedo
The menus for this type of serVice will depend much upon the same co�ditions as
menus for regular meals: for example:
1- Kitchen space and equipment for preparation
2- Space and equipment for service
3- Seating arrangements for those being served
4- Amount of assistance for preparation and service
5.. Season of year and time of day
6. Age and activity of guests
7- Cost
Planning the Menu
l� Plan the menu to include a hot or cold main dish, a. salad or relish,
sandwiches or buttored rolls, beverage, and dessert.
2 .. Serve sandwiches or buttered rolls So that no knife will be required
(unless guests will be seated at card tables). The meat should be so
tender that it can be cut with a fork.
3- Serve foods which will not rlm together on the plate.
4- Make gelatin salads a bit stiffer than usual if they arc to be served on
the same plate with hot foodo
5- Plan the menu almos,t entirely of foods that can be prepared in advance
so that the host and hostess can be froe to enjoy tho occasion.
6- Choose foods that can be served and carried ea.sily. No soups, stows, or
drippy foodS.
1- Carry out the color scheme of your decorations in your menu.
Setting the Buffet Table
For a large group in a Largo room" the dining table ,standing in the cent.cr ot
,tho room amy be set up for two lines of service with a Simple, slonder island
arrangement of flowers and c�n�iles in tho centcr ,
'
For the small group it is usually more effective to place the table against
tho wall and build up deoora.tions at tho back. The table may be bare with
mats for hot dishes. or covered with,a Simple, informal-type cloth.
Thero are no definite table setting rules. The food, dishes, and silver should
be so arranged on the t able so that they will present an attractive well­
bafanced appearance and be in the order for greatest ease and speed of service.
The silver nocded for senice is placed by each plate of food on the buffet
table.
The 'diagram below illustrates a good way to set a. buffet table that is placed
against the wall. Notice that trays are used in this service. With the table
arrang-ed'1n this way, it would be well to ask someone to serve the main dish and
someone else to serve the water and beverage. It is pl:mned that the de.ssert course
will be set up on a side table.
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Begin here'
The hostess should ask one person to start serving herself and invito others to
follow. Attention should be given to special or honor guosts, invalids, and
elderly persons. Each guest serves himself unless somone is prescnt to serve a
food that may require unusual care.
Where arc tho guests to oat' their food?
1- When there is enough space, card tables may be set with silverware, glassware
and napkins. or
2- For largor groups, individual trays may be used to hold the plato and silver
with handy side tables nearby for bevorage cup, or
3- Your guests can balanco their plates on their lapso This is suggested only
as a last rosorto
Of course, j_f 'small ta�)los are baing used, the napkins and silver will be omitted
from the buffet arrangement"
If possible leave spaco besido tho salad and beside tho hot dish so that a guost may
set his plate down on t.ho tabla ltrhile using both hands to wiold tho sorving fork
and spoon. Or better yet _ ... ask some one to serve t.hese , For more than eight
persons, sorvice will bo much faster if you ask somo frionds to serve the main dish,
salad, and beverage.
A small table may be used to hold tho coffee, cups, cream and sugar, iced· water
and glasses, or these maybe placed last 10 line on the buffet table. Unless a
tray is usod, a guest does not generallY serve himself to water. Beverage cups are
used,without saucers if the cup'is to be carl�ed on the plate or tray by the guest.
When individual trays are used, they should be placed on tho buffet table so that
they are ready for the guest to put his plato on after he has filled it and before
he has to pick up his silver.
For second servings, or if serving dishes are small, you can have reaqy a second
casserole dish in the oven and a salad in the rCfr�gcrator to bring on at the right
moment.
Guests should feol free to return for second servings and for dessert if the service
is entirely "help yourselftl.
'
How to serve the Dessert?
Before dessert is served, the tables or trays should be cleared. You may ask one
or two of the guests to help do this. Dessert may be passod� or �t may be displayed
on tho buffet table and guests asked to serve thomse'lves , You won't have to be
away from your guosts so long if you have the dossort arranged ahead of time on tho
buffet or side table.
SUGGESTED l"1ElroS AND Tl� LE DBORATIONS
Menu: Western Buffet
(green, brown, and orange)
Western Baked Beans
Orange Cabbage Slaw in Orange Cups
Steamed Dato Bread San��chos
Fruit Cup
Coffeo
Decorations: Use tan monk's cloth or burlap for table coverings, set table with
pot,tcry dishes and usc small cacti· for table decorations.
WESTERN BAKED BEANS
. 3 e pinto beans
1 clove garlic, minced
1 or l! t salt
1 t chili powder
3/4 c canned strained tomatoes
2 small onions,
! c brown sugar or sorghum molasses
3 or 4 sliCGS bacon or
1/4 c dicod salt pork.
1- Wash beans; cover them with water arid soak them overnight.
2.. Heat to the boiling point the water in which the beans soaked; add the beans,
garlic, and salt; sL�or one hour.
3- Drain the beans, reserving the liquor.
4- Place tho �GhnS and �holo onions in a pot or casserole.
S- Sprinkle the beans with sugar or molasses and chili powder. Cover them with the
tomato and :!. cup of ":.he reserved bean liquor·o
6. Arrange bacon or orri.on sli�c)s on top. Cover.
7- Bake in a slow oven 300 degrees Fo for five hours. If necessary, add morc bean
liquor 0
Valontine Buffett­
(red and white)
Menu: Chipped Beef and Stuffed Potatoes
Cranberry and Grapefruit Salad
Jot ButtGred Rolls
tee Cream with Strawberry Dip
Heart Cookies
Coffee or punch
Decorations: Usc a table covering of white scrim or tarlatan over red cloth or
red pap�r. Make a heart tree for the centerpiece. You can do this
by tying small red paper hearts onto a foliage plant or by attaching
small red candy hearts to a troe made of cable wireo Tho branches
of the tree arc formed by separating some of the cable wires.
Tho trunk ot the tree is held in placo with modeling clay.
ORANGE CABBAGE SLAW IN OruNGE CUPS (6 servings)
3 oranges
2 c finely shredded crisp cabbage
2 T finely chopped onion
1/3 c chopped water cress or parsley
1/3 c mayonnaise '
1/4 t salt
pinch of sugar
pepper to taste
11 t vinegar
sprinkle of celery salt
Cut oranges in half and cut out the pulp so that tho shells will be left whole.
Remove the membrane from the orange sections and cut up enough to make 1 cup. Drain.
Mix the orange sections with the other ingredients. Fill the orange shells with the
mixture. Garnish with springs of. water cress or endive and serve cold and crisp.
ST. PATRICK'S BUFFET
(green, white, and yellow)
Hamburger Pie
Grapefruit, pineapple & Avocado Salad
Hot Buttered Shamrock Rolls
Cake Squares
.
(white frosting with mint jelly decoration)
.
Coffee
Decorations: Make flower bowl of large grapefruit by carefully romoving the insides.
The bowl will hold watcr without leaking. Arrange oxalis (looks like I
shamrocks) in tho bOWl and usc it as the centerpiece. On either. side
of it place 2 very small grapefruit where candle is insertod into
grapefruit (usc a white table cloth).
Material taken from outlines prepared by Reva Lincoln (Arizona) and
Grace Armstrong (Illinois) by Mildred O. Eaton, Home Domonstration Agent,
Graham.Greenlee Counties, Arizona for February Homemaker I s Lesson. 1956
17, copies.
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FREEZING COO KED AND BAKED FOODS
BY
Martha K. Chapman
Fr�zen foods have become an accepted part of the homemakerts feod
preparatd.on pla.n.. Tl;.€'J."e is a wide' variety of products avail?.ble that
make meal preparation easier and faster. The hoaemakei- with her freezer
at home can uG:....l.ize j.t t,o the fullest extent by buying a'� sates and in
quant:ttie.'3l< and by prepardng her own fine foods fo:::- use in qU:bk and
easily pl"epared meals v .
}.tIal1Y t�tme:1 i't Ls easy to prepare twice the amount, of a d:i.sh and
freeze the half !lot used , Freezing left-overs a.s gc.id management and
adds variety and interest to meals. Just ,think h",w Lice it vwuld be to
ha'le your holid.ay meet). �3 ready weeks ahead of the rush at Thanksglvjng,
Christmas � and New Ye d.:�' s e
Thel'e are, hosever , many problems to concf.der in freezing cooked
and baked foods and the wise homemaker will kee� up on the latest reccomend­
ations given by research. Such prvblems inc1�de:
EFFECT OF FREEZING ON FLAVORS
Fried foods have a· "1I1armed·..up" flavor.
Salt, onion, and most spices lose some of their flavor
Pepper, celery, and green pepper become lilo)!"e prcnouned
Use only first quality foods - i.e. ranc,id butter beccmee more raricid
Use pure extracts - synthetic flavors often become bitter
EFFECT OF FREEZING ON COLORS
To prevent a ,change of color of foods th.l3.t are red, white� or
yellow, add an acid food -- such as orar�ge or lemon juice,
sour cream, or add milk wheys -- when YTJ'U can do so without
. spoiling' the flavoro
_EFF_EC_T__OF........F...REE_._Z...IN...G........O.....N...T...._E2CLDM..P..ND CONSISTEN_QY
Hard cooked egg white becomes tough
Raw vegeta�les lo�� crispness
Maye'nnaise separC':�e s
Cream 5a'),(·;e8 tend to separate
B(;n�d pc"tatoes -j:;elld to become mushy and. di.scolored
C·Il.:rCal"d p:tes l�'weepn and are lmsatisiacto'!'y
Do not overcock �ince freedng Softens fuods and reheating
softens them further
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IMPORTANCE OF GOOD PACKAGING AND LABELING
Use only moisture-proof wrappings and containers and prevent free zer burn
Remove as much air from the package as possible
To prevent delicp.te foods from being mashed in the freezer, place
them in st1::.:rrl.j" :}o.rtons
Package only as trJ.ch food as you expect to use at one time
Small packages f:r'ee ��e quicker and thaw quicker
Label and date each package. The storage life of some prepared
foods is short.
HOW LONG TO STO�
!'tl().B�orter the period of freezer storage, the more appetizing these
foods "rill �a:.-Storing them longer than six morrbhe is not, recommended.
With all foodz there is a gradUal loss of flavor, aroma, and
natural texture.
Once foods arc, tr.ken froM ·the freezer, prepare them for the table
as quickly as possible
Thaw foods in their original containers
Foods may be thawed ,in the refrigerator, at room temperature, in
front of a fan, and for some foods in a low-temperature oven
Heat in a heavy, tightly covered pan.
See following pages for Examples of Specific Foods
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!XiJ1PLES OF SPEClFIC FOODS
MEATS AND MAIN DISHES.
'--
Chicken�a-la-king -- f�llow directions in Home and Garden Bulletin No. 40
Tamale 'Pie
2 medi�sized onions, sliced
3 cloves of garlic, min�ed
5 tbs. sa:.. t:\d oil
It Ibsr, �·�/�.nd beef12' tspe; sa.L 1,.
2 tbso ch:�.li pOi'lder
1 Noo 2! can (2i ;\Ut/G) tomatoes
I! cups pitted, r::"pe olives, coarsely cut
1 cup seedless raisins
2 tsp. salt
t tbs. chili ps�!der
o C4PS boiling "IIIi8.·�}er
2 cups yellow �0rn meal
i cup grated American cheese
Brown beef in hot salad oil; add onion and garlic and brown lightly.
Add 1-1/2 tspo salt, 2 t,bs�. chili powder, tomatoes , olives; and raIsins.
Cook ,slowly I! bours , Ad.d z-emairdng salt and chiJ.i powder to water;
sl01011y add corn meal; cook 15 rrd.nutes, stirring frequen:cly. Line greased
baking dish with l ..-Lnch layer of mush. Pour in meat filling, spread
rem.aining mush on top; bake in moderate oven (325°) It hours , Serves' 6-8.
To 'Serve immediately add grated cheese sprinkled over the top the last
15 minutes.
To freeze - ... omit, cheese, cool, quickly, wrap, and freezet.> Use a baking.
dish that is both co.cd a�:.d. heat :r;-es;i.stanto Reheat by spri!).jgling with cheese
and placing in'a 3250 oven until cheese is melted and product is heated through.
Ham Loaf
1 )?ound ground ham
1/2 pound ground pork
I! cups. fine bread crumbs
I well-beaten egg
1/2 tsp. dry mustard
1/2 cup milk
1/4 cup brown sugar
1 tsp. prepared mustard
Combine ham, pork, bread crumbs, egg, 1/2 tsp. dry mustard, and milk. Fill
bread pan or medium-s1zed muffin pans. Combine brown sugar and prepared
mustard and spread over top of loaf 0 Bake in a moderate oven 3500 for 45 minuteSlt
Serve with hot cherry sauce" Serves 60 OHERRY SAUCE8 Combine 2 tbspo cornstarch
and 1/2 cup sugar;' add 1 No.2 can (2! CUIJs) pitted red cherries. Cook over low
heat until thick and clear, stirring constantly.
.
INDIVmUAL MEAT LOAVES: Use any good recipe for meat loaf and shape into
individual loaves •.
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QUICK BREAtlS
A2rieot-Nu� Bread
1/2 Ib .. dried apricot�
1 c. water
1/2 c. sugar
Wash apricots, add water and sugar, and cook until soft. Drain apricots
and use juice as part of the liquid in the bread. Force fruit throtJgb sieve
and cool.
1 beaten egg
1 cup eour 11lllk 8.t:I.d aF!·�!.�ot juice
2 tbs 0 melt'ed :3h�i).··�en:.ng
21 cups si�ved flc·urli2 tsp. rilifilfts../I-
3 tap. bakl.n.g powder
1/2 tsp � �'Jda
1 cup suge:r.·.
1/2 cup chopped nubs
Beat egg, add sour milk and shortening. Add apricot pulp and mix well. Add
flour sifted with salt, baking powder, soda, and sugar; then add nut meats.
Stir only until well ndxed , Bake in greased. 2-pound loaf pan in moderate
over (350 degrees) I hcuro .
Note: Use double action baking powder for quick breads.
YEAST BREADS AND ROLLS
; ......
Unbaked rolls or bread
Allow dough to tise once. Shape into rolls or loaves and freeze immediately
Do not store dough longer than a month
.
Let dough thaw and rise in a warm place until ligh·� (2-2'� hours for rolls)
Use any standard �ecipe
Baked Rolls or bread
Cool quickly. Package in cellophane or metal foil and seal with heat.
Free ze at once
Thaw rolls or bread by reheating them in their wrappings in a hot over(400)
PIES
-
Freezing unbaked pies
Use more thickening than if pie is baked before freezing
Frozen unbaked p�es have a fresher taste and more crumbly crust
than f�en baked pies.
..
0
For baking remove from wrapping, place on cookie sheet in hot oven (400 )
and bake 30-40 minutes or until done
Free zing baked pies
Bake pie in the usual way, cool quickly, and wrap well. Free ze immediately It
To serve -- unwrap pie and place in a hot oven 20-30 minutes.
NOTE: MOst single crust pies do not freezo well.
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CAKES
.,..... .
Shortened cakes - use any standard recipe
Fro lien babber
10 Use double action baking powder
2 0 PC1.G�(c;.gc -ba'liter and freeze immediately
30 :ief.�"ost ba·t,ter until just soft, pl.aoe in prepared
pallS and bake
Fro ze:: -;)�kec. «ake
(�,.' :.1 "l::n.ked cake quicklYe Wrap carefully and free ze immediately,
�(d:,,:,,�)s � at room tempe!'atures
Angel Cakes and. Ci:..:tfJ·\I'!l cakes
Bake; (�,:j(I'.L q�l,i.(!kly; wrap, and place in box to prevent crushing
Fruit Cakez
BaL.€�, cool qu'::Ldc1y, wrap and freeze imrile1iately
References:
Home and G:.3.�detl Bulletin No. 40
Foods }'_r'0t'l '1.i:".8 F.!.'eezer .• COl'ne11 Extension Bul.Letdn 692
Freez'lng Gu0ked and Prepared Foods - Extension Service - Univ. of Illo
MKC:lg
CCI 250
Publicity was given to projects and lesson activities so that all interested
homemakers might participate and obtain informational materials.
Bulletins and mimeographed materials were provided work leaders for the L.D.S.
Relief Societies and the stake Lark leader. This material was used by them
while giving the tood lesson to their members each month. Copies ot the
material was available for their members.
The Home Agent tested mUffin, biscuit, corn bread, brownie, and cake recipes
for cooking in the waffle iron were included in the outline on the use ot
equipment.
Results
Five leaders gave the lesson "Casserole Meals", and "Buffet Type Service",
to twenty nine homemakers in three clubs.
Two hundred copies of the outline on "Casserole Meals", have been distributed.
A reprint has been made of three hundred more copies to supply the needs of
the L.D.S. Relief Society who have this lesson this year.
This lesson on casserole meals and buffet service was well received by the
homemakers. One homemaker said she never before understood how to place
each tooi and article on the table for smooth, convenient butfet service.
Four leaders gave the lesson on "Preparation of Cooked and Baked Foods tor
Freezing", to thirty three homemakers in three clubs.
The two junior leaders of two 4-H Foods Clubs attending the training meeting
will use the information gained in their 4-H freezing project this year.
Information on food preparation will be useful while they work with the
younger 4-H'er on their projects.
Two or three of the ladies in the weight reducing club lost as much as ten
pounds. The rest gained back the weight as fast as they lost it. Its
possible the results would have been better if the original group of six
women had been kept without opening to other women, some of whom made no
change in their diet. One of these ladies needs to change her family
meals pattern.
.
More and more requests are coming in for bulletins, mimeographed materials
and assistance as a result of information given in the agents newspaper
colwnn, radio talks, and publicity on homemaker programs. Homemakers in
areas not served by' clubs are beginning to seek assistance from the Home
Agent. Work leaders for Relief Societies not aasLsbed last year are asking
for materials on their monthly lessons.
HOME MANAGEMENT
The lesson - "Making Better Use of Equipment", was given by leaders to
members of their clubs during September.
The leader training meeting was conducted by the Home Agant • This lesson
included: i�t to expect from equipment, how to use it, and how to care
for the equipment. Information was given about the metals and materials
used in making equipment and their characteristics. The agent also discus­
sed the saving of time and energy through the use of the right equipment
for the job •••• to make the mind and tool do most of the work. She sug­
gested the use of the long muscle in the arm whenever possible rather than
the short precision muscles in the fingers. The Home Agent demonstrated
the cooking of corn bread in the waffle iron. It was shown to be possible
to bake package mis foods in the waffle iron by the addition of one fourth
cup of fat. Brownies were baked. One of the outlines is included in this
report.
A portion of this lesson was given by the agent during the pre-organization
meeting of the Ft. Thomas Homemakers.
The Home Agent made home visits to assist homemakers with their homemanage­
ment problems. For example: To test the oven temperature and thermostat,
to show how to remove stain and soil from an electric stove.
Information on laundrying, cleaning, household insects, managing work,
arranging equipment for time and energy saving, selection and use of eqUip­
ment were included in the Home Agents weekly newspaper column and radio
talks.
The Mimeographed material on making use of equipment ��.�. alLextensioil
and U.S.D.A. bulletins were made available to all homemakers. From time
to time special reference was made to certain ones through the column and
radio talks. For example - in the spring, to the bulletins on laundrying
and storing of blankets.
Again, effort· was made by the agent to get a drugist to stock EZ-53.
The Home Agent gave a illustrated talk - demonstration on "Light in the Home",
at the state 4-H Leaders Conference. This was a part of the six ring merry­
go-round on the 4-H Electric Project. During this demonstrated talk the
agent gave infor.mation on the requirements of good reading-study light-
kind and size of bulbs: Type, size and shape of shades: Height and loca­
tion of bases.
The Home Agent tested pressure gauges for all homemakers who asked for this
service.
The Home Agent obtained the address of a. canpany that will sell geaaed
ga.uges for pressure canners. This information was given a local merchant
who has stocked a supply of geared gauges for sale.
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MAKING BETTER USE OF YOUR
.
EQUIPMENT
++++++++++++++++++++
TAKE A LOOK AT YOUR TOOLS
Tools ot all kinds are "old". Man has used them, tried them out" found
their weak spots and then made newer and better ones.
Every homemaker seeks more time. And. most of them want to save energy. All
buy tools and use them to make work easier and more interesting. There
are reasons why we should look quizzically at allot our small tools. As
you look, ask yourself these questions:
1. How otten do I use it? Could another tool serve just as well?
2. Why don1t I USe it ottener?
3. How muoh effort does it require to use it?
4. Is it easy to olean and store, and to get out of storage?
5. Is the tool properly designed for � use?
6. What is it made of?
7.· Is it safe to USe?
Tools are related to the musoles we use in handling them. Nowadays there is
usually a good piece of equipment for ever.y job. Some require the use of large
strong mUscles. Others make use of what we call small "precision" muscles.
Small muscles tire easily. Keep this' in mind in selecting a special tool for
a spe'cia! job.
A job is like a problem in arithmetio. The Bod,y + the Mind + the Tool � a job
done. If the Mind and the Tool do most· of the work" then the Body uses less
energy.
Smooth running tools are important of course. But the prinoiples of
construction are just as important. For example: a long handle on a fork
lifts the load. The axle in an egg beater does the work. The potato
peeler moves the job from small musoles to larger arm muscles.
Get eve�rthing out and look at it. Open wide those cupboard doors and see if
you really need everything that is behind them. Deoide which pieces are
really useful and move the rest out. Get rid of that spatula whose handle
is always coming off, that extra can opener which you are alw�s picking
up instead of the one that really works.
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I;;.iany of our pieces of equipment are the key to speedy, food-saving, appetizing
meals. Are lOU making full use' of each piece of equipment? How can you use
this equipment to bette� advantage in cooking tor your family?
Small appliances need so little to keep them happy; With just a bit from you
theY'll stay right on the job. Hot., inconvenient it is to break or have a
piece of equipment break dO�ln and have to w�it weeks for repairs. So don't
overlook the smallest detail of care that �rlll keep your small equipment
going.
But, first, before we discuss care and use, let's find out what materials go
into these tools and t-1hat characteristics these materials, have.
CAST IRON'
l�ill rust, is brittle, has relatively lo'tf tensil strength
Is fairly good conductor of heat. Holds heat well
l-T as high absorption and emission power
Parts made trom it are less lasting than that from machined
v�en used tor cooking equipment it' is -- comparatively inexpensive, heav.y,
difficult to keep attractive in appearance, may discolor acid foods, must be
seasoned before use to prevent sticking, used largely in skillets, griddles,
and Dutch ovens.
STAINLESS STBEk
Hill scratch with scouring
Has lot" heat eonduatdvity, absorption and emission powers
Has-high tensile s�rength
Is resistant to corroedon
Takes and retains high polished sufaces
Isn't affected by food acids or alkalies
�'Jhen used in cooking utensils ---
-low conductivity pa�tly overcome by electroplating copper bottom or using
tt-10 thin sheets of stainless steel t'1ith a core of copper bett-leen
-when not combined tilth copper it frequently develops hot spots and
requires lot-1 beatc Food has to be t-.rat'Jhed to avoid burning
-if over heated, may develop a brot�ish tinge
- is attractive in appearance and requires very little care
Doesn't corrode
Is affected by alkalies and certain acid foods
Shouldn't be washed torith strong soaps or scouring powder containing free alkali
Conducts heat rapidly
Remove discoloration by rubbing toath aluminum cleaner or whiting, or fine
steel 1'1001 or by vinegar or lemon juice
AluminuDl containing magnesium is WDst stain-resisting and make beautiful
castings
'
Thin aluminum dents easily
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ENAHEL
Is non-soluble. i.fontt rust or discolor. Isn't affected by atmosphere condition
[as high absorption and emission pot'1er
Heat conduction determined largely b,y base metal
Hill crack or chip - if submitted to extreme temperatures or undue strain
Foods have a tendency to stick easily because of porous sufface
Burned food is difficult to remove
}lot spots., may develop .
Ordinary Porcelain Enamel is affected by strong ,acids and marked b,y
metal spoons
COPPER
One of the best conductors of heat and electricity
Can be rolled into sheets or pulled into threads or tdres.
Tarnishes easily. Scratches easily" by abrasives.
NICKEL AND CHROHltJM '
Highly resistant to action of air and t·yater
Not affected to ,any extent by food aeids and alkalies
Appliances electroplated t.yith nickel and chromium have high polished
finish that is attractive and durable
Nic�])-pl,ating tarnishes slightly, but is easily cleaned
Nickel-plating has soft finish, ,eas:11y destroyed by abrasives
Nickel-plating frequently discolors if subjected to high temp�ratures
Alloy made from iokle and chromium' is commonly used for heating .elements
of, electrical appliances
Doesn't rust. Is light in l-1eight. Good conductor of heat.
Is readily affected by ,food acids. ,
Hhen Del" is 10'" in absorption and emission power. This improves as shine
disappears and metal darkens �1ith use.
Tin coat easily scraped off, particularly when hot.
GLASS -- ffiust be heat resisting
---cannot'be subjected to high terrperatures
Comparatively poor conductor of heat
Has high absorption and emission power
EspeCially good tor oven wear because of high absorp�ion and emission power
� - is a nickel-copper alloy
Has a silver-like luster. Has high tonsil strength
Is ver.y resistant to denting, scratching and staining. Doesn't corrode.
Is unaffected by food acids and alkalies
Takes and retains a good polish
Comparatively poor conductor of heat
Used for sinks, table tops, laundry equipment, oven lining
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AUTOMATIC TOASTERS
WHAT TO EXPECT
Made of, pressed, steel plated with chromium. Handles are usually plastic, .
occasionally' of wood�
Handles shoul.d be insulated to prevent, burning fingers
Bottom should be insulated to preYent damage to table.
Has a tiML�g devioe or temperature device so toast can always be the same.
Has a dial to set,,, Must 'be changed for different kinds of bread.
Has wire guards to keep br-ead from coming in ccntart with unit�
Wire guards pr-event, radi.ant, heat from reaohing all the slices directly.
Causes l:�.ght streaks on bread ...
Good toaster browus ever�y
Toast can be served hot and conveniently because toaster remains connected.
HOW TO U�
,If bre�d sticks, disconnect and turn upside down. Shake toaster till pieces
fallout,
All br-eads do not t�ast alike" Those having excess:1ve moistu't'e, uneven
texture:; or a defic�.e!vJy in milk or sugar may toast unevenly 6)
During baking cer-tain breads dry out at the top., If your bread toasts too
dark at the t(.lP, try putting slices in with the top doWDo
When slicing bread at hume -- cut slices 1/4 to 1/2 inch thick and ,as evenly
as posaibl,e so edges ',,"TOn$ t over brown
When toasting whul.e wheat, raIsin, or other rich breads, as !"olls, frozen
waffles, use a slightly darker "color control setting" than you use for
plain white bread
HOW TO CARE FOR
Remove, plug from outlet before cleaning.
Remove crumb traYQ Brush off crumbs, or wash tray in warm, soapy water.
Dry, before replacinge
'
Clean crumbs out of toaster by turning upside down and spanking, if toaster
doesn't have a �rumb plate
�o avoid damage to your �oaster and for safety, never use a sharp object
as a fork to remove a piece of toast.
Never put tcaster into water
Wipe outside with a soft cloth
A metal polish cream may be used twice a year to preserve shine. Be sure
not' to allow polish to get inside on any electric wires
l'lGil 5 I MAKING l:lET'rER U::iEj OF YOUR EQUmiENT.
}i.IA � F L E BAKER
WHAT 'l'0 ltXPECT
Usually made of steel. or copper, plated chromium or nickel
Baking gfids are commonly cast aluminum
Terminal studs are on lower half of �aker. Studs should be protected
by a guard .
Conneoting wires to upper unit should pass through hinge or have a .
separate coil through which they pass
Wires carefully insulated from metal of the baker and protected from
injury in opening and closing of the iron
Sufficient freedom of action in hinge to allow waffle to rise, otherwise
they �re soggy .
Tray broad enough to eatch drippings of batter. An overflow rim on edge
of lower grid is more desirable
.
'All edges smooth
Bottom of baker insulated to protect table
Handles made of heat-resistant material
High knobs close together for crisp waffles
Grids heat evenly and equally well
Waffle baker will do many things in addition to baking waffles. Try baking
,corn bread, gingerbread, brownies, fritters, biscuits, etc.
HOW TO USE
Allow baker to heat to baking t�mperature' before adding batter. The
thermostat light will go out indicating the temperature has been reaehed
If there's no indicator or control -- insert a piece of paper between grids
until it becomes the desired shade of brown
Follow recipe instructions exactly, particularly preheating, and
temperature setting. Grids that are too cool or too hot can cause
sticking.
Pour batter from end to end along the center of the lower grid and spread
slightly. Close waffle baker quickly. The signal light will go on. When
it goes off again the waffle is baked�
Never open baker while waffle is baking. This breaks the waffle and causes
sticking
Always use the amount of shortening specified in the recipe. If using a
package mix or another receipe which does not call for shortening, add
at least 1/4 cup of .melted shortening or salad oil to each batch of
waffles to prevent sticking
Do not increase the amount of sugar in a waffle recipe. Changing sugar content
of a balanced recipe can cause waffle failure.
When through baking, slide control to OFF. Leave baker open to cool.
HOW TO CARE FOR
Do not wash or scrape the inside of your waffle baker. As you use the baker
it will darken harmlessly from salt in the shortening.
Never immerse the baker �n water.
Leave baker open to cool'--; this prevents burning of fat and food onto metal
Wipe off excess grease wJ.th a soft cloth or paper towel before storing.
If grids do become stained or stick,y, remove them from grill. Dissolve a
small amount of a mild detergent in very hot water and allow grids to
soak in solution for a half hour or more. Then wash with sudsy water and
a bristle brush. Rinse and dry thoroughly. If scouring powder is used
be sure to rinse very carefully, as even a small amount on grids can cause
sticking .
Season a new waffle baker before using for first time, or if grids are
worn off after long usage.
To Season Grids: Put 1/4 teaspoon salad oil 'or melted, unsalted shortening
into each of the sections of the waffle grill and brush it thoroughly
onto all the exposed surfaces. Close grill. Set temperature control
on MEDIUM and allow to heat until signal light goes out. Slide control to
off position. Open grill and allow to cool. Wipe off excess fat with
�ll!).on �,,-f'+ ", A+ .....
PAGEt 6 I MAKING BETTER USE OF YOUR EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIO . MIXER
WHAT TO EXPECT
Beater will mix air into foods by electricity evenly and at correct
speed.
MOtor drives the beaters which are eas,y to remove for washing.
Usually 2 bowls of correct size and shape are furnished so all batter
is carried into and through the beate�s
Uniform bowl and beater speed'
Motor speed adjustable
Beater blades should be sturdy in construction and made of a non-rust
material
NQ sharp edges or crevices in beaters.
Beater should reach and mix all materials put in the bowl.
MOtor should be compact unit and capable of being regulated for
different speeds
Adjustment for tipping back or lifting motor for eas,y removal of bowl
and beater blades.
"
Base should be large enough that when motor is tUted back or raised
there will be no possibUity for appliance �o fall
Should have 1/8 t>r 116 horse pOller "motor"
HOW TO USE
Plan to allow beater to stand where preparation takes place.
Turn off motor while scraper is used to remove ingredients adhering
to bowl
Greater efficiency ill beating results, when platform is moved so
.beater is close to side of bowl as possible. Do not allow beaters
to hit s�des _
Check guide book trom manufacturer and follow instructions for use.
Detach motor to allow beating at range or � work area.
HOW TO CARE FOR
Dontt let water or juice splash or run into the motor
Follow directions of manufacturer for oiling the motor, unless it's the
permaently lubricated type
.
"
Detach beaters for washing
Never. put motor in water
Go over �utside of mixer with damp cloth after each using •
.
JUNIOR SIZE MIXER
'W!L\T TO EXPECT
Foids, biends, stirs, mixes, beats and whips as does standard size
Portable, light weight, convenient heel rest, thumb-tip control for
oorrect speed'
Can be easily used at any converdent outlet
Excellent for small, fast jobs. Not built for thick, heavy mixtures
as beating candy that requires �/8 to 1/6 horse power motor
Beaters easily removed for cleaning
Hangs on wall or stores easily
.
Doeantt have a standard to hold it for station� beating
HOW TO CARE FOR
Same as other beater
Wipe with a damp cloth
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PLAIN \vAFFLES
Ii cup flour
2 teaspoons rapid acting baking powders or
Ii teaspoons double acting baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon sugar
2 eggs
1 cup milk
4 tablespoons melted fat
Sift dr.Y ingredients together into bowl. Beat egg yolks., Add melted fat to
milk-egg mixture. Add liquid ingredients to dr,y all at once, and stir.,quickly
until well blended. Fold stiffly beaten egg l'lhites in. Bake in waffle baker.
VARIATIONS FOR WAFFLES
Whole Wheat: Substitute 1 cup whole wheat flour for 1 cup white flour
Pecan Waffles: Add I cup chopped pecans to the batter before baking
Bacon Waffles:Sprinkle diced crisp bacon over the batter before closing iron. OR
place 1/2 strip of partially cooked bacon on each section of
pre-hated waffle grid. Spread plain waffle batter over bacon and bake
Cheese Wafflest Add 1/2 to 1 cup grated sharp processed cheese to batter at same
time egg whites are folded in. Bake as for plain waffles.
Spiced WafflestAdd 2 teaspoons cinnamon, 1/2 teaspoo= =«tmeg, 1/4 teaspoon
allspice, and 1/2 cup raisins to the batter. ,
Sour Cream WaffleslOm1t fat and substitute sour cream for milk. Add � teaspoon
soda and decrease baking powder to I teaspo'on.
Apple Waffles: Add l teaspoon cinnamon and 1 to l! cups dioed apples to waffle
batter before folding in egg white.
CORN BREAD
1 cup flour 2 tablespoon, sugar
1 egg 1 cup milk
3 teaspoon rapid acting baking
powder or 2 teaspoons double
acting baking powder
Sift dr,y ingredients together, Combine the milk, egg, and melted fat. Add
liquid to the dr.Y ingredients and stir until blended. Brush waffle iron
slightly with olive 011. Bake as for waffles.
3/4 eup corn meal
1 teaspoon salt=
3 tablespoons melted fat
BISCUITS: Use your favorite recipe, Bo sure there is 1/4 cup fat in it.
Lg
)/5/56
300 cc
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COCONUT CAKE WAFFLES
1/3 cup shortening- 1/2 cup sugar
.
1 egg, u.�beaten
1/2 teaspoon lemon extract 2 t-easpocrs baking powder
1/4 teaspoon salt 1 cup mtlk 1 cup shredded COCOITut
It ·cups sifted cake 'flour
Place shortening, sugar, egg and Lemon extract in small mixing bowl. Beat at
medium speed, scraping sides and bobtom of bowl with rubber scraper, until
fluffy - about two minutes. F
Sift flour, baking powde� and salt together. Working quickly,' add flour and milk
alternately wh�ile �eating a'c, lou speed fo:;:> 2 mlmrces , scrapcng sides and bottom
of bowl with rubber sc:rafJer� Stir in coconut ,
Preheat waffle baker at a MEDIUM posf,tj1on$ Using 1 cup batter, spread evenly over.
grids. Bake. Cool "af���.e-:· Cut in pieces and serve as cookies or cut in sections
and serve wi.th ice cream. MAKES 3-four-section waffles.
GINGERBREAD WAFFLES
2 cups sifted all purpose flour
3/4 teaspoon double-acting baking powder
3/8 teaspoon soda '.
3/8 teaspoon ging�r
3/4 teaspoon cinnamon
I teaspocn salt
- cup ST..garI cup fat
Sift together dry ingredientso Cut in fat until. mixture is like cornmeal. Add
1/3 cup molasses, 1/3 cup buttermilk, and 1 .eggo Beat until smooth. Brush
waffle baker grids with olive oile Proceed as for plain waffles.
APPLESAUCE BROWNIES
Melt over hot water 1/2 cup shortening and 2equares unsweetened chocolate (2 oz.).
Blend in 1 cup sugar, 2 eggs well beaten, 1/2 cup applesauce, 1 teaspoon vanilla,
Sift together and stir in 1 cup flour, 1/2 teaspoon baking powder, 1/4 teaspoon
soda, and lib teaspoon salt:) Fold in 1/2 cup.chopped nuts (pecans). Brush
waffle grids lightly with olive oil. Bake as for waffles.
�'5/56
300 cc
Conferences
Miss Grace Ryan assisted the Home Agent with her lessons during three con­
rerences.
Most of one morning was given planning for content, supplies, and procedure,
for the lesson and workshop on "Repair of Furniture. ft
Part of one morning was given to the planning for the leader training meet­
ing on "Making Better Use of Equipment". Miss Ryan arranged for the making
of a chart on steps in Buymanship.
One morning was given to planning for the lesson "Light in the Home". Miss
Ryan sent the agent five different kind of light bulbs, a light base of cor­
rect height, four shades of different sizes �d shapes, and reference
materials.
Results
Seven leaders from three homemaker clubs and one relief society work leader
attended the leader training meeting. Twenty nine homemakers in the three
clubs received the lesson during their September meeting. Parts of this
lesson will be used by the work leader during her relief society meeting in
February.
More requests and a wider variety of requests for assistance by the Home
Agent is being asked. There are tnce the number now made than were made
during 1955. These requests include requests tor extension and U.S.D.A.
bulletiBs.
The one 4-H leader attending the state Leader's Conference was so enthus­
iastic about the agents talk on "Light in the Home", that she influenced
homemakers in her club to request a lesson on light as a part of the home­
maker's 1957 program.
HOUE FUmusnnms
The lesson on "Repair of FUrniture", was given to members of three clubs by
their leaders during their March club meetings. The leaders also conducted
gopecial workshop meetings for 811 who were interested in making foot stools.
The half day leader training meeting and a two day workshop on ffRepair of
Furniture", was conducted by Miss Grace Ryan, home fUrnishing specialist,
University of f�izona.
During the two day workshop, a footstool was made. The leaders learned to
use the different processes - bedding springs, tying, co�er1ng, padding, and
covering encountered during repair of furniture.
Miss Grace Ryan conducted a night training meeting for the leaders from
each homemaker club on organizing their material and preparing for the
lesson on "Repair of Furniture", to their homemaker group. Specific
information was given on how to put the upholstering cover on a chair, and
other steps that differed somewhat from those on the stools. Each lady
had an opportunity to discuss her own problems with Miss Ryan. Information
and guides were given on selecting fabrics for upholstering. A kit of
illustrative material was assembled and a schedule for its use was arranged.
;I.S
Pictures of Repair of Furniture Workshop. First picutre shows Miss
Grace Ryan, home furnishing specialist demonstrating covering springs
ready for padding. Second picture shows her assi.ting Mrs. Lamar
Kempton of Eden in bedding her springs while Mrs. Albert Carpenter
checks on directions.
The Home Agent arranged for the workshop and colection of materials needed
tor making the footstools, and assisted with the workshops. She prepared
and sent out a letter of instructions before the workshop meetings.
Since the heavy snow storm prevented the leaders of the Aravapi Club to
cross the mountain pass, the Home Agent gave this lesson for this club.
The lesson was given in June during an all day workshop. Two large, over­
stuffed chairs were torn down, new webbing put on one, springs bedded and
ties on both, covered and padded. ,One chair was completed. The other
lacked the upholstering and final cover. Thi s was later done. by the home­
maker and her husband.
Information on the selection of fabrics were included in the Home Agents
weekly newspaper column and discussed during her weekly radio programs.
Assistance was given homemakers who called at the office, phoned, or wrote
the agent. Bulletins were distributed. Further assistance was given through
.
home visits with this problem.
Results
Eight leaders from two homemaker clubs and one relief society attended the
leader training workshop on "Repair of Furniture". Eight footstools were
made during the two day workshop.
Four leaders gave the lesson on "Repair of Furniture". to sixteen members
in the two clubs.
��homemakers were assisted with the repair of two large, over-stuffed
chair·s.
Ten homemakers have repaired four pieces of over-stuffed furniture, recovered
eight articles, and repaired the wooden frame of five other articles.
Six homemakers have refinished sixteen pieces· of articles of furniture.
HEALTH and SAFETY
Thatcher homemakers showed the cancer movie on the Self Breast Test, during
their august meeting.
Approximately �Ohomemakers attended the showing of the larger version of
the cancer movie - "The self Breast Test", on November 8th. This movie
was shown in the Safford Gila Theater. It was followed by a question - an­
swer �eriod conducted by one of the medical doctors. The program was
arranged for by the Arizona and Graham County Cancer Association.
C011MUNITY
Publicity
The Home Agent wrote foyT1 ....nine weekly newspaper columns and forl�r_six
news articles which were printed in the Graham County Guardian - a weekly
news�aper.
The column contained information of value to homemakers - on homemakdng ,
club activities, camming dates and meetings, on workshops and meetings,
bulletins and mimeographed materials available.
The Home Agent assisted with fourty four weekly radio programs over station
KGLU. The fifteen minute programs were broadcasted at ten a.m. on Saturday
mornings. This program was shared with the County Agriculture Agent.
Usually both agents were on the program, except when one had to be out of
the county on had a morning meeting, at which time the other agent took the
whole program.
One radio program was given to interviewing the three homemakers about the
Country Life Program.
The Home Agent wrote ,� articles for the Graham County Guardian. Infor-:­
mation was given on standards for rcoda; clothing and household arts to be
entered in the County Fair; special adult and 4-H meetings.
Throughout the year the Home Agent took pictures of special activities -
both 4-H and adult. Some of these ·are included with this report. Some
of the pictures were used with stories in the Graham County Guardian,
the weekly newspaper, and the Arizona Farmer Magazine.
The reporter for the Thatcher Homemakers Club occassionally sent news
articles to the newspaper.
The reporter for the County Homemakers Council wrote articles about activ­
ities of the council.
County Fair
Three meetings of the home economics fair superintendents and the Home
Agent were held to plan for the exhibits during the fair. One other meet­
ing with all fair superintendents was held just before the fair.
Mrs. Erma stewart again served as superintendent of the Homemakers Foods
Division; Mrs. Mary Larson again ·served as superintendent of the Homemakers
Clothing and Household Division; and A�s. Cressa Nelson served as the
superintendent of the Home Economics 4-H Division during the County Fair.
The Home Agent assisted with planning and conducting the home economies
part of the County Fair.
Results - Community
The weekly newspaper column seems to be widely read through the county.
Requests for help have come from homemakers from all communities in the
county. Many of these lead from their having read the Home Demonstration
Agent' a column.
Some homemakers are keeping scrap books of information clipped from the
Home Demonstration Agent's column.
Several times the Home Demonstration Agent has been told when she met new
people - "Oh yes, I see your picture when I read your column." She has been
stopped on the street and during the County Fair by people who recognized
her by her picture, to discuss their homemaking problema.
The homemakers like the Change in heading for the column from "For Home­
makers", by the Home Demonstration Agent to one with her picture with the
heading "Chatting" with the Home Agent.
Very definately the addition of the picture has helped more people know the
Home Agent and seek her help.
The Home Agent has had requests for bulletins and mimeographed material from
other communities and states from people who read her column.
The column is reaching two or three times as many people as her radio chats.
Very few requests for help have come from the radio chats.
During the County Fair the Home Agent had an opportunity to meet and chat
with other homemakers from all parts of the county.
RECREATION
The Aravaipa Homemakers held a Spanish supper for their families in August.
The bounty Agent, his family, and the Home Agent attended the supper. The
Home Agent discussed plans for the homemaker's exhibits during the County
Fair and 4-H club VJork.
The Thatcher Homemakers held a swimming picnic party in August for their
families.
RECOMMENDATIONS-
1- That the HOllle Agent visit more homes and make more contacts, partic­
ularly in the out-lying areas of the county.
2- That notices of training meetings be sent to leaders and presidents of
the L.D.S. Relief Societies and to the presidents of homemakers clubs
as well as to the leaders of those clubs.
3- That personal contact be made \vith each ward lesson leader in the L.D.S.
Relief' Society and find out what materials and services they went as
help with their lessons.
4- That more work be done in several areas to interest homemakers and
youth in forming adult and 4-H Clubs - particularly in Ft. Thomas, Pima,
Solomon. Work needs to be done to find new members and reorganize the
'Eden Club.
5- That the county council be made up of executive officers of the council,
the club presidents, and one other member fram each club.
6- That the Homemaker's Picnic be held at another time, separate from the
spring council meeting.
7- That homemakers hold an achievement program each year.
8- That the homemakers be guided to do more to help themselves and others,
and to enlarge their circle of interest from "Me and mine", to include
others, particularly the desires and needs of_others in other com­
munities and clubs.
9- That clothing construction work be continued through special meetings.
10- That greater effort be made to have every boy and girl complete their
club work. This effort should be made throughout the year.
11- That effort be continued to gain the interest and co-operation of parents
and people in the communities.
OUTLOOK
The homemakers program for 1957 has been limited to fewer activities so
that time in the homemaker's schedule should allow for more home visits,
assistance to homemakers, and 4-H clubs.
More lesson-work leaders for the L.D.S. Relief Societies are coming to the
extension office and Home Agent for help. and materials to use during their
meetings. This should be a step toward interesting more homemakers in the
extension program.
The organization of a community 4-H Club in the Bonita area should bring
about contacts between the homemakers in that area with the Home Agent and
the Home Economies phase of the extension program.
Two new 4-H Clubs have been organized and Club work started in areas not
served by 4-H work. Five of the six clubs in the Thatcher area, both of
the clubs in Safford, and the Bylas club have all reorganized for club work.
Girls in two of the Thatcher clubs have united under one leadership for
work this winter.
Effort will continue to interest homemakers, and boys and girls in adult
and 4-H Club work, particularly in areas where no clubs are now organized.
There is a great need in this county for the development of leadership.
This is especially noted through the activities of the County Council.
Also, work that the women could do for themselves is left or asked of the
Agent.
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Dear Homemaker:
The Re�Upholstering work will be held from 9:30 to 3:00 P.M. as follows:
Februar.y 7 and 8 - ove� the Coronado Cafe in Clifton
February 9 'and 10 � in the basement of'the Safford Methodist Church
Before coming to the first workshop day, you will need to have the frame for the
footstool made - Size 15" x :;L8tt x 3" •.
1. Make it from lumber that is at least one�half ineh thick
2.If you want it to be a .hassock height, Use a board wider than the 3 inches. The
width depends on.height desired and wbether legs are to be used or not
3. Brace nth p-ieces of board diagonally' across each cornen, Nail braces Ii inches
from top of frame. Angle irons may be used instead of wood for braces;
4� You will need a pie,ce of plywood l4in x 17i". The springs will be attached to'
this board'
5. To make the legs for the footstool - nail together four blocks 'of wood, as
follows: one lilt 'square on a 2" square onto a 2i" so that two sides form steps and
the other two sides are smooth. The fourth square (Ii inch) will go on top of '
the large square., Location will depend upon thickness of board-used in the
frame. This can, be Qa11ed on at the workshop.
If you plan to use webbing, you wontt'need the braces (point number 3) or
plywood in #4. You won't be able to have a hassock since the frame will ha�e
to be made from wOod that is no wider than the 3 inches.
In, selecting the f.abric for the cover will. you keep the following points in mind:
1. Firm weaves with no long loose threads
2. Small designs are preferable because of size of article
3. Fabrics of two separate tones, can be used �- that is, a figured top and a
plain boxing or side, if such an article fits into the color scheme of your room
4. Fabric should piok up some color already in the room
5. Can use stripes and checks, if not too bold in design.
It is hard to say just how much material to buy, because it somewhat depends on your
frame box, cording, etc. The calculation given below is based on a cover piece
22" x 24", and 65 inohes of boxing from 6 to 9 inches wide.
If material is .36" wide get one yard of material
If 42" material - get 2/3 yeard
If 54" material - get 2/3 yard (this is required because of the 22" dimension
regardless of width of cloth)
NOTEt These amounts do not include wide (3") bias for a trim. If bias is desired
an added 1/3 yard should give a band without too many piecings.
...2--
SUITABLE FABRICS FOR STOOL::
Denim
Cotton tweeds
Novelty drapery cott.ons
(..small designs) .
. Monkt s cloth (firm weave)
BRING TO 'llIE WORKSHOP (the first clay) the following matel"�als and supplies:
Cotton Damask
.Repp
Drapery sateen (heavy)
Pebble cloth
Cotton frieze
Pebble, cloth
Ticking
"Light weight tapestry
Frame for footstool or hassock - already made
1 gunny sack or hea� feed sack to put over springs
1 unhemmed flour sack or a piece of muslin or other plc.in matel.:"ial equivalent, in
size to sack -'strong and clean
tape. linea
scissors
small hammer
screw driver
fabric for outside covering of stool
1 spool heavy duty matching thread
Your copY" nf C'-136 "Furniture Repair" - if you have, a copy
We will have other supplies needed, such as springs, padding, moss, tacks, etc.
You can pay for these suppli'e,s that you use,
If you plan to use foam rubber for padding you will hav� to supply this yourselfo
If you haven't already done so, you should see the box frame for the sto�l
which I have here in the officea Drop in and see it before you try to nail
your frame together.
If you find you cannot attend this workshop, I will appreciate it if you will
let me mow. There are others who w�uld like to attend, if there is room for
them.
MOE: Ig
CCl 50
Sincerely yours)
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S avea Lives I Time I and Meney
,: tvoid� Injury and Suffering
F�ees People From Grief and Werry
l:ncourages Mutual Consideration and Care
T"
·ackles Accident Prevention Vigorously
't�eldS Happy, Useful Ye.are .
SOME OF THE PITlALLS AND DANGERS. Farm tire,
Farm machinery
Insecticide pregram
Home oleaning
Improper electrical appliance use
Handling livestock
Small tools, rakes"hoee, rusty nails
Matches
Ladders
TAKE ONE SAFETY STEP EACB DAYa LETtS KEEP GRAHAM COUNTY FREE OF FARM
AND HOME ACCIDENTS ALL THE YEAR AROUND, BUT MAKE A SPECIAL CHECK
D�IN�++++�++++++NATIONAL
FARM SAFETY WEEKt
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September 24, 19S6
DEAR HOMEMAKER:
,A meeting ot all homemakers interested in the Extension program
will bEl' held this Friday morning trom 9: 30 A.M. to 1111 00 A.M.
We will meet in the Relief' Society Room ot the Ft. Thomas L.D oS .,Chtaach.
Mrs. Scott and, Mrs. Marshall have asked me to repeat a portion Q£
our ,lesson "Mald.ng Better Use ot Euipment" tor you. There is .a
-possil>�ity th,at ,Miss Jean Stew-8ft, State Let!l,d�r of Home ,Econol!,lic�
, Extension work in Arizona wUl b� with us.
I hope that you can come to this'. meeting. Will 'you invite your
neighbors and friends to come to' this meeting w:i.th you"
MOE:lg
CCI 40
Sincerely Y'-.i 'ars,'
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DEAR LEADER:
The Leader Training meeting for the lesson "Sewing Centers and CabinetsU
will be held October 31, from 9: 30 A.M. to 3tOO P"M•• Miss Helen LQ Church,
Extension Clothing Specialist from the University of Arizona, will be with
US3 The meeting will be held in the basement of the Safford Methodist'
Churoh.
.
Will you please bring the following supplies with you?
,
PencU
Paper for note taking
Newspapers to cover tables
Small glass' jars with lids to go on top
Hammer
Screw driver .. medium s:t.ze
Piece of fabric (1/4 yard) to use for pocket
The enclosed leaflet
I'm enclosing a copy of the bulletin for your reference� I will purchase
additional supplies, boards, nails� screws; hookso etco needed, for one
cabinet for each homemaker club. This material will cost approximately
three dollars.
During the training meeting two leaders will work together to make one
cabinet.
.'
Does any one of you have a Yankee drill which could be used during our
meeting? If so, will you let me know right away?
.
Enclosure
}lDE�lg
Mailed under sbanp
CCI 25
_���,�,relY yours, r: iIlllI/{t .na r;·t·rfI U·{t/I � a!. 4' .... , i.u. �'I ;--G,-
MILDRED o. EATON
Home Agent
Graham and Greenlee Counties
NEWS LETTERS
University of Arizona
College of Agricultre
U.; .S., .l\Departm6nt .ot Agriculture
and Graham COWlty Cooperating
. J�uary 5, 1956
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hl•1
/ � .. , ,"_�,'" @\�� \, .t Where are we goug during 1956?j� � What are we going to acconplish?, /" \ > / 0 How are we going to do it?
(! �S:( I �}�('�� Vlhen?tl \�-I"�\.)��OFFICER AND LEADER TRAINING MEETINGS� kJ /tJ This year there is to be two -- one in each county in�lJ' � j.> hopes that every officer and leader in each homemaker
� /. club will be present as well as County Council Officers •
.-��� Miss Jean Stewart, state leader will be with us each day. The
. �etings will run from 10:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
.
JANUARY 25 in Greenlee County .
JANUARY 26 in Graham County
Make plans now to attend this training meeting in your county. A reminder and
notice will be sent to each ofii'cer and leader giving place.
MARK THE DATE NOWl ·If you don't receive the notice - then make inquiry as to
the place. Let' s resolve to be present.
.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
Safford Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
FEBRUARY HOMEMAKERS' LESSON i's on "Casserole Meals" with information on
serving buffet s�le.
.
The LEADER TRAINING MEETING WILL BE HELD FROM 10,00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
FEBRUARY 2 - at 830i Seventh Street, Safford
FEBRUARY 3 - York Club House, south of the
3-way drive
." .,.�\", --, (.-
.
"�
_. _, i(_"
----===� i),
\'/r1}��
MILDRED O. EATON
Home Demonstration Agent
Graham and Greenlee Counties
.4 ....... -. ..._ ..._ ....._ .... ",-......... ,. ,. _.__... .
J RE-UPHOLSTERING WORKSHOP 1
, -�r-�'-'-'-- �.'-.---'_.,.__ ..... - .... ,_
.
, -�._ \ �/ ;:. \
Plans are as follows:
/
.. :':::-\ \' (';., A Since it would mean a 5-day workshop if each lady brought a\ 'J<.\ '_!_::__ l.._�iece of furniture, we have decf.ded for her to make a foot-
\
'" �" ',J._ �""-"''''''� _...s.t,<)ol. In this way she can cODJ)lete her footstool during
"\�"'�_.-<1'1 the 2-day workshop.1�, ) __.J L�.l �(R' :
i}
v:. t" r-LJ (/ The footstool will have springs, padding, etc. -. most
,
.... .........
, '\J of the problems found in your over-stuffed furni tureo
"" r_____..JI-J
.A wooden frame should be made and brought with you to
the meeting the first mornil�g. I will get other, supplies needed for which a
charge will be made.
The box or frame should be 15"xl8"x311 in sizeo Made from at least 1/2" thick
luwber. Directions for making will be sent to those who register for the work­
shop. A model of the two boxes - one with wooden bottom and one with webbing
bottom - �re in o� Safford Office. I will carry these with me to hom�I:'�.club meetd.nga durl.B January. .
I
I Jell', /.,--j,:-c-<,t \V0)'\ I',' "I
Since there is a limit to the number we can handle ltv LA ()��<,� v-
•
'(e �I. 1,,-
at this workshop, get your registration in to me sinc'(. � joll Q.... «Ii.)
right away - ·by returning the -;.T\�c]cs::d form or by t.)<2·lt / .. �. vn
sendinga postcard with the inf,ormation needed. FmST Over .'\" A \'., 9REGISTRATIONS will get to ATTEND.
�.;_".1"'I,1 )/1 IIIf the�e aren't enough register for the workshop, it �. � Itwill be cancelled .. Sol SEND YOUR REGISTRATION TO ME ..-:_ L,:�_.... ' /,)�BEFORE JANUARY 13. �� '--'�_..,--
.......---........_--...._.._---..-----........,_....- ....._- ....._-,....----......_....--_--_ .._-- ..-----_.._--------.._ .....
REGISTRATION FOR RE-UPHOLSTERINGWORKSHOP
Name Address
-------------------------------- --------------------------------
Do you wisb to put your sp.rings on wood or on webbing?------------------------
Check daes you plan to atte,nd:
Greenlee County -- February 7 and 8----
Graham Co�..,- February 9 ad 1o _
'What is your problem? What is the piece of furiture? What repair or
upholstering does it need?
PROPAGATION OF PLANTS t
Due to the fullness of our program for 1956 this meeting is being held until
later. Therefore, may I suggest to those of you that wanted this informa-
tio� that you attend the followig meetings:
.
-.
Feb�ary 9th - all day - on Landscaping the Home Grounds
February 10th - morning .. "Pruning RoSes" .the home of Doyle Humphries
I
811 11th St. Safford .
afternoon on "General Pi-uningfl - watch Mr. Searst column for
the pla�e; both meetings will start at 10:30 A.M. Mr. Sears will be glad for
you to come to these meeti�gs. Mr. Harvey Tate, horticulturist, University
of Arizoaa, will conduct the meetings. You can ask him questions on
propagation or a:g:y other problems you have.
((I".:
11 '/; / _ ...l /l/ r .
�/«(I
t'i \.! ;
'"'(.-'1'.'''
( ./ ....:,
! ._\. "
)...:--�""'_/
•
,r �� ......... �
.;'
SPECIAL CLOTHING WORKSHOPS
Several homemakers have requested assistane with their
sewing problems. We need to know who and what kimd of
help is needed before we can plan and set up meetings.
If you would like assistance with your sewing problems,
to learn more about construction, patterns, fitting, etc. a
and would Lake to get in on one of these workshop s, FnL
OUT the enclosed slip and RETURN it to me before
JANUARY 13th.
�-�----�-�---��--�-------�--�-----��---���-�----�-�---�-�..
.
REGISTRATION FOR CLO'lHING WORKSHOPS
NMm:
-- �ADDRESS: ----
Check choice of the following for which you would like to participate---­
Beginning Sewi�g
Childrents Garment
Modern Construction Methods
Give comments on what you want to learn and do during this workshop. List.
Be specific.
COOPIRATlVE .TENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOUE iCONOl1ICS
State of Arizona
Duncan
University ot Arizona
College ot Agriculture
U. S. Department of Agriculture
and Greenlee County Cooperating
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
April 3, 1956
T0 d q y
·
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NATIONAL HOME DEMONSTRATION WEEK is April .30 through May 5th. What is your club
going to do to observe this week? How can you help?
While planning tor your exhibit, window display, radio program, and newspaper
articles, what are the things we want to tell others? What are the important
things about our extension club?
Let us separate our educational from our social activities. The educational is
our extension work -- the purpose for which we are organized into clubs, the pur­
pose for which money is appropriated by the Federal, the State, and the County.
The social activities and crafts work are the frosting.
We all enjoy "frosting", but we cannot maintain Extension Homemakers Clubs on
frosting anymore than we can maintain life. IET'S TELL THE PUBLIC ABOUT OUR
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
When we set up an exhibit, we are telling a stor,y. What kind of an impression do
we want to give others about our Extension Homemakers Clubs and their activities?
COUNTRY LlFE CONFERENCE will be held on the campus of the University of Arizona
1n Tucson June 19 to 22, 1956.,
'
Lodging will be provided in dormitories on the campus and meals will be available
in State Union Memorial Building.
The program will include lectures, group discussions, workshops, and educational
tours through various University departments, all of which should be of interest.
PLAN NOW
To Attend Your
HOMEMAKERS COUNCIL MEETING
GREENm COUNTY COUNCIL will meet May 3, 10 :00
A. M. to 3:00 P. H., at the York Club House.
Registration at 9 :45'.A. M. Pot-luck dinner at
noon. Program after noon includes a stunt or
skit by each club.
GRAHAM 'COUNTY COUNCIL will meet May 4, down
Aravaipa Canyon, :decreation 11 gOO A� M . .) to
12:00. Picnic lunch at noon. Business and
program after luncho
Each homemaker club will report on activities
and accomplishments dur-Ing the year at their
County Council Meeting() Let's include the
important things done by the club� .A few of
the "frostinglt things can be mentioned, 'but
emphasis should be given to the educational
features and accomplishments.
'The Graham Cou.nty Council officers and window display committee from each home ...
maker clubwill meet at 1:30 P. M., April 9, to complete plans for observance of
National Home Demonstration Week.
MAY Homemakers lESSON is on Care and Treatment of F'abricsf) The leader training
meeting will be hIed by Miss Helen Church, 10:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M. on Thursday,
April 2'6 for Greenlee County and Friday, April 27 for Graham County.
OVER-WEIGHT? WANT TO LOSE? A group of us in Graham
County are organizing a weight losing club. We plan to
meet every two weeks to weigh, plan and discuss low cal­
orie foods and meals. If you want to join call or write
me in Safford.
The "Mock Chicken Pieu at the top of page four of the
"Favorite Recipes" from Graham and Greenlee Foods L8ad­
ers is the favorite recipe of F'rancelle Ledford, Safford
Homemakers Club.
Januar,y 23rd, a group of young homemakers in Safford met
together and organized an extension club. The following
officers were elected:
President •••••••••••..•• Mrs. Claude L3dford (Francelle)
Vice President••.••••••••••• Mrs. A. A. Visconti (Ellen)
Secretar,y-Treasurer ••••••••••• Mrs. Bill Steiner (Toni)
Reporter•••••••• '.' • • • • • • • • • .. • •• Mrs. Bailey Wood (Betty)
LOW CALORIE DIETS
CAN BE BAUNCED l
4�H ACTIVITIES
This fear we have six ltome economies 4-H Clubs in Greenlee CountyI as follows'
DUNCAN WILDKITTENS
Room Improvement projects led by Mrs. Stanley Coon
Clothing by Mrs. Albert Williams and Mrs. Bruce Miller
Foods by Miss Martha Clayton and Mrs. Clyde Brown
Junior Leader - Miss Roberta Stratton
YORK CCM GIRLS
Clothing b.Y Mrs. Mattie Foote
Foods by Mrs. James Sanders
Junior Leader - Betty Barney
MORENCI 4-H STJ',RS
Clothing II, III, and IV by Mrs. Flora MUnkres
MORENCI CLOVERETTES
Clothing I by Mrs. Thomas Patterson
STARGO COPPERETTES
Foods I by Mrs. Vivi Cox
Graham County has also doubled its 4-H enrollment and number of home economics 4-H
Clubs. They are:
.
SAFFORD
Happy 4-H'ers (Food I) led by Mrs. John Satorins and Mrs. Terrel Blake
Lucky Klover Klub (Clothing I) by Mrs. John Sears
.
THATCHER
Jolly Janes (Clothing I) by Mrs. Melva Mulleanux
Junior Leader - Maryleen Nelson
Merry Maids (Clothing II) by Mrs. Derl Phillips
Fashion Girls (Clothing 2, 3, 4, 5) by Mrs. Cressa Nelson
Junior Leader - Karla Turner
Busy Maids (Foods I) by Mrs. Ella Smith
Busy Teens (Foods I) by Mrs. Donna Curtis
Willing Workers (Foods'I) by Mrs. Virginia Thompson
PIMA
--
Pima Pals (Clothing I) by Mrs. IJ.oyd Kempton
(Clothing I) by Mrs. Lynn Carter
EDEN COMMUNITY CLUB has two girls in Clothing I and V - Lorraine Kqmpton" Jr. leader
BYLAS LUCKY KLOVER (Clothing I and II) led by Mrs. Mary Belle King
BEATITUDES OF A lEADER
BLESSED is the leader'who has not sought the high places, but who has been
drafted into service because of his ability and willingness to serve.
BLESSED is the leader who knows where he is going, why he is going, and how
to get there __
BLESSED is the leader who knows no discouragement, who presents no alibi.
BLESSED is the leader who knows b.ow to lead without being dictatorial; true
leaders are humble.
BLESSED is the leader who leads for the good of the most concerned, and not
for the personal gratification of his own ideas.
BLESSED is the leader who develops leaders while leading.
BLESSED is the leader who marches with the group, interprets correctly the
signs on the pathway that lead to successe
BLESSED is the leader who has his head in the clouds but his feet on the
ground.
BLESSED is the leader who considers leadership an opportunity for service.
- - Author Unknown
Sincerely yours,
IvlILDRED O. EATON
Home Demonstration Aeent
Greenlee-Graham Counties
MOE:fs
CC: 17fJ
4/3/56
University of ArilOna
College of Agriculture
U. S. Department � Agriculture
and Granam County Cooperating
i;('i���;f��:'" CHR�:e:: :::n1:6here _ and it will be
;t��::��cgram :::::::o:::s�::: ::o::w MEmODS OF
CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION. Each lforkshop; so far as possible, will be
set up with ladies of equal sewing' experience. �e number of work­
shops set up will depend on the number ot leaders who will help to
conduot them, time of the· home agent available, and the number of
people who enroll. These. workshops will be held during February
and Maroh.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURJ AND. HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA'
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
In order to organize and complete plans for the workshep we need
an enrollment.
It you plan and wish to participate in one of these werkshops, will
you fill out the encl.osed enrollment card and return it to me within
a few days: BEFORE DECEMBER 7th. Please give information needed on
the enrollment oard�
1957 PROGRAM FOR CLUB MEETINGS
t ......
JANUARY � Select leaders, organize and fill out program booklets
FEBRUARY - "Understanding Cplor and Its Use" ,.. I will be with your
club for this lesson
MOEtIg
Mailed under stamp
CCI 250
Sincerely yours,
/)Jf�€d 6� &Ic�
MILDRED O. EATON 't
Home Agent
Graham and Greenlee Counties
ENROLIlvIENT for CLOTIIING ':'ORKSHOPS
I wish to enroll in a class (meeting 5-6 times) in "Modern Methods
of Clothing Construction".
Yes No
Do you sew for yourself?
Do you sew for your children?
Do you sew for the men in your family?
List kinds of garments that you make
-----------------------------
I don't sew, but I would like to learn: ---- __
NAME
----------------------------
ADDRESS
-------------------------
DATE
___
NEWSPAPER COLUMNS AND ARTICLES
Mrs. June
will conduct the train­
meeting 'on "Care and Use of
Sewing Machine" for 4-H
blothing' leaders In . Graham and
�I'ee:nlE!e Counties. This IS a new
offered throughout the
States for the first time
year. Instruction will be giv­
the leaders on how to teach
4-H dub members so that
become accomplished
Greenlee County -i-H
wards program will be next
ursday night, November 8, in
cafeteria of the Duncan High
The program will begin
a pot-luck supper at 6 :30
Parents and' friends are in­
to attend.
ATTENTION ALL HOME -
.u.r"' ......""..., ..... : The Cancer Movie­
Breast Test" will be shown
Thursday morning, Novem-
in the Gila Theater here in
This is the long version
movie, not the short one
in Thatcher during August.
an will be present to
and answer questions.
homemaker should attend
at ten o'clock next
Do you have c'opies of our
Articles on County Project Work
Published in .Arizona Farmer - Ranchman
June 23, 1956 ARIZONA
Safety Project
The Fashion Girls entered a float
with the Thatcher Cow Boys in the
Sheriff's Posse Rodeo parade recent­
ly and are also working to get flu­
orescent tape on bicycles as a safety
project.
"Enrollment among the young
clubs," Miss Eaton points out, "has
doubled. We had three clubs last
year in Thatcher, and now have six
there."
And progress is being made at
the Bylas club where a new two­
room building -has been Quilt at
Bylas School. The home ec and ag
Iclubs use the building during the
ISChOOI year.In Greenlee County, progress isjust as outstanding, with the Dun­
can Wildkittens Club a veritable
volcano of activity. Mrs. Stanley
Coons is leading first and second
year room improvement projects.
Mrs., Bruce Miller and Mrs. Al­
bert Williams are leading first, sec­
ond, third and fourth year clothing
rojects, and Miss Martha C!ayton
HOME EC STEPS AHEAD �
Progress Is the Key in Graham-Greenlee Counties
Where 4-H and Homemaker Club Activities Vary
and Mrs. W. H. Brown are leading
�
Miss Grace Ryan. righi, home furnishing specialist at the Univer- first, second, third and fourth year
sity of Arizona. helps Mrs. Jean Jones of the Morenci Homemakers food projects. "Some of the girls in
Club tie and bed her sIXings in making a foot stool. The picture this club are really working," Miss
was taken at the two-day workshop held in Clifton for Greenlee Eaton points out, "and are engagedHomemaker Club members. in all three projects."
HE 4-H GIRLS and members of r
-
IX atcher Clubs Activity Varied
homemakers clubs in Graham In addition to the Safford 4-H The York Cow Girls, led by Mrs.
and Greenlee Counties are just clubs,
- there are six clubs in Warren Foote and Mrs. James San­
what the various club names say: Thatcher. The Fashion Girls, led by ders, are engaged in both food and
Happy 4-H'ers, Busy Maids and Mrs. Cressa N�lson, are studying clothing projects and, in addition to
Willing Workers. advanced clothmg and have been their regular meetings, meet one
And for the first half of 1956 they named the most outstanding club a month jointly with the York Cow
all have been Busy Bees.
"
in the County for the last two years. Boys.
Accomplishments include two Sat- The Merry Maids, led by Mrs. D. S.
urdays of work _ March 24 and Phill�ps, are studying second year The Morenci 4-H Stars, headed
31 _ during which the girls of Saf- clothing; Jolly Janes, Mrs. Derald by
Mrs. E. C. Munkres, are working
ford's two 4-H home ec clubs the Mulleneaux, first year clothing; with second, third and fourth year
Lucky Klover Klub and the H�ppy �usy Teens, Mrs. �e�nedy Curtis, and advanced clothing projects. The
4-H'ers, went to work selling Easter first year foods; Willing :Vorkel's, Morenci Cloverettes, engaged in a
lillies with proceeds going to the Mrs. Leonard Thompson, first year [first year clothing project, are ledcrippled children's fund. "When it foo�s; a�d Busy Maids, Mrs. Keith (Please Turn to Page 31)
was all over" says Miss Mildred Smith, first year foods. I___':::=::'""':�-
Eaton, Graham-Greenlee home dem- The two Rima clubs, Pima Pals
onstration agent "the girls had col- and Busy Bees, led by Mrs. Lloyd
lected $92.36. W� are awfully proud Kem�ton and Mrs. Lynn C�rter, re-
of them since that was the second spectively, are working on first year
--
'
clothing.
largest am�unt ever collected" for The 4-Leaf Clover Club of Bylas,that work In Graham C�>unty. led by Mrs. Marybelle King, isAnd the. women. and girls of the engaged in first and second yeartwo counties are Just as proud of clothing projects
M!ss Eat?n. She has her hands �ull The Eden Co�munity Club mem­
with a. Job that. keeps her going bers have first and fifth year cloth­
strong Just keeping track of the lng as projects. This is a joint club,
growth of home ec and homemaker operating with a boys' agriculture
clubs. dub. The two girl members are
ARtZONA
Home Ec StepsAhead
(Continued from Page 27)
by Mrs. Thomas Patterson, a former radio 'program and club projects,
Arkiasas 4-H t;tirl. ' ,plans and activities ;were discussed.
And the Statgo Copperettes, led Each club had a window display
by Mrs. Wil� Cox, have first for the week and supplied informa­
year food as their project. tion for newspaper stories about the
"The Morenci 4-H Stars," reports wonk. And a spring council ail-day
Miss Eaton, "recently held a work meeting was held at the York club­
meeting to make sewing cabinets. house."
The meeting was held � under the
direction of Mrs. Munkres, and the
ca"binets were made with the assist­
ance of the girls' fathers and- moth­
ers."
Participating at the meeting,
which turned out some fine cabi­
nets, w_ere: Gle:nna Miller .and her
motlte�, Mrs. '1. D. Miller: Sandra
Cox: 8l4i h� parents, Mr: and Mrs.
W. M. C'6x;.Joyce'Mergan and par­
ents,.Mr. and Mrs. john N. M6rgan;
Irene VelasqueZ and her .father,
Henry Velasquez; Geraldine AUen
and 'father, Donalc:l. Allen; Betty
Hackney and father� Ray Hackney;
Louise Fenzi .and her father,' War­
ren Fend; and Ann Rhodes and
her father; J. C. Love.
Homemakers Busy
The homemakers in the two coun­
ties have been just as. active as
the younger clubs. The Safford
Young Homemakers is going strong
after being orgaru:led in February.
And the Aravaipa Club is one of
the .centers of activity 'around Klon­
dike fQ1' the l2 members, most of
them ranchers' wives. The Thatcher'
Homemakers has a membership of
20 While seven homemakers are en­
gaged in club work at Eden.
In Greenlee County, the York
Club has a membership of 26, the
Clifton Club, 20, Plantsite, 15, and
Morenci, 38.
'
"During National Home Demon­
stration Week," Miss Eaton says,'
"representatives from each of the
four Greenlee clubs were inter­
viewed by me during a SO-minute
That club is an achievement in
itself. In eo-operation with the- York
4-H clubs, the Homemakers have
added a' piano, a cooler, new drapes,
have had the stove hooked up, im­
proved the .water 'system, have fur:'
nished dishes and sfJ.ver, 'and· are
, now - trying to- reroof the- b�ildirig
of this communlty clubhouse,
S�ill Mor�
The Plantsite Homemakers, .now
'are- working' to organise a club for
,th� Navajo women of the area. The,
Clifton 'Club is continuing.its proj­
eCt ,of contributing 'clothes and food
to 'needy, fami�ie� in, the area, ant!
the Morenci Club has many activi­
ties, including sponsorship of all 4-H
clubs in Morenci.
One of the highlights of the year
Mr the' Homemaker clubs in each
county was the two-day workshop
on repair of furniture.
"The ladies learned all phases
of repairing upholstered furniture
while, making a foot 'stool," says
Miss Eaton. Graham County's two­
day, workshop was held at Safford.
Attending were: Mrs. Maybelle Car­
penter and Mrs.' Lois Kempton of
the Eden Club; Mrs. Bonnie West,
Mrs. Leola Lund.ell, Mrs. Cressa
Nelson, Mrs. Gertrude Painter, and
Mrs. Nelva Mulleneaux, all from
Thatcher; and Mrs. Donald Foote
of Safford.
"The women from Duncan and
Aravaipa," Miss Eaton reports,
"couldn't get 'over the mountain' to
attend the meeting because of a
Mrs. Albert Cupenl:er padicularly
Elnjoys doizw enibroidery work. aJ;1d
. ;"hw embroidered pillow slip which
she holds � intended for !he couDiy
fair.
�
.HOUSEKEEPING, tooking. wash-ing' and ironing for a family of
five children and two �dults 'seem­
ingly would leave little spare time,
but Mrs. Albert (Maybelle) Carpen­
ten of Eden manages to find time for
her favorite hobby - fancy hand­
work such as crocheting, embroider­
ing, knitting.
, She is noted for the excellence of
that bandwork too, usually manag­
ing to capture her share of top rib­
bons at the Gramun, county fair. But,
like almost everyone who does fine
handwork, 'she gives most of it away.
"In othe- words," she says, "I kill
twO birds with' one stone. After
showing the items at the fa4" I give
them as Christmas presents."
Although she is normally a quiet,
shy woman, Mrs. Carpenters eyes
. twinkle mernly and she becomes
animated when discussing things
she would like to do, hobbies she
would like to take up, someday
when the children are grown and
there is more time.
"I am just U�ing for the �y,"
she laughs, "when I get old and can
retire and leam to play the violin.
But ,,I she adds ruefttlly, leI don't
suppos� the time will ever come. I
once read, though, where a lady be­
came a doctor in her- 70's, so that is
what I am Waiting for."
When the day comes, she won't
be a novice, however, for she did
play the violin in high school. And
all 'the Carpenter youngsters who
are old enough take music lessons
at school. "They kind of like it," she
says "and their daddy missed it so
he �ncourages them."
Born in Graham County, Mrs.
Carpenter has lived in the area most
of her life. Although their present
farm home, where the Carpenters
have lived for about 18 years, 15 a
bit isolated, Mayqelle says she never
gets lonely. There is always some-
thing to do. '-
Naturally, cooking and baking
take up quite a. bit of her time, but
MrS:' Carpenter admits she doesn't
really like to cook. "I would �uc�
rather sit and do handwork 1f It
came to a choice between the two,"
she says in an emphatic tone. But
even as she made the statement, the
smell of freshly baked bread per­
meated the house and she finaUy
admitted that she likes baking.
In fact she has made. quite a few
fancy w�dding cakes for relatives
and even a couple on order. "I love
to make things like that," she smiles,
"but people certainly don't realize
how much time it takes." She figures
p-.th -Pan�l on tr.qnCls in
led1ucati9l1.:._Whad; the I1igll School
to @ CQJ!lS�ri\J.g �t an
dents do not go to eQl'lege, and
t H i g h School Students
'IV1.LVY.HAI. St�d.y if th2y are Plan-,
C(')�lege.
p...tn.-Tea as the guest of
. :Fttebard :Ha.'lwiLl, wife of the
niversity President.
7 :00 p.m. - Your University
.
cussed by President Richard
The College of Agrteul­
Dean H:prQ1a. :M:ey�r.
p.J'!l.-Ram: Where, When,
and How.
p.m. - Song and Stunt
a.m. - Meat; Kind and
Preference, Price and QuaI­
, Selecting Meat.
1 :00 p.m.-Choice of one of the
ubiects missed the first day.
2:45 p.m.-Being a Child in
Country-Students on the
lca:mr;l1j's from foreign countries.
6 :30 p.rn.c=Banquet,
7:30 p.m. - Pageant, "Fifty
of Family' Living in Ari­
Graham' and Greenlee I
IHC)mlemak,ers will . portray the:
1940 through 1949 as their i
of the program. I
Homemakers will, stay in Yuma'
11, a women's dormitory on the
iversity campus, and have their
at the college cafeteria.
stewart. state
tion leader, and John Sears,
county agriculture agent, gave in­
formative talks. Mrs. Lucille
Griffin read a story of family
life. A community sing was again
held and the gl'OUP adjourned
the meeting next year.
SUMMARY
ot
HOME ECONOMICS 4-H CLUB WORK
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB WORK
ORGANIZATION
There were eleven 4-H Clubs in five communities which did home economics
4-H Club work during the past year:
Six in the Thatcher Dommunity
Two in t he Safford Community
One in the Pima Communi ty
One in the Eden Community carrying
both agriculture and home economics
project work.
Sixty�eight of the one hundred and two girls enrolled completed their
project work.
seventy of the one hundred and four projects started were completed.
The eleven clubs were lead by eleven adult leaders and three junior leaders.
A training meeting for 4-H Club officers was held in February. The pres­
idents and vice presidents were trained by the County Agent, the,secretaries
by the office secretary, the reporters by a member of the newspaper staff
and the recreation chairman by the Home Agents. Seventy five officers and
leaders attended the training meeting. Eight of the eleven Home Economics
Clubs were represented.
The Home Agent visited each club and gave assistance as needed. Each club
was visited at least Once - some several times - as need arose.
From time to time the Home Agent sent out informational letters to club
leaders and to members about organization, project work, county contests,
camp, finish - up, and county fair exhibits.
The Home Agent arranged for and conducted the County Home Economics 4-H
Demonstration Contest during April in the Home Economics Department of the
Safford High School. Nine girls, Five senior, four juniors, participated
in giving three team and three individual demonstrations.
The judging contests for senior and junior clothing, and junior foods was
held during the April month by the Home Agent. Training was given on what
to look for, how to select good and poor pof.nt s , and how to use the judging
cards.
The Home Agent assisted with the 4-H finish-up and preparation of 4-H
reports, with the planning for and preparation of the tood and the conducting
of the county 4-H awards program.
The 4-H leaders and junior leaders in home economics and agriculture were
organized into a county 4-H Leaders Council. This group met in March and
October.
The Home Demonstration Agent attended these meetings and assisted with the
planning.
A 4-H Achievement Day vias held in August in the recreation hall of the Thatcher
L.D.S. Church. Each 4-H girl exhibi ted articles she had made as a part of
her project work.
These were judged by Miss �ean stewart, state leader of Home Economics
Extension.
4-H Club leaders received the exhibits and assisted during their judging.
2/ girls gave demonstrations. Karla Turner, a junior leader presided
during the demonstration contest. Roselyn Brown assisted with supplies.
4-H leaders - Mrs. Cressa Nelson, Mrs. Lois Kempton, and Mrs. Mary Belle
King were judges.
The following is the afternoon Dress Revue Program:
• Maurice Mickleson
• • Dianne SInith and .Judy
West (Busy Maids)
4-H Pledge•••••••• lead by • • • •• Hortense Robles (Busy Teens)
Demonstrations (Blue ribbon at state 4-H Round-up)
"Covering a Buckle" by Connie Mickleson (Fashion Girls)
�Iaking a Bound Buttonhole" by Nedra and Karen Daley (Fashion Girls)
�aking a Covered Belt" by Maryleen Nelson (Fashion Girls)
Introduction of Judges • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • by the HQme Agent
Comments on Demonstrations by a judge • • • • • • • • • Mrs. Cressa Nelson
Dress Revue: Accoapanst - Loa Jane Sutorius (Happy 4�1! Club)
First Year Clothing • • • • • • • • • .Introduced by club leader
Thatcher Jolly Janes by Mrs. �lIelva Mulleneaux
Safford Lucky Klovers by Mrs. Effie Sears
Pima Busy Bees by Mrs. Lynn Carter
Bylas Lucky Clovers by Mrs. Mary Belle King
Group Singing • • • • • • lead by • • • •
Pledge to t he American Flag. lead by. •
Second Year Clothing
Thatcher Merry Maids by Mrs. D. S. Phillips
Thatcher Fashion Girls by Mrs. Cressa Nelson
Introduction of Foods Girls by leaders
Thatcher Busy Maids by Mrs. Etta Smith
Thatcher Busy Teens by Mrs. Donna Curtis
Thatcher Willing Workers b.r 1ws. Virginia Thompson
Safford Happy 4-H'ers by Mrs. John Sutorius and Mrs. Terrel Blake
Tap Dance••• by Connie Swenson and Carolyn McBride -- (Safford Happy 4-H'ers)
Introduction of new 4-H Leaders and visitors ••••• by Home Agent
Announcement of Demonstration Contest Placings by judge • Mrs. Lois Kempton
Introduction and comment-s by Exhibit Judge • • • • Miss Jean stewart
Presentation 0 f Demonat.ratd on Ribbons by judge • • • • 1frs. Mary Belle King
CLOTHING
FiftY_five girls were enrolled in clothing projects in six clubs. FOI!'T� in
tou� clubs were enrolled in Unit I, eight in three cl�bs in Unit II, two in
Un!t III, two in Unit Iv, and three in Unit v.
Thirty_five of the fifty_five girls completed their 4-H clothing projects.
One Leader Training Meeting was held for the first year leaders. The two
leaders of clothing 2, 3, 4, and 5, were assisted through conferences by
too Home Agent.
The Home Agent gave special help to each leader and the Clothing IV and V
girls with their construction, and demonstration problems.
The Home Agent attended the four day 4-H Clothing Workshop in Phoenix,
which was con4ucted by Miss Helen Church.
The Home Agent took the older junior girls and senior girls on a tour of
stores as a part of their training in judging ready-to-wear dresses.
Garments were examined for construction, quality of fabric, trimming, design,
and information of label.
Ready-to-wear clothes were borrowed from one store, and 4-H garments from
4-R'ers. These were used by the girls during their training on judging of
-'clothing by the Home ]1_gent.
The tour on buying of sweaters had to be postponed until sweaters were on
display by the stores. This is yet to be held by the P�ent for the girls and
their leaders.
Six girls, (four seniors and two juniors) participated in clothing activities
at the state 4-H Round-Up in June. The followtng are the activities and
ratings:
Maryleen Nelson - Senior individual demonstrated - "Making a Covered Belt"
blue rating. At the banquet she received the High Point
Nedra and Karen Daley - Senior team demonstrated - ftMaking a Bound Button
Hole" - blue rating.
Connie Mickleson - Junior individual demonstrated - "Covering a Buckle" -
blue rating.
Senior Clothing judging team - third place rating. Karla Turner was fifth
high individual, and Nedra Daley was 6th high.
Blue ribbons were received at the state Fair on: Two sewing boxes, two mitts,
four aprons, two draw-string bags, one sport shirt" one cotton dress, one
party dress, and two party slips.
Red ribbons were received at the state Fair on two aprons, one draw-string
bag, one sport shirt, one cotton dress, one garment protector, and one
party accessory.
Only one article sent to the state Fair didn't receive a blue or red rating.
FOODS
-
FO·�ty_rive girls were enrolled in first year 4-H Foods. Thirty_Three of
these girls completed all 0 f their work.
One girl was enrolled in Foods III and jams, jellies and preserves in rood
preservation. She completed work in both projects.
A leader training meeting was held by the Home Agent
Assistance was given leaders and to their clubs through conferences and while
attending club meetings.
Five demonstrations (one senior bread baking; two junior individual and one
junior leader� were gi ven at the County Contest in April.
girls gave demonstrations on 4-H Demonstration Day in August.
4-H girls exhibited biscuits, hard cooked eggs, and baked custard at the
County Fair.
Six girls participated in activities at the State Round-Up:
Karla Turner entered the senior bread baking contest - red rating.
Evelyn Nelson gave a junior food demonstration - preparation of apples for
baking.
Ann Lofgreen gave a junior dairy food demonstration on making cocoa.
Three juniors participated-in the foods judging contest. - no rating.
RECREATION
, 4� girls and the Home.Agent attended the state 4-H Camp near Prescott.
BUSY TE1!:rNS HOIJl) ;t1EET
The Busy Teens 4-H :CIUQ met
at the Curtis home in Thateher
-gj'uesday, Feb. 2'1. :President Don
na Curtis called. the meeting to
order. The prayer was given by
Sandra ThompsQr). after which the
pledge and mot� were led by
Dorothy Pollock, Sylvia Watson,
l;ecrem�, read the minutes of
the previous meeting. During the
business discussiori the name of
the club was changed from Cooks
of Tortlerrow to Busy Teens.
Present At the meeting was Miss
Eaton, '110m e Demonstratian
Agent, who gave a cemanstr.ation
on preparin_g citrus fruit for eat­
ing. Sheets for the record books
ere distributed, and a recrea­
tion period was enjoyed. Refresh­
merits were served and the meet­
ing was adjourned with a friend­
ship
I
C!ltcle. Several new mem­
bers were accepted Into the club.
The next meeting will be held
March 20. Kay Adams, repor-ter.
�
By ANDREA TV E»
The B\lsy Maids 4-H group
under Mrs. Etta Smith met �t �.
home Thursday aftero09
uary 26 at 3 :30- to �tudy ftlle
for 1st year 4-H Foods. RuI�
cleanliness while preparing' lood
were also studied after w.!lich
Mrs. Smith demonstrated how
prepare grapefruit and oran
for serving. These fruits ,.F,e
then served to the girls. Nomlna­
tion and election of officers fol­
lowed. These girls were elected:
Dianne Smith, president; Jud:y;
West, vice president; Betty Ro­
mero, secretary - treasurer; An­
drea Turner. reporter; Sylvia
Spicer, song leader; and Patsy
Ruth Shurtz with Nester Galle­
gos, as recreation leaders. Judy
rLarson. junior 4-H leader, assist­
ed Mrs. Smith.
4 -H NEWS
The Lucky Klever 4-H Klub
met at the home of their leader
Mrs. John L. Scars on January 5.
After refreshments were served.
the election of officers was held.
The following persons were elect­
ed: President, Je�e Goodman;
vice president, Patricia Smith;
secretary, Pauline Goodman; re­
porter, Judith Sears; recreation
leader, Margaret Worden.
Fifty-one 4-H girls exhibited 58
food products and 106 . clothing
articles durinz the Graham Coun­
ty Home Economics 4-H Achieve­
ment Day Thursday, Aug. 23.
Nine adult 4-H leaders, two
junior leaders and three older
club girls assisted the Home
Agent, Miss Eaton, in setting up
the exhibits and assisting the
judge w' the fMrsplays. The pro-
gram el �iii the Recreation
Hall of hatcher LlJS Church.
Miss jean stewart, State Lead­
er of Home Economics Extension
work in Arizona judged the food
and clot ing exhibits.
e og'j J1l'oducts included
222 is ext}ibits. 16 :nard cook-
ed g nd 14 baked custards,
by the first year foods girls, and
one jelly display and one plate of
foot
fQr e p�r.ty by an older club
me b�. The clothing
ex.
hibits in­
clu ed 17 �ujpped sewing boxes,
16 ot' pad mitts, 16 aprons, and
17 rawS'eri'ni! 'bags made by first
.Yea clothin� .girls: 6 blouse and
ski sets, and 6 garment protec­
tors b� second ye�r clothing girls.
There 'were two cotton dresses,
shirts with convertible collars. and
2 sl}:irts _ by third year clothing
girlt; 2 semi-tailored dresses, 2
woqI . Itress cloths, and 2 pressing
cushions by fourth year girls. The
fift� year �:wthi.ng exhibited two
party dresses, two party slips, two
accessories. two samples of mend­
ing by machine.
Mrs.
D�na Curtis,
leader of
the That er Busy Teens 4-H
Club and; rs. Etta Smith, leader
of the Thatcher Busy Maids Club
were in charge of food exhibits.
Mrs. John Sears; leader of th�
Safford Lucky Klover Klub, and
Mrs. Melva Mulleneaux, leader of
the Thatcher Jolly Janes, were. in
charge of the first-year clothing
exhibits. Mrs. John Sutorius, the
lesder of the Safford Happy 4-
H�d, and Mrs. D. S. Phillips,
leader of the Thatcher Merry
Maids, were in charge of the sec­
ond, third, fourth, and fifth-year
clothing displays.
Mrs. Terrell Blake. co-leader of
the Safford Happy 4-H'ers, and
Mrs. Lynn Carter, leader of the
Pima Busy Bees, assisted with as­
sembling r e cor d s ready for
checking.
There were 24 blue ribbons, 21
red ribbons and 9 white ribbons
given on the tood products.
4-H'ERS PRESENT
DRESS REVUE
4-H club girls modeled the gar­
ments that they had made as a
part of their 4-H project work
during the atternoon program of
the Graham County Home Eco­
nomics 4-H Achievement Day
activities. The program was held
in the Recreation Hall of the
Thatcher LDS Church.
The following program started
at 2 :00 p.m.:
Group singing, led by Maurice
Mickelson, accompanied by Mrs.
John Mickelson; Pledge to the
American Flag led by Dianne
Smith, president. and Judy West,
vice president of the Busy Maids
I-H Club; 4-H Club pledge, led
by Hortense Robles. vice president
of the Busy 'Teens club.
Demonstrations:
Covering a Buckle. by Connie
Mickelson, Fashion Girls Club;
Making ,:1 Bound Buttonhole, by
Nedra and Karen Daley, Fashion
GirlSi Club; Making a Covered
Belt, by Maryleen Nelson, Fas�ion
Girls Club. Comments were given
the morning by one judge,
Mrs. Cressa Nelson.
At the Dress Review each girl
was introduced by her club
leader. ,
First Year Clothing: Thatcher
Jolly Janes, led by Mrs. Melva
Mulleneaux, Maryleen Nelson,
leader; Safford Lucky Klo-
b. led by Mrs. John. Sears;
Busy Bees, led by Mrs.
Carter; Introejuction of firstfood girls by ctheir leaders;
I f'l-,,,f-,,h,:,,.. Busy Maids, Mrs. Etta
Review, Advanced Cloth­
Merry Maids, 2nd
ing, Mrs. D. S. Phillips,
Thatcher- Fashion Girls,
4th, and 5th year, Mrs.
Nelson, leader. Karla Tur­
leader.
4-H leaders and guests
introduced to the group.
Jean M. Stewart, State Lead­
Home Economics Extension
in Arizona, gave comments
e food and clothing exhibits.
Announcement of demonstration
and presentation of rib­
judges: Mrs. Lois Kemp­
Mrs. Mary Belle Kmg.
Jane Sutorius, member of
ord Happy 4 ..H'ers Club,
"Winsom" and pieces from
Christian Anderson
members were modeling
arments. ,
three demonstrations given
ers of the Fashion Girls
Club were the demonstrations
these girls gave at the
4-H Roundup in June. All
were blue ribbon demon-
4 ..H GIRLS GIVE
DEMONSTRATION
Seventeen 4-H Club girls gave
demonstrations during the morn­
ing of the Graham County Home
Economics 4-H Achievement Day.
These demonstrations were judged
by Mrs. Cressa Nelson, leader of
the Thatcher Fashion Girls, Mrs.
Lois Kempton. co-leader of the
Eden Community Club, and Mrs.
Mary Belle King, home demon­
stration agent for the San Carlos
Indian Service.
Karla Turner, junior leader for
the Thatcher Fashion Girls 4-H
Club presided during the demon­
stration contest. Roselyn Brown,
an older member of this club, as­
sisted the demonstration girls
with their supplies and equipment.
The following .lists the names of
the girls who did the demonstrat­
ing, together with the name of
their club and their ratings. Each
girl received a ribbon.
Thatcher Fashion Girls: Lola
Evans demonstrated How to Sew
on a Button; blue rating .
Thatcher Jolly Janes: Maxine
"Watson, How to Equip a Sewing
Box; blue rating; Marla Mulle­
neaux, How To Make a Hem Gage,
blue rating; Janet Hunt, How To
Thread a Needle, blue rating.
Thatcher Busy Maids: Andrea
Turner, How to Measure Liquid
arid Dry Ingredients, blue; Dianne
Smith, Mixing Custard, red; Kay
and Faye Mecham, Setting the
Table. red; Sylvia Spicer, Scram­
bling Eggs, red; Judy Larson,
Ways of Using Hard Cooked Eggs,
red.
Thatcher Busy Teens: Marjorie
Pointer, Cooking Cereal, red.
Thatcher Willin� W 0 r k e r s:
Edith Taylor, Setting a 'Fable,
red; Mary Jane West, Preparing
Grapefruit for Baking, red; Kay
Adams and Becky Dodge, Making
Baking Powder Biscuits, red.
Safford Lucky Klover Klub:
Patty Smith, How to Thread a
Needle with Double Thread. red;
Judith Sears, How to Tie a Knot,
red.
CLUB IS' the YEAR WINS HOME ECONOMICS 4-H CUP for THIRD TIME in 1956
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BUSY LEADER, BUSY CLUB
Cressa Nelson Enjoys 4-H Club Work And Finds Time
To Superintend4-H Home Ec. at Graham Co. Fair Too
� Instructing
the Thatcher Fashion Girls on making a covered belt,
Mrs. Ed (Cressa) Nelson. second from left, has the rapt aUention of.
1. to '(:., Jan Hartnell, Maryleen Nelson, Lola Evans and Connie
Mickelson. Nedra and Karen Daley, seated at right. are putting the
finishing touches on garments they will enter in the forthcoming
Graham County Fair.
WITH THE GRAHAM CountyFair scheduled for Oct. 10-14,
there are some mighty busy people
around Safford. And among those
busy department heads is Mrs. Ed
(Cressa) Nelson of the home eco­
nomics 4-H exhibits section.
This will be Mrs. Nelson's third
year as superintendent of this de.
partment, and represents just one
of her many spare-time community
activities. In addition, she is active
in church work, is secretary of the
Thatcher Homemakers Club, is a
member of the Emblem Club (Elk's
Auxiliary), and leader of the Thatch­
er 4-H Fashion Girls, a club which
has consistently captured more than
its share of blue ribbons in 4-H com­
petition.
A normally shy person, Cressa
Nelson blossoms when speaking of
her 4-H club girls. To her they are
not only an inspiration, but a chal­
lenge, and her reward is their sue­
cess.
Primarily a clothing' club this year,
membership consists of two girls
each in second, third, fourth and
:fifth year clothing. In second year I
work are Jan Hartnell and Lola
Evans; Connie Mickelson and Karen
aley in third year; Karla Turner
nd Roselyn Brown in fourth year;
nd Nedra Daley and Maryleen Nel-
on, fifth year girls. And Mrs. Nelson
as been their leader for six years.
-
Cup Winners Twice
She is the first one to admit, how­
ever, that the girls have worked hard
for their honors. Their efforts have
not been in vain either, for they
have won the county cup for being
the best home economics group two
years straight. If they win it again
this year they will gain permanent
possession of it. The winner will be
announced during October, and until
then they are keeping their fingers
�ossed and working hard to earn it.
All but two of the younger Fash­
ion Girls have attended 4-H Round­
UP and they have quite a collection
.
of pins, plaques and ribbons to show
for their efforts there. "We have had
some blues from the State Fair, too,"
says Mrs. Nelson. "We generally
send all entries that get County blue
ribbons on to the State Fair."
All the girls are planning to enter
their clothing projects in the forth­
coming Graham County Fair, but it
will mean more than just competing
for a ribbon. The Fashion Girls have
a personal interest in their home
economics department for they are
Mrs. Nelson's biggest helpers in set­
ting up the department, decorating
it and making it a success. It's no
small job either..
"This year," says Mrs. Nelson, "for
the first time, we are going to have
closed cupboards for foods, sewing
boxes and small items. We are going
to have more and better room. Last
year we had quite a lot of clothing
entries but not many in foods. There
are more food clubs this year, so
we are looking for more entries."
All Active
Perhaps one of the reasons Cressa
Nelson finds 4-H leadership so re­
warding is that the girls participate
wholeheartedly in group projects.
For four years they have had win­
dow displays during 4-H week, and
have held candy and bake sales to
raise money for charity. For their
safety program this year, they con­
ducted a highly successful campaign
to put luminous stickers on bicycles
in their town.
"We have really been trying to
do everything we can; something in
each division," says Mrs. Nelson.
"Every time we have asked for help,
the business people have really come
through for us.
"For three years straight we have
made a trip to the beauty parlor for
a self-improvement project and a
lecture on grooming," she says. "And
for two years the doctor has given
the girls an examination. This year
we are planning to have an eye doc­
tor check their eyes."
The girls have contributed to their
community, too. For two years they
have made stuffed toys for the L.D.S.
nursery school, Maryleen Nelson,
Cressa's daughter, is a junior leader
for another 4-H Club, the Jolly,
Janes, too. And Karla Turner, an­
other junior leader, recently at­
tended the 4-H leaders' conference
in Flagstaff.
It isn't all work and no play how­
ever. For several years now the club
has had a slumber party for the
girls who complete their projects.
It's usually held in the Nelson front
yard, where the girls sprawl in sleep­
ing bags and on cots. So far, there
have been no mishaps except for
one morning when the milkman al­
most stepped on one of the girls.
What induced Mrs. Nelson to be.
come the leader of a group of high
spirited teenage girls? "Well," she
says, "I have always been interested
in sewing and have done a lot of it.
When the home demonstration agent
asked me to lead a group, I said I
would. I enjoy it," she adds. "I guess
I do or I wouldn't be here. I .don't
know where I would find a stopping
place now."
With another daughter in her first
year of club work, it doesn't look
like she will be stopping for a, while
anyway.
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Home Demonstration Work
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April 7, 1956
4-H ROUND UP is June 5 to 9 on the Campus of
the University of Arizona
,
During the meeting of home economics 4�H leaders planu
for selection of delegates to participate in Round-up
activities were discussed. It was dec:i.ded tOI
1. Hold selection contests in April for eligible 4-H
girls who are interested in going to Round.-�up
20 Hold �eounty contests for all home economics 4-H
memb�rs during the last of July cr early August�
At th:at time each girl will be expected to exhib:tto
3. Leaders are to notif.y me by the middle of April a�
to the ac-tivities that her girls plan to enter, so
that I c� set up judging rings for them and not for
rings where no one plans to enber , .
The following dates were set up for
DEMONSTRATION CONTESTS.
Graham County - April 18 - place to be
announced later
Greenlee County - April 28 - registrati��
at 9130 A.M. - �n the meeting room of the
County Extension Office
Eligibility for State Round-up
1. 4-Hter must have passed her 12th birthday by January 1, 1956. (Juniors are 12
and 13 years of age; seniors are 14 years, and older)
20 She must have completed at least one year of 4-H club work
3. Home:ECOnomios Demonstration and Judging contestant must have carried project
work th;is year in field in which she is competing.
-
DEMONSTRATIONS '- for juniom and for seniors
Food Preparation
Food Preservation
Dairy Foods
Clothing
Home Furnishings
Baking (for senior only)
Our county oan send on� individual and one team in each of the above 5 fields
(baking excluded) for junior and for senioro
If one member of the team is a junior and the other a senior, they will be
classified as a sen:i.or team.
No member oan give a demonstration which is the same as the one she gave in
past years at Round-up
Demonstrations are limited to 20 minutes. Time will be �ounted from the time
the demonstrator� introduce themselves until the question period starts& Those
... 2 ..
who run overtim�.'tii1l httve oqe'Pbin�'��duatet:l �fom thoir scores for each
ndnute of o'V'eri;ill�� De!ndnstr��b:r will be pefial1�eti i.t others help set up
equipment or in ,any, way o,oadh from the sidelines during the' demonstration.
Demonstrators shoUld give the' judges an opportunity to ask questions.
Demonstrators are not responsible for answering questions 0'£ others in the
audience unless the question has been referred to the judges and they ask
the demonstrator to answer them.
All demonstrators are expected to supply their own equipment and supplies.
They arc expected to remove all of their equipment from the demonstrat.ion
area at the conclusion of the demonstration and to leave the area clean.
Posters, charts, sclluple products used in the demonstration must be pr-epar-ed
by the demonstra:torso
A demons,trator's costume should be clean and well-pressed. The demonstrator
should be well groomed. Girls are urged to wear crisp cool cottons.
HOME ECONOMICS JUDGING CONTESTS
Juniors and Seniors will give o�al reasons on one ring and seniors will give
written reasons on one ring of the following classes: (no information"is
available as to which rings will be written, oral, or placing)-
CLASS
I .. Food Prepa'ration
Judging Rings
II - Food Preservation
Judging Rings
III .. Clothing Judgi�g
Rings
JUNIORS SENIORS
Muffins
Biscuits
Chosing Good Foods (menus)
Table sotting
.
Yeast rolls -
Cake, butter .. no i,d:'1g
*Shopping for meat
Table service
Selection Fruit or Tomatoes
for canning
Canned Fruit or Tomates
Equipment for canning (water
bath) or freezing
Labelling (labeled jars)
We don't have any
seniors enrolled in
this project
Apron
Blouse and skirt
Dress - 4-H made
Equipment - (sCissors�
pins, noedles, etco)
Accessories
Dress - 4-H made
Ready-mado dress
Fabric and findings
IV - Home Furnishings *Color (simple principles) No one enrolled
Judging Rings Dresser scarf
Dusting mitten
Tape framed picture
*SHOPPING FOR MEAT RING - a piece of meat will be exhibited with 1riformation
giving grade, cut, inspection and four methods of cooking. Contestant will
solect which method of cooking is best for that piece of meat.
**COLOR RINQ - will include 4 curtains and dresser scarf
- 3 -
JUDGING PONTEST REGULATIONS
Judging teams will be composed of 3 member-s , If anyone member of a team
is a senior, the entire team will be classified as a senior team.
SENIOR DRESS REVUE
1. SCHOOL OUTFIT -- of cotton, '"Wool, rayon, blended fabric, or other
suitable fabric., This includes such garmcte as one-paece dreas or
two-piece outf1tso
2. ACTIVE SPORTS OUTFIT -- of cotton, wool, rayon or other suitable fabrico
These complete outfits may be for workL�g inside or outside. Examples
are2 slacks with blouse, or western shirt and frontier pants, or two or
three piece combination play .suits including a skirt.
3. DRESS OUTFIT -- a street length one or two-piece dress of cotton, wool,
rayon, silk, blended fabric, or other suitable fabric for school parties.
or other social events
4. TAILORED OUTFIT � of wool or other suitable' materials fI This includes such
garments as tailored dresses, sults, dress ensembles; or coat and dress.
5. PARTY DRESS -- A ballerina or floor length dress and slip for special
occasions_, This outfit may be of cotton, rayon, silk, blended fabrics, or
other suitable fabric.
Selection of undergarments and accessories, and their effect on th.e costume
will be considered by the judges� 'Cotton school dresses do not require hat
and gloves� The accessories would be those that you actually wear to school"
We may enter one contestant from our county from each of the above' 5 classeso
Each contestant must be a regularly enrolled clothing club member during the
current year and must have completed at least 3 years of clothing club worko
All contestants must be at least 14 years of age on January 1,1956.
Each contestant must have made the costume she will modal.,
4-H TALENT
For the first time, 4-H melnbers who meet the age requirements, may attend
Round-up as a talent entry. There will be no limit on the number from each
county, but' all members must have an outstanding talent in some field such
as vooal, instrumental, novelty or danoe routines. Individual or group
talent is welcomed. Both juniors and seniors may enter this activity.
MOEllg
cc: 50
Sincerely yours,
?)LLiikJet.' tue
MILDRED 0" EATON.
Home Demonstration Agent
Graham and Greenlee Counties
Un!versity ot Ari zona
College or Agriculture
U, S. Department ot Agricu+turf)
and Graham County Cooperating
,
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
"
IN
AGttf .ULTtJRE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA, i
Sarfo�d Agricultural Extension Service
Hotne Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
May 1.0,1956
I
Dear 4-H Club Membe� and Leaderl
We are glad to have you to to Tucson for STATE ROUNDUP, June 5-9,1956.
The following information is important to remember. !Ceep this letter and
check on all items before leavinSI
1. Leaye Safford Courthouse, TUES. June 5, at 9:00 A.M. by school bus
2. Return to Courthouse about noon SAT. June 9,1956.
J. You will need to bring'
a. your parentis release'(enc1osed in this letter)
b. Ir()ney - $12.00 for meals and lodging (a.ny money you will need­
do not bring too much)
c. clothing - usual school clothes, dressup clothing for banquet
personal articles, soap, wash cloth, and towels
tooth brush, comh, cosmetics
bathing suits and flashlights 'if you want to
BLANKETt girls sleep on screened porch, boys sleep in rooms)
Be SURE to have the things you will need check over this list.
We will be living on the University Campus in the dormitories. Meals will
be served,at the student union cafeteria. No entrant is permitted to
leave the campus without permission of the county agent or the home
demonstration' agent.
Girls will wear dresses while at ROUNDUP.
The daytime program will be contests. There will be recreation and a
program each night.
We will travel in the Duncan School bU$, driven by a licensed driver.
We expect to drive carefully, but the bus and all occupants are covered
by insurance. The�e is also a policy to cOver sickness, accident�, and
polio. A nurse is on duty during ROUNDUP to take care ot any ailmentso
BE SURE TO BRING ALL EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR YOUR DEMONSTRATIONS.
CHECK YOUR LIST CAREFULLY, AND BE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR PARENT'S RELEASE SLIP
Now we are all set to do our best in contests, and conduct, and to have a
really good time as well.
MAIL, If it is necessary for you to receive mail while at ROUNDUP the
address is, name
______���__------_county
ti-H CLUB OFFICE
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON J ARIZONA
� 7,' !' / )f" /). ,.",,- _I- _ ./ .)1(1(ttlf ,(.,'/{i,(/._ t�
MItDRiiD·�O. EATON �
Home Demonstration Agent
Jom{ • sEARs'
;
County Agri,cultural Agent
MOEIJLSllg
Mailed under stamps
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COOPERATIVE EXTE1'�-S:Jr� W:)J.t:
IN
AGRICULTURAL AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
SAFFORD
University pf Arizona
College of Agriculture
U� S. Department of Agriculture
and Graham Couhty Cooperating
June 19, 19.56' /
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It seems advisable to hold an achievem�nt day and have each girl exhibit, and
the eybibits be judged before County Fair because:
1. Fair is after the finish-up report is due in the state office and each
girl must exhibit her work before she is an achievement member
2. Space for 4-H exhibits at the Fair allows room for a limited number of exhibits
3. All girls didntt exhibit at last year's fair
4. More recognition can be given the individual club member
5. Mothers and friends can better see what the girls have done.
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
COUNTY HOME ECONOMICS ACHIEVEMENT
August 1956
Plans for the Achivement Program are still tentative. More definite plans will
be sent out as soon as possible.
We are trying to get judges for August 22 and 23 or 23 and 24 -- one day for
Greenlee and one for Graham County. Information will be gotten to yeu as soon
as information is received. If one day is better (in each group) than the other
let me know, I will follow your wishes as much as possible in deciding which
day will be used by each county.
Plans arc as follows:
The morning will be given to:
1. Demonstration Contest (encourage girls to participate by giving a team
or-rndividual demonstration -- for the experience·and for their ribbon).
2. Ju<!g_in.[. of Exhibits - a 1st of exhibits are given elsewhere in this
letter in food, ciothing, and room improvement
The afternoon 1-1111 bring a program composed of the Dress Rewe of all garments
made this year (1st year clothing girls will model their aprons), music, and a
few of the outstanding domonstrations.
4-H LEADERS' CONFERENCE
Tho 4-H Leaders' Conference is to be hold this year in Flagstaff, August 27-29.
r hope that you will plan to go. Let me know of your interest 50 we can plan
transportation. Junior Leaders, who have completed one year or more of Junior
leadership are eligible to also attend. Our first year junior leaders should
have completed this year's work by then, since their records should be in �
hands by August 24th.
-
--.------. --s;;/-::J� I q'IGL(u-/..t-·I'm suggesting that each 4-H girl comp'Let.e hel' \ ly_J�&_/·--tj-·�T' F- <
project record report or reports and Tn-lH +1�.':T!l \ S '\
r
J... 3
l.f
in TO YOU BY AUGUST 15. You may ask for them
\ '10
{
sooner if you wish. . I 1 0 q
,
h''O �� (,_, (}�) .This will give you a week to check each record \\12 '3'-_)--�--., \_ � �for completeness before turning them in to me. ;;2.0 ).) �� ',..JAlso, if a girl hasn't completed her record or it J I 0 �( .�� )shows she hasn't made all of the required \, 1-1 "] � 1- 1 2-<.::- �1�roducts, you will have time to have her do what \ ....... -::.-::.:. _.- �,_ . ..,..,l.S needed. ;' ;,.� \ -7'L\�achievement requirements, as per the green c9ver 1956 requirement list.).��(If you have misplaced your copy of this leaflet, ask that anotherbe sent to you right away), You can save yourself a lot of extra work t
by checking now as to whether your girls are keeping their records and
work up to date.
.
4-H FINISH UP
This year letts be sure that each girl meets her
The record books should be turned in to me the day of the Home Economics 4-H
Achievement Program,
I'm sure you and your club members' will find it easier to get these records out
of the way before school starts, besides it will help me get the county report
made on time. My September schedule will be such that I will have to do this
report early in September. I will appreciate the cooperation of you and your
girls in helping me make this possible.
4-H FABRIC AVAILABLE
The 4-H fabric is here now. This material is white
with the green four-leaf clover and 4� on it. It can
be obtained from the Safford J. C. Penney Store -­
yardage department in tho basement for 49 cents per
yard. The Clifton store doesn't carr,y it. This is a
special order.
Will you tell your club members about this material so
that they can get the material for their shirts,
blouses, skirts, dresses, etc. Several have indicated
an interest in having some. Tell them that if they'
don't see it on display to ask for it. It 1s being
held for 4-H club members.
See attached page on exhibits
MOE:Ig
CCt 50
Mailed under stamp
Sincerely yours,
,:>JklitliC�iLtL
.
MILDRED O. �TON
Home Demonstration Agent
Graham and Greenlee Counties
EXHIBITS TO BE �IADE o:r PJ"'ts ECONOMICS 4-H ACHIEVEMENT DAY
FOODSCLOTHllK}
First Year
Sewing box Le 'Jcflj_Ppc�
Pot holder mitt
Apron
Draw-string bc.g
Seoncd :�(��: ..
oarmlelrt pr�tcctor�
Skirt
Blcu�e - sle3veless
Skirt Hnager
Third Year
Sport 5hirt .. convertible collar
Skirt
Dress .. cotton
Fourth year
Dress - semi-tailored
Wool Press cloth­
Pressing �uShion
Dress - cotton
Fifth fear
Party dress
Party slipa
Mending done by machine
Articl� of clothing purchased
HOME FURNISHINGS
First Year
Dresser Scar! or set of scarves
Picture .. framed
Storage item for dresser drawer
Dusting Mitt
First :�3ar
Laldng powder biscuits - 5
Hard cooked eggs - in shell - 2
Baked Custard - 1 custard cup
SeCC!1G. Year
fl���ns - plain - 5
11uffins - whole wheat - 5
Cookies - oatmeal - 5
Cookies - peanut butter - 5
Third Year
Yeast TIOOls .. plain 5
BOltter cake - by conventional method
. unfro sbcd
Cake .. decorated for Bir"t:1day Party
FOURTH YF..A'R: TO BE ARRANGED
�"OOD PRESERVATION:
First Year
Tomatoes - by water bath -
Fruit - by water bath - 1
Tomato J'ai.C"C� - 1
Fruit Juice - 1
1 pint.
Second Year
Vegetable - set of 3 different kinds by
pressure
Second Year
Pillow Slips - 1 pair
Pillow Protector
Room Arrangement - diagram ,before and
after
Each girl enrolled in Home Economics 4-H Club Work this year will be expected
to EXHIBIT O�"E OR MORE ARTICLES at our August Achievement Program. RIBBONS
will be given on each Exhibit made by each 4-H achievement member.
Girls who will be gone on vacation or are ill should arrange from someone to
bring their garment, article, or product.· This should be included with a note
from the girl telling why she was unable to attend.
Each girl should accompany her exhibit unless there's a good reason for her
absence. Part of her club work is to attend an achievement program.
Utlhre�·8�..t1 cf Arizona
Colle :!e 1;1 tgricuJ.ture
U � S f'l De�.l:b'-·�mejlt of Agricul;iUre
and Gra...i.U! (�01llity Coopel"a�i�.g
COOPERATIVE EXtENSION VVRK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZoNA
SAFFORD Agricultural Extension Service
Heme Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
October 3O,19S6
nEAR 4.. rt OLUB LEADElh
Tho Singer Sewing Machine C.olT.q)aIly' is giving training on Care and Use of the
Sering Machine tv 4·a'F.I clothing club leaders throughout the United· Sta·tes�
A training meeting f;::r 4",,·H leaders in Graham and Greenlee Counties will be
held Wednesdays November 7th from 9t.30 A.Mo to 3:00 P.M. i1lis meeting will
be held in the Safford Singer Shop on Highway 700 Mrso June McBride will
conduct the trail1i.�g and help you so you can train your 4·.H girls_.
This 1s a valuable training meeting -. one you cann�t af'f�rd to misso I spent
one day in Phoenix going through the training under the district lady from
the Paeadena office 0 I will be there to help and answer your questions 0
You may bring your own sewing machine, it you wiah to do so. H<)wever, there
will be plenty ot machines tor your use it you don'?t want to bring yeur own.,
Will you please bring the following· with whioh to work;�
Scissors
Hem gauge (a ruler if' you have a metal gauge)
Pencil and paper for note taking
Other supplies will be provided by the Singer Company0
Do make every possible effort to· attend this meeting. If' y?U cannot come,
please let me know if you can.
Sincerely yours,
MOE:lg
Mailed �der stamp
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MILDRED 00 EATON .
Home Agent
Graham and Greenlee Counties
In: 40
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STATE OF ARIZONA
Safford
Univeraity of Ari zona
College of Agriculture
U. Sc Department of Agriculture
and Graham County Cooperating
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
September 19, 1956
Dear 4-H Leadert
County Fair time is almost here. I hope that your girls will each exhibit one
or more artioles or food produots this year.
We have more exhibit space than last year. This includes glassed in cupboards
for the food products and sewing boxes. Let's fill the space alloted to 4-H.
IT we don1t we may not get so much space reserved for us next year.
Will you collect the clothing exhibits and enter them at the fair building on
THURSDAY morning, October 11 by 12 noon, OR -- �'Irs. Cressa Nelson (in Thatcher)
or I will be glad to take them to the fair building Thursday morning, if you
�l get them to us before eight o�clock that roorning. I live in apartment 3, at
1030 Fifth Ave., Saffordo If I�m not home when you come, Itm sure Mrs.Phetaplace
in apartment 2 will take them for me.
�ch clothing article should be labeled with the name of the girl, so that
articles aren't mixed up. Fair tags will be put on them at the fair building.
Food prducts should be entered early FRIDAY morning, October 12 before 8t 30 A.M.
Mrs. Nelson and I will be going to the fair building very early that morning,
probably by seven. Food exhibits will be judged at 9 A.M. Friday morning.
Mrs. Cressa Nelson, superintendent of the home economics 4-H fair would like for
you to assist with the exhibits. I think she plans to phone each of you about
time and type of assistance needed.
We plan to have the clothing judged on Thursday afternoon, October 11 from 3:00
mtU the judges finish. If you would like to be present and hear what is said
you may come out. But we MUST HAVE THE EXHIBITS BY NOON in order to have them
ready when the judges come. Last year too many things came in so late that we
werent t ready.
.
Under separate cover I am sending you (those who don't have one) a County Fair
book. The 4-H exhibits are listed on Pages 73 and 74. Some of your girls may
want to make entries under the adult classes - Pages 47-61. I am also
.
enclosing, or sending in some cases under separate cover, entry blanks for
�� girls� All of one girl's 4-H entries can be made on the same sheet, since
both 4-H foods and clothing are under one department.
Each of you leaders have done a grand job this year with your girls. I know we
�e going to have an even better program this coming year. I appreciate all the
help you gave to make the August Achivement program so successful. We couldn't
have had such nice exhibits and dayfs activities without your help. So let me
say THANKS for all your work, help, and cooperation.
l()E:lg
Mailed under stamp
, CCI 30
Sincerely yours, ...
'-_. 't \ ,,' • I t, A ( / .
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MILDRED o. EATON
Home Agent
Graham and Greenlee Counties
COOPERATIVE ilTIMSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
',STl\TE OF ARIZONA
'Safford
University of Arizona
College of Agriculture
u, S. Uepartment of Agriculture
and Graham County Cooperating
Agricultural Extension Work
Home Demonstration Work
.
County Agent Work
A�gus,t 17, 1956
I
Dear b-H Members:
I hope yout re all set for our county 4-H Achievement program on Thursday
.AugW$t 23, It- s to be held in the Recreation Hall (west wing) of the
Thatcher L.D.S. Church.
In order to complete your 4-H work for this year you will need to exhibit
articles or produuts made as a part of your project work. Clothing girls
should exhibit biscuits, hard cooked eggs and baked custard.
Your exhibits should be entered for judging between 8:.30 and 9&00 A.M.
THURSDAY morning. Let� s be on time.,
Are you going to give a demonstration? Doni t forget to BRING ALL of your
own EQUIPMENT and supplies needed, We will start giving· these demonstrations
at 9:30 A.M.
.
Dresses, aprons, blouses and skir�s will be modeled in the atternoon
b�ginning at 2:00 P.M.
If you are a clothing girl you should be there to model your garm:ent.
If you are a foods girl·you should be there to see the dress revue and
the three demonstrations that Teceived blue ribbons at the STATE 4-H ROUNDUP.
Let's don't mss any part of this day.' We hope your mother and friends
can come too.
-
.
Don't forget I must have your project record book THURSDAY MORNING.
If your leader returned it, to you, then you should bring it with your
exhibits.
I;m looking forward to seeing you Thursday, August 23.
MOE:lg
co: 150
Sincerely yours,
/}IIIr/trSCdi·f;;;;(__
MILDRED O. EATON
. Home Agent
Graham and Greenlee Counties
University of Arizona
College (If Agric;uiture
U"l Sf. Department of Agriculture
and G�ahan1 Co,unty Cooperating
August 6 J 1956
COOPWTnr$ EXTENSION WORK I
, IN
AGRICULT� AND HOME ECON,JN.IGS
I STATE OF ARIZONA
Safford Agricultu�al Extension Service
Home Demonstration Wcrk
County Agent Work
DEAR 4-H LEADER t
The 4·H Achievement Day activities w:i.ll be held Thursday, August 23 i.n the
Eecreatacn H&ll of the Thatcher ll.D.S, Churchc; �he Recreation Hall is on
the oJ/est side of the church, Have your girls enter f,brough the doors on the
south side of the hall.
'
Since some have misplaced their copy of the suggestions for e�bits, I am
enolosing another cOPYc> They are the same as the one for the County Fa�c
4-11 exh:thits should be entered between 8130 and oM. on the 23rdft If the
gli:rswiil""h'a;ea' paece of paper nth her name an . t e name of �er club,
attached to each exhibit, it will speed up the entl3ring process.
,J
Demonstrations w.Lll s art at 10.00 A.M. All �rls de> not have to demonstraote. I
r hop� {Q,U.�1"l-e:';CQi.w�$f1' '" ffii �,,���� �p.l.,!ft!' sU'jl� �h9 � _ W�1? �Q trro�t ro� RQmmtIfi l'lo:c't1 \�P��:�.) '�� I �r�0fl!f�t,.,e r; t � . �j'�JW�r�'�E� ::;wq; '��� ��11lbetter d�m�ns�:fa�ur� �'I'l� �l.ve tpe; a bert�� ��'" ce '1iQ ijua1�f7 :fpr ROUNDUP 0, .
���;�W?"I\I J4U. f� �.��. qM f�1il'lff � lI;Lll?; re?t Bfld �,,�,� as lfilr� tile
Dress Revue 'will start at '2:00 P.M. ,All clothing girls shouid model their
aress, blouse, "and' start, or ppron in this revue I) , " , ,
I hope that each of your girls who' have otherwise oompleted'their project
work will' exhibito All girls should attend the achievement day activities.
In case that a girl cannot exhibii let me mow and arrangements will be made
for her -- that is, is she completed all other requirements for comPletions
After you have checked each girls record with 'the achi�vement requirements,
will you "
'.
1. Make a list of girls in your club and the projects carried, by them. Then
after each project mark fI complete" if the girl has completed all require­
ments for that project,' and "incomplete" if she hasn't. If she moved
aw�y - use "moved" instead of inconplete
2. Turn in to me on or before 9:30 A.M. August 23-
Project Record of each girl for eaCh project
Sheet with names of girls, their projects, and completeness or
,
incompleteness
Club Secretar,y's Book - completely·fille� out (up to�date of Achievement)
This will later be returned to us, at which time further information
can be added.
H>E:lg
00:30
If you have any further questions about the plans 'please, call me. Leave
your number, if you don't reach me J and I will call you. In order to make the
�1S activities go more smoothly, I would like for each of you to help in
some way. I am attachins a �l:l.V s��t�� tpe specift9 j9Q.,
,
,
"
i ���c�r��f� /
IJk/du 1J 0 (.hl!eit
MILDRED o, EA�N, '�
Home Agent'
.
Graham and Greerilee' Counties
